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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE following Introduction was com

posed by Mr. Green in consequence

of my consulting him on the subject of my
Father s obligations to Lessing in the Con

fessions of an Inquiring Spirit ; and was

intended by him to be used as materials for

a preface to this new edition of the work.

As it appears however to require no re

modelling, either by omission or addition,

I present it just as it came from the au

thor s pen.

To the Letters on Inspiration are added

an Essay on Faith and some other short

pieces on religious subjects from the Lite

rary Remains, which seem to find their

place in the present volume better than in

any other collection of Mr. Coleridge s

writins. S. C.
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INTRODUCTION.

BY JOSEPH HENRY GREEN, ESQ.

IN preparing a new edition of this work,

it is scarcely less than a duty to its re

vered Author to draw the attention of the

reader to the theological writings of Les-

sing, in order to obviate any mistake, simi

lar to that which has been already made,
with regard to the Author s originality, or

at all events to exhibit without reserve, the

grounds upon which a charge ofplagiarism

might possibly be founded. It will be dis

covered, namely, on a comparison of this

essay with certain works of the German

writer, that there exists so marked a simila

rity of opinion on some points of doctrine,

that the reader might be inclined to adopt,
as the most obvious explanation of the re

semblance, the supposition that Coleridge
had not only derived the advantage, which

every writer is likely to do from the acu

men and labours of a predecessor, but that
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he had transferred without acknowledg
ment Lessing s thoughts to his own pages;

nor will the supposition want the support

derived from the capability of tracing here

and there similar language if not identical

phrases. Nay, it cannot be denied that

Coleridge was a student of Lessing s wri

tings ; since, in a fly-leaf of one of the

volumes of a copy of his works, which

belonged to Coleridge, the latter says :

&quot; Year after year I have made a point of

re-perusing the Kleine Schriften as master

pieces of style and argument.&quot;

Notwithstanding these admissions, itmay
be reasonably doubted however, that any
candid person, after the perusal of Less-

ing s works here in question, and a careful

collation of them with the &quot;

Confessions,&quot;

would venture to assume that Coleridgeo
had forfeited his claim to originality in the

view which he has here taken of (( the

bounds between the right and the super
stitious use and estimation of the Sacred

Canon : and it may far rather be anti

cipated that the result of such comparison
would be the conviction that, whatever

portions of the &quot;

Confessions&quot; may be
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justly ascribed to Leasing, they were no

less the growths and natural educts of the

different and deeper principle out of which

Coleridge s scheme of theology had shaped
itself. It is indeed highly probable that

Coleridge had received a lasting impres
sion from the perusal of the Kleine Schrif-

tetij and that when engaged in producing
a work, the tendency of which was in some

respects similar, the recollections of those

writings would blend with his own thoughts,
and lead him to adopt similar arguments,
and even in some instances the same ex

pressions. It is true that no reference is any
where made to the German author; butwhen
we consider that the &quot; Confessions

7

were

written with an object, which can scarcely

be said to have anything in common with

Lessing s controversial essays, and were

the result of a different process of reason

ing, which presented only insulated points

of contact with Lessing s arguments, it

will not surprise us if the reminiscences in

question did not become objects of con

scious remembrance. For Coleridge truth

was impersonal : and if he adopted from

others, it was because it was alien to the
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habit of his mind to consider the percep

tion or discovery of truth as any thing

which belonged exclusively and appropri

ately to the individual. He was ever ready

to assist others in the elaboration of their

thoughts, and ever reckoned as little of the

rights ofhis own intellectual proprietorship

as if truth and knowledge were the same

common property as light and air.

That the correspondences and resem

blances, to which we have above adverted,

and which after all do not amount to much,

afford any just ground for impugning the

originality of Coleridge may be safely de

nied. In the case of a work, which is an

aggregate and not a growth, in which by
eclectic ingenuity

&quot;

Purpureus, late qui splendeat, unus et alter

Assuitur pannus; Horace, A. P. 1. 15.

it would be as just to reclaim, as it would

be easy to detach, the borrowed fragments :

but where the work is the result of a for

mative principle which gives it unity and

totality, where the thoughts and reason

ings are the development of a living prin

ciple to an organic whole, it may be safely

assumed that the author who interweaves
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with his own the kindred products of other

men s minds, is impelled only by the sense

and pleasurable sympathy of a common
intellectual activity, and that he would, or

might have arrived at the same or similarO

results, where these are potentially con

tained in the principle, which gave birth

to his reasonings. That Coleridge s the

ology was the growth of his own mind,

and inseparably united with his philoso

phy, it is not here the place to exhibit.

Nor indeed is it necessary for our present

purpose, that of considering any supposed,
or hitherto unacknowledged, intellectualo /

debts to Lessing. And it may be prelim

inarily observed that if the reader, conver

sant with German, after reading Lessing s

theological writings, including his philoso

phical essay on the Trinity, and the frag

ment entitled Erziekttng des Menschenge-

schlechts, will thoughtfully peruse the&quot; Con

fessions,&quot; especially the statement on the

nature of Faith and the &quot; Pentad of opera
tive

Christianity&quot; prefixed to the work, and

Coleridge s Confession of Faith in the first

letter, he will not fail to acknowledge
that whatever coincidences, or seeming

b
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plagiarisms, there may be, in respect to the

relation of the Scriptures to Christianity,

yet that the work of Coleridge, independ

ently of his other writings, bears indubitable

evidence of its being an integral part of a

digested scheme of Christian philosophy
and theology, and that the writings of

Lessing, though undoubtedly possessing

merits of a high character, are fragmenta

ry, critical, controversial, and tentative.

In order, however, to put the reader, un

acquainted with the history ofGerman lite

rature, in possession of the data, which

may enable him to form a correct judg
ment on the point at issue, it may be ne

cessary to explain and the account is not

without its own instructive interest that

Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, one of the

most distinguished writers which Germany
has produced, mainly contributed by his

critical sagacity, his forcible reasoning,

and by his lucid, pointed, and nervous

style, to awaken a new spirit in almost

every branch of literature. It was in 1774,

that feeling the rigidity on the one hand,

and the laxity on the other, and the utter

shallowness on all sides, of the prevailing
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theology, he began to publish, in his &quot; Bei-

trdge zur Geschichte und Litteratur aus

den Schatzen der Herzoglichen Bibliothek

zuWolfenbuttel,&quot;the notorious essays,com

monly called the Wolfenbuttel Fragments,
now known to have been the work of the

elder Reimarus, but which were long at

tributed to Lessing himself. These papers
contain a bitter and factious attack on all

revealed religion, though it cannot be de-O O

nied that they proceed from a man, who
was nevertheless sincere and earnest in

the search for truth. At the conclusion of

these fragments, which are five in number,
and in addition to remarks appended to

each, Lessing expresses himself to the fol

lowing effect :

&quot; And now enough of these Fragments !

He, among my readers, who would ra

ther have had me spare them altogether,

is assuredly more timid than well-informed.

He may be a very devout Christian, but a

very enlightened one he certainly is not.

He may be a sincere well-wisher to his re

ligion, but he ought also to have more con

fidence in it.

&quot; For in how many ways may not these
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objections and difficulties be met ! And

suppose that absolutely no answer can be

given ? What then ? The learned theo

logian might indeed be at length embar

rassed : but the Christian likewise ! He

certainly not. To the former it might be

a source of perplexity to see the props,

which he designed for the support of reli

gion thus shaken
;
to find the buttresses

thrown down, by which, God willing, he

would have secured it. But how do this

man s hypotheses and explanations and

proofs concern the Christian ? For him it

is already a fact that Christianity, which

he feels to be so true, in which he feels so

blessed. When the paralytic patient feels

the beneficial shocks of the electric spark,

what does he care whether Nollet or Frank

lin, or whether neither the one nor the

other, is right?
&quot; In short the Letter is not the Spirit, and

the Bible is not Religion. Consequently

objections to the letter and the Bible are

not objections to the Spirit and Religion.
&quot; For the Bible manifestly contains

more than belongs essentially to Religion,
and it is a mere hypothesis that the Bible
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must be equally infallible in that which is

superadded. Besides the Religion was

there before a Bible existed. Christianity

existed before Evangelists and Apostles

had written. There elapsed a long period

before the first of them wrote, and a very

considerable one before the whole Canon

was completed. Much therefore as may de

pend upon these writings, yet it is impos
sible that the whole truth of the Religion
can rest upon them. If there was a period,

in which the Christian religion was already
thus spread, in which it had already pos
sessed itself of so many souls, and in which

as yet not a letter of that which has come

down to us had been penned, then it is

possible also that all, which Evangelists
and Apostles have written, might have

been lost, and yet that the religion taught

by them might have remained. The Chris

tian religion is not true because the Evan

gelists and Apostles taught it, but they

taught it because it is true. Written tradi

tions must be interpreted by their internal

truth, and all the written traditions can give

Religion no internal truth, if it have none.
&quot; This then would be the general answer
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to a large portion of these Fragments as

before said,in the worst case.&quot;

Lessing s Schriften, vol. 5. p. 17-20.

It is principally in this remarkable pas

sage and in the papers, which arose out of

them in the celebrated controversy with

the Haupt Pastor Gbze of Hamburg, that

the reader will find the evidence that he

stands in need of for arriving at a satisfac

tory solution of the question, which is here

submitted to his decision : and in order to

facilitate the comparison, which he may be

expected to institute, the passages in Les-

sing, and those in the &quot;

Confessions,&quot; which

either in thought or language may be sup

posed to have been derived from them, have

been brought under review in the follow

ing paragraphs.
Thus it will be seen that one of Les-

sing s main propositions is the essential

difference between Religion, that is the

Christian, as inward and spiritual truth

and as an historical fact. He says :
&quot; The

Letter is not the Spirit, and the Bible is

not
Religion;&quot; and he adds :

&quot; Written
traditions must be interpreted by their in

ternal truth, and all the written tradi-
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tions can give Religion no internal truth,

if it have none.&quot; The meaning of Lessing

appears to be that religion implies the in

ward evidence of spiritual truths, which the

history of their revelation cannot supply.

In thus requiring an internal evidence

for Christianity we are reminded of the

position in the &quot;

Confessions,&quot; at p. 63. in

Letter IV :
&quot; The truth revealed through

Christ has its evidence in itself, and the

proof of its divine authority in its fitness

to our nature and needs.&quot; Now it may be

admitted that Coleridge herein adopts a

similar view to that expressed by Lessing,

derived from the principle,common to both,

that the evidence, which is the chief and

primary in importance, for the truths of

Christianity, is not to be sought in the

historical documents connected with their

revelation, but is of an internal character.

But it will not be denied that Lessing has

nowhere clearly explained what he means

by the internal truth (innere WahrJieit)

which he requires for the interpretation of

the written traditions, and that the at

tempts, which he made to solve philoso

phically the problems of religion are im-
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perfect and unsatisfactory. He saw in

deed that the faith of a Christian, as the

vital principle of his spiritual life, is a

somewhat very different to the belief,

which consists in the mere assent of the

understanding to the facts narrated in the

Scriptures, even when these facts are the

records of the publications of truths, and,

as we have seen above, he hesitated not to

say that Christianity might have been ope
rative had the Scriptures been lost: he,

in short, maintains that the Scriptures are

not essentially the Christian religion itself,

but simply the history of its foundation.

But though he distinguishes the letter and

the spirit, he nowhere tells us what the

letter and what the spirit respectively are,

and we are left in doubt as to what the

Bible contains, and what the Christian Re

ligion truly is.

On the other hand, if Coleridge was in

debted to his predecessor, it was not assur

edly for inforcing the necessity of internal

evidence so understood as implying that

religion requires the conviction and devo

tion of the individual, his fealty, head and

heart, to the truth in Christ
;

for this, it
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may be presumed, is the principle avowed

by every sincere believer in the truth of

Christianity. Neither could Lessing have

first taught him the value of ascertaining;;O * ?

the reasonableness of Christianity, inde

pendently of its divine institution
;

for at

tempts to rationalize the doctrines of Chris

tian faith have been exhibited from the

times of the earliest Heathen converts down
to the present age, called forth especially

by the attacks of infidels. Lessing might
indeed have suggested to him the fallacy

of considering the Scriptures as the revela

tion itself and the sole criterion of truth, to

which the human reason is to bow as to

an infallible oracle forbidding all further

questioning, and of mistaking a past fact

for an ever present operative principle and

agency. But it is evident that, in claim

ing for the truth through Christ an &quot; evi

dence in itself, and the proof of its divine

authority in its fitness to our nature and

needs,&quot; Coleridge appealed to a higher
and more comprehensive principle than

any to be found in Lessing s writings,

namely the influence of the indwelling-

Reason,
&quot; the true Light, which lighteth

c
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every man that cometh into the world/ *

It will be seen too, if the reader will take

the trouble of perusing attentively the re

mainder of the letter, from the above quota

tion taken from p. 63 of the &quot;Confessions,&quot;

that Coleridge s argument differs from any

thing which is to be found in Lessing, and

that Coleridge, in finding and affirming the

truth of Christianity by its fitness to our na

ture and needs, derives from this conso

nance a proof of the authenticity and divine

inspiration of the Scriptures. Nor ought it

to be forgotten that Coleridge ever incul-o o
cated that Religion must be both Fact and

Idea
;

that the truths of Reason, which

are implied in Christianity would constitute

only a system of speculative philosophy,
and would cease to be practical, were they
not equally the living principles of the

moral world, and had they not become or

ganic constituents of the history of man
and abiding realities for every man not

conscience-proof.

The reader then can scarcely doubt that

* Or. The light that cometh into the ivorld,

which lightcth every man : the Word that was made

flesh, the sole source of spiritual light to all mankind.
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the obligations of Coleridge to Lessing were

slight, if any, in the passage, which we

have above noticed
;
and probably, if no

other connection between the two writers

could have been traced, the comparison
would have been deemed superfluous. But

there yet remain certain other parts in the

&quot;Confessions which in conformity with

our design may not be passed over.

Lessing, it will be seen in the foregoing
translation says :

&quot; The Christian religion
&amp;gt; o

is not true because the Evangelists andO

Apostles taught it, but they taught it be

cause it is true.&quot; In the Vlth Letter of the
&quot;

Confessions&quot; p. 73, Coleridge asks : &quot;Is

it safer for the individual and more condu

cive to the interests of the Church of Christ,

in its twofold character of pastoral and mi

litant, to conclude thus : The Bible is the

Word of God, and therefore true, holy,

and in all parts unquestionable ;
or thus,

The Bible, considered in reference to its

declared ends and purposes, is true and ho

ly, and for all who seek truth with humble

spirits an unquestionable guide and there

fore it is the Word of God ?&quot; He then

proceeds to show that the latter is the safer

conclusion.
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Now, though it will be at once admitted,

that the propositions of the two writers are

different, yet on reflection it will be found

that they have this thought in common :

Christian teaching does not derive its truth

from authority, but derives its authority
from its truth. The passage in Lessing

may have suggested therefore that in the
&quot; Confessions : but it is equally clear that

it contains only a renewal of the same argu

ment, which we have discussed in the pre

ceding paragraphs on the primary impor
tance of ascertaining the eternal truths on

which Christianity is founded, in prefer
ence to resting- its truth on historical evi-O

dence; and if the reader has been convinced

that Coleridge s principle had a deeper
source than appears, or is implied, in Les-

sing s theological essays, it can matter

little, if at all, whether the passage quoted
from Lessing suggested the query and its

answer, which we find in the &quot; Confes

sions.

But in a note on the opposite opinions,
which the query involves, (namely, The Bi

ble is true and holy, because it is the word
of God

; or the Bible is the word of God
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because it is true and holy) Coleridge

says :

&quot;

It is remarkable that both parties

might appeal to the same text of St. Paul,

njaaa
ypafiri fltoflTOWTOf KCX.I fap&tftOf TTgog

01-

SavKa^iav, K. r. A. (2 Tim. iii. 16.) which fa

vours the one or other opinion accordingly

as the words are construed; and which,

again, is the more probable construction,

depends in great measure on the prefer

ence given to one or other of two different

readings, the one having, and the other

omitting, the conjunction copulative xai.&quot;*

In one of the controversial tracts, which

arose out of the passage translated to pre

cede these remarks, Lessing says :
&quot; And

the Kaa-a
yf&amp;lt;prj

of Paul ! Another con

struction gives the words of Paul so dif

ferent a meaning; and this construction

being just as grammatical, as consonant

with the connection, and having as many

* The English version is :
&quot; All scripture is given

by inspiration of God, and is profitable, &c.&quot; By
adopting the reading with the omission of the con

junction Ki it might have been rendered as in some

foreign versions of the Bible is the case :
&quot; All scrip

ture, given by inspiration of God, is profitable, &c.&quot;

See the note by the late editor, p. 72.
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ancient and modern biblical scholars in its

favour, as tfoe construction which has been

approved of in the commonest Lutheran

Dogmatica, I do not at all see why the

reading adopted in the latter should be

unconditionally retained. Luther himself

in his translation has preferred the former:

he did not read KM
;
and evil enough, if

by a various reading, consisting in the in

sertion or omission of a xai, the capital

passage on the principium cognoscendi of

the whole of theology, is rendered so ex

tremely equivocal.&quot; Lessing s Schriften,

vol. 6. p. 92.

Again, in Lessing s observations on the

Wolfenbiittel Fragments, the following

passage will be found :
&quot; For the Bible

manifestly contains more than belongs es

sentially to Religion, and it is a mere hy

pothesis that the Bible must be equally in

fallible in that which is
superadded.&quot; On

turning to the &quot;

Confessions&quot; Letter IV.

p. 55, we find :-
&quot;

I, who hold that the

Bible contains the religion of Christians,

but who dare not say that whatever is con

tained in the Bible is the Christian Reli

gion, &c.&quot; and at p. 45 in the same let-
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ter: &quot; But let a man be once fully per
suaded that there is no difference between

the two positions The Bible contains

the Religion revealed by God and
* Whatever is contained in the Bible is

religion, and was revealed by God ;
and

that whatever can be said of the Bible,

collectively taken, may and must be said

of each and every sentence of the Bible,

taken for and by itself; and I no longer
wonder at these paradoxes.&quot;

Subsequently in a controversial tract,

written in reply to an attack by Pastor

Goze on the position :
&quot; The Bible mani

festly contains more than belongs essen

tially to Religion,&quot; -Lessing thus expresses
himself (Kl: Schrift. v. 6. p. 85) :

&quot;

I am
shocked! I, deny that the Bible contains

Religion ? I ? Where ? In that which

immediately goes before ? Hardly in say

ing that the Bible is not Religion itself?

Or is it in saying this ? Is it thus, my dear

Pastor, that you treat all your opponents ?

Do the words to be and to contain

mean the same ? Are these identical posi
tions : The Bible contains Religion ;

and &amp;lt; The Bible is Religion ? &quot;At p. 86,
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ibid, he thus proceeds :

&quot; As if there were

not a little in the Bible, which absolutely

neither serves the purpose of explanation

nor of confirmation even of the most insig

nificant tenet of religion ! What other

sound Lutheran Theologians have main

tained with regard to whole books of the

Bible, I may surely affirm of particular no

tices in this or that book. Attheleastaman
must be a Rabbi or a Homilist in order to

puzzle out a possibility or a play on words,

by which the Hajiemim of Ana, the Cre-

thi and Plethi of David, the mantle, which

Paul forgot at Troas, arid a hundred other

such things, can be brought into any con

nection with
religion.&quot;

The similarity in thought and language
to the quotation in the preceding paragraph
needs no comment

;
but the circumstance

is rendered more striking by finding in the

Confessions at p. 44 the following :

&quot; But

every word and syllable existing in the ori

ginal text of the Canonical Books from the

Cherethi and Phelethi of David, &c.&quot; and

atp. 101 &quot;St. Paul s cloak left at Troas.&quot;

In the controversial tract of Lessing s,

from which the quotation above given is
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translated, the Author immediately after

wards proceeds to say, p. 87 ibid. :

&quot; There

fore the position The Bible contains more

than essentially belongs to Religion is

without limitation true. It may likewise

be infinitely more serviceable to Religion

by its due use, than it can be prejudicial by
its misuse. Misuse is especially to be ap

prehended; and I should have no objec

tion to a provision beforehand against it.&quot;

The mischiefs accruing to Religion from the

opposite opinion, namely (to use Coleridge s

words)
&quot; that the Bible not only contains,

but constitutes, the Christian Religion
:

are forcibly and eloquently urged in the

IVth Letter of the &quot;Confessions,&quot; especi

ally in the passage, too long for quotation,

which begins (p. 49) at the words &quot; when
in my third letter,&quot; and terminates (p.

52) with the words &quot;

you will have no

difficulty in determining the quality and

character of a dos;ma, which could engraft~ O
such fruits on such a tree.&quot; But though theo

substance of this paragraph, and of the

ensuing beginning with the sentence :

&quot; The Bible is the appointed conservatory,

an indispensable criterion, and continual

d
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source and support of true Belief,&quot; is a

glorious explication of the position ad

vanced by Lessing, yet it will scarcely be

doubted that the reasoning is based upon
the same principle, and it would be at least

difficult to say how far the train of thought
had not been suggested by the pregnant
words of the German author. Though it

might be added that, where a principle has

been so unfolded and expanded, as has been

achieved in the present instance, the proba

bility of a primal suggestion may be safely

admitted without impugning the origina

lity of the author, who has given incon

testable proofs of his ability to make the

thought-germ essentially his own, and in

transplanting it to cause it to fructify by
the inherent

fertility of his own mind.

Further, it will be recollected that Les

sing in the summary reply to the Wolfen-

biittel Fragments says :

&quot;

It is possible
also that all, which Apostles and Evange
lists have written, might have been lost,

and yet that the religion taught by them

might have remained.&quot; It appears that

this drew upon him not only the attacks

of Pastor Goze, but of other theologians,
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averse to the deference, which it appeared
to imply to the Romish doctrine of Tradi

tion : and in reply to Doctor Walch, in

the Briefe an verschiedene Gottesgelehrten

v. 17 of his Works, p. 124 he says :
&quot; Be

cause the Apostles have left writings be

hind them, is it therefore not necessary to

take any heed of Tradition ? And was this

the true meaning of Irengeus ? Not at all:

and your Reverence should have assuredly

allowed his question to stand : Quid au-

tem, si neque Apostoli quidem Scripturas re-

liquissent, nonne oportebat ordinem sequi

Traditionis ? He then goes on to show

that what Irengeus meant by Feritatis Tra-

ditionem, or Veterem Traditiojiem, is only
the Confession of faith, Creed or baptis

mal formulary ;
and after speaking of St.

Augustine s Sermones in Traditione Sym-
boli, he adds :

&quot; And Ireneeus, who uses

the same words, is it to be supposed that he

did not mean the same thing, when in

speaking of the faithful among the Barba
rian tribes, who could not read the writingso
of the Apostles, he says :

&quot; sine charta et

atramento scriptam habent per Spiritum in

cordibus suis salutem ?
r Or as we read the
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quotation, also used in the Kl: Schrift: vol.

6. p. 121. &quot; Cui assentiunt multa gentes

barbarorum, eorum qui in Christum credunt,

sine charta et atramento scriptam habentes

per Spiritum in cordibus suis salutem.&quot; Now
if we turn to the &quot;

Confessions&quot; the same

quotation will be found from Irenseus in

Letter VI. at p. 85
; but, though the addi

tional references show that they were not

copied from Lessing, it will not remove the

suspicion of the reader that Coleridge was

induced to consult the authors in conse

quence of his study of Lessing s writings.

It is true however that Coleridge seems to

have attached a larger meaning and higher

importance to the regula fidei or sacramen

tum symboli than Lessing did namely as
&quot; the universals of Christian Faith.&quot; See

the &quot;

Confessions&quot; p. 85.

Jt may be also observed that Coleridge
differed from Lessing in the view which

the latter took of the use of the writings
of the Apostles by the early Church. In

the letter to Dr. Walch, above referred to,

Lessing says :
&quot; The words of Irenaeus

are : Non enim per alios dispositionem
nostrcE, salutis cognovimusj quamper eos, per
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quos Evangelium pervenit ad nos, quod qui-

dem tune pr&cona verunt, postea vero per
Dei voluntatem in Scripturis nobis tradide-

runtyfundamentum et columnamfidei nostr&

futurum. Are these words intended to say,

that the Scriptures have become the foun

dation and support of our faith? Certainly
not ! Were this the meaning, assuredly
futum must have been substituted for fu-

turum
;
and as the syntax would not have

permitted fundamentum et columna.m fu-

wris, the alteration must at least have

extended to the substitution of fundament

et columns futuris that is, if Irenseushad

not chosen a different turn of the period,

supposing that he intended to say what

those with Lutheran spectacles pretend so

plainly to discern. Futurum stands in rela

tion to EvangeUum; and that this, prcecon-

atwriy as well as scripturis traditum, has be

come the foundation and support of our

faith, is the proper meaning of Irenseus.&quot;

Upon this passage Coleridge makes this

comment in a note pencilled on the margin :

&quot;

Lessing s logic forsook him here. Surely
Irenseus positively asserts that the Chris

tians had no other stable foundation of their
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faith than the preaching of the Gospels in

the lifetime, of the Apostles, and their writ

ten Sermons (as we should say their pub
lished Histories and Discourses) after their

death. But in the age of Ireneeus the

Apostles were dead; ergo, the Apostolic

writings were then the sole foundation of

Christian knowledge and belief. This

clearly contradicts, as far as his opinion

weighs, Lessing s assertion that the Chris

tians were to learn it from the Bishops

immediately, who again derived it s sense

from the Holy Ghost. Besides, take Evan-

gelium in Lessing s sense, and the pas

sage amounts to this, that we learn that

system of faith, which the Apostles preached

by the system of faith preached by the

Apostles i. e. it amounts to that species
of nonsense called a truism, or identical

proposition in a
duplicate.&quot;

In a fly-leaf of the same volume, Cole

ridge adds : I cannot discover any weak

ening of my confutation in the note, in

Lessing s after observations. It does not

follow that Irenaeus and the Catholic

Church did not hold the Evartgelium (
=

Gospel Doctrine) which the Apostles first
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preached, and then, in obedience to the

Divine Will, committed to writing in order

to supply the preaching after their death,

jundamentum et columnam Jidei because

in controversies with Heretics, Irenseus

prudently began with proving the regular

descent of the dogma from Bishop to Bishop

through the Catholic Church
;
and then

proceeded to show the very same doctrine

in the Scriptures. Had he begun with the

latter, the Heretics might have either quoted
another passage seemingly as favourable

to their side as Irenaeus s to his, or given
a different interpretation. But by always

giving two arguments both of undoubted

strength, where the Heretics could give

only one, he was sure of mastering them.

It makes no difference in the sense of the

passage whether it befuturum orfuturis :

in the former it would asree with theO

wine, in the latter with the vessels con

taining it evangelium in scripturis or scrip-

turas evangelium nobis tradentes.
&quot;

Leasing appears to me to have mis

taken precepts of the Fathers (plus justo
sacerdotalia) addressed to the mass of Ca
tholic believers (ideotis)for declarations con-
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cerning the grounds, the existing grounds
and pillars of the Faith of the Church itself.

Now these were first, the Universal Tradi

tion of the Churches; and second, Ostensio

e Scripturis, in other words the Scriptures

interpreted according to the consonant

belief of the Church in all a^es. Even
k_&amp;lt;

such is the doctrine of the Church of En^-
^-7

land : herein honourably distinguished

both from the Roman Catholics, who place

their pretended Traditions and the Power

of the existing Church Hierarchs above the

Scriptures, and from the Anti-episcopal

Protestants, who reject Tradition and

Church authority altogether.

S. T.
Coleridge.&quot;

The only remark which suggests itself

in reading the above interesting extracts

is, that in aiding the reader to form a cor

rect opinion on Coleridge s theological

views, they warn him not to take for

granted that the similarity, or coincidence,

of his judgment with that of Lessing on

certain points leads justly to the conclu

sion that Coleridge derived or adopted his

opinions from Lessing, and still less that

he deemed the latter a safe guide on the
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whole to a sound and satisfactory theology.

Another reminiscence of Lessing is sup

plied by Coleridge s adoption of the term
&quot;

Bibliolatry,&quot;
which will be found at p.

50 of the &quot;

Confessions.&quot; It seems to

have been invented by Lessing, and those,

who have any curiosity on the subject,

may consider what he himself has to say
in Vol. 17. p. 61 of his Sammtliche Sc/irif-

ten, Berlin, 1793.

On the attempts to harmonize Scripture

history our authors, again, seem to hold

nearly the same opinion. Lessing, vol. 5,

p. 149, says :

&quot;

I granted the premiss

(namely, the discrepancies in the Gospel
narrative of the Resurrection urged in the

Wolfenbiittel Fragments) because, after

manifold sincere attempts not to permit

myself to grant it, I convinced myself of

the sorry resources of all Gospel Harmo
nies. For, to speak of them in general, I

would confidently undertake, according to

the same rules precisely, which they take

as their grounds, to bring unconditionally
all and every relation of the same event

without exception into no less accordance.

Where historians agree only in the main

e
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point, the method of our Gospel Harmo
nists bids defiance to all other difficulties.

They cannot be imagined so extravagant
but that I will have them presently in or

der
;
and in each case I will authenticate

my procedure with them by the procedure
of some celebrated Harmonist.&quot;

Coleridge in the &quot;

Confessions,&quot; Letter

IV. p. 40, says :
&quot; For on what other ground

can I account for the whimsical submtelli-

giturs of our numerous harmonists, for

the curiously inferred facts, the inventive

circumstantial detail, the complemental
and supplemental history, which, in the

utter silence of all historians and absence

of all historical documents, they bring to

light by mere force of
logic?&quot;

And in

the same paragraph he adds :
&quot; Allow

me to create chasms ad libitum, and ad

libitum to fill them up with imagined facts

and incidents, and I would almost under

take to harmonize FalstafF s account of

the rogues in buckram into a coherent and

consistent narrative.&quot;

The last, and perhaps only other point,

which may require notice, is the agreement
of these two eminent men on the services
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of the Scriptures in aid of the intellectual

and moral progress of mankind. In Les-

sino- s tract on the Education of the HumanO

Race, Works, vol. 5. p. 91, we find the fol

lowing passage :

&quot;

They (the Scriptures)

for seventeen hundred years have occupied

the human understanding more than all

other books
;

have enlightened it more

than all other books, even if it be only by
means of the li;ht. which the human un-O *

derstanding has itself brought in.&quot; In the

&quot;Confessions&quot; it is said, p. 76: &quot;For

more than a thousand vears the Bible, col-
/

lectively taken, has gone hand in hand

with civilization, science, law, in short,

with the moral and intellectual cultivation

of the species, always supporting, and

often leading the
way.&quot;

The Editor has thus exhibited faithfully,

as far as his knowledge extends, the paral

lel passages which are to be found in the

present work and in the theological wri

tings of Lessing, and the Reader has there

fore the requisite means of forming his

own judgment on the obligations, which

Coleridge was under to his predecessor.

It would be perhaps as idle as it would be
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dishonest to deny that the agreements of

the two authors are more than accidental
;

and yet it cannot but be apparent that the

most striking parallelisms are in passages,
which a plagiarist would have avoided as

most easily exposing him to detection, and

which he might have dispensed with as a

worthless portion of the spoil, namely, as

merely collateral to, and illustrative of, the

main subject. On the other hand it can

scarcely be doubted that in those parts of

Coleridge s work, which involve leading

principles of vital import to theology and

spiritual religion, such as the essential dif

ference between the Letter and the Spirit,

and the primary importance of the internal

evidence of Christianity the only proof of

his debt to Lessing is the occasional resem

blance in language, whilst the principles

themselves micrht have been derived from
\^j

other sources
; though we have every reason

to believe they were virtually the offspring of

his own mind and included in the idea, out

of which his theology was evolved as a co

herent whole. It is indeed highly proba
ble that in developing this scheme and

during the process of mental growth, the
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salient points of the German author, whom
he confessedly studied and admired, be

came so impropriated by, and amalga
mated with, his own mind, that they were

no longer remembered, or thought of, as

outward and alien, and were indeed as little

such as the light, the air, and the warmth,
which have become incorporated in the

growing plant. And if it may be admitted

that to Coleridge s mind Lessing s spiritwas

seminative, excitant, and nutrient, it must

also be borne in mind that these, or similar

terms, can have no meaning except as

denoting an action upon that which has

inward life and energy, and in respect of

Coleridge imply the originality, for which

every one, acquainted with the individual

character of his religious views, would con

tend.

Let the final judgment of the reader be,

however, what it may, he must not forget,

in summing up the evidence, that the pas

sages, above collated, with the arguments
which they embody, form but a small por
tion of the writings of either author, from

which they have been extracted
; and no

less that they are incidental to works of
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these authors, which have respectively very

different objects. The purpose of Lessing
was that of impugning the hostile attempts
of an infidel to overthrow the bulwarks of

revealed religion, and of defending himself

against the attacks of a zealot, who by his

intolerant bigotry was injuring the cause

which he professed to support : that of

Coleridge was the calm investigation of

the difference between the rio;ht and theo

superstitious use of the Scriptures.

It entered into the plan of both to de

termine the true relation of the Scriptures

to Christianity, and in this they both agree

that the Letter and the Spirit are essen

tially different, and that whatever impor
tance is otherwise to be attached to the

Scriptures, the truth and vital operance of

Christianity must depend primarily on its

internal evidence. But if it were granted
that Lessing was the guide and predeces
sor of Coleridge in this view, and up to

this point, henceforward, whatever may
have been the force of the original sugges

tion, the means of comparison are merged
and vanish in the altered and enlarged pro

portions and in the surpassing growth of

Coleridge s work.
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He begins by exhibiting the vital and

genetic principle, out of which the life of

a Christian is to proceed and develop it

self. He tells us in the Introduction p. ix.

that Faith is the actuation of the indivi

dual Will by the Logos, the living Truth or

substantial Reason
;

the same of whom
St. John says :

&quot; In him was life
;
and the

life was the light of men.&quot; Thus, accord

ing to Coleridge, Faith is the exponent
of the inward light or revelation, co-exten

sive with the humanity, which is one and

the same with Reason, and is the &quot;

principle

of the fidelity of man to God, by the sub

ordination of his human will, in all pro
vinces of his nature, to his Reason, as the

sum of spiritual Truth, representing and

manifesting the Will Divine.
;

Next in his Confession of Faith, Letter

I. p. 5, he sets forth the &quot; Credenda com
mon to all the Fathers ofthe Reformation,&quot;

distributed into five classes. In these, that

is in the four first, are included the sum of

spiritual truth, or the Truths of Reason,
which are the downshine of the True Light,
TO

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;co$
TO ahydivov, o pcrr/fcj Travrct avQgooTrov sg-

si$ TGV x&rfMV. It is not here the fit-
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ting place to enter at large upon a subject

which requires for its adequate explication

and discussion an appropriate investigation

and separate work : but in thus stating the

essentials of faith or the fundamental prin

ciples of Christianity to be Truths of Rea

son, the Reader is warned against con

founding the light of divine Reason with
&quot; natural reason,&quot; or with aught that may
be regarded as the exercise of mere humanO

powers of intelligence and more fitly called

&quot; human understanding.&quot; The source here

affirmed is unequivocally divine. How
these truths are awakened, developed and

perfected is another, though doubtless im

portant, question. The position of Cole

ridge it cannot be doubted, is that the evi

dence, origination and acceptance of these

truths imply, in order to their spiritual in

fluence, that the will of the individual is

enlightened and enlivened thereto by the~
&amp;gt;

light and power of one and the same Uni

versal Reason, indwelling in each and

every man. As in all other cases the de

gree of light and power will be in propor

tion to the capacity of the recipients; and

where the light of Reason exists in that
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degree, which confers on the individual

the conscious possession of its powers, it

can only be a wilful fault which deprives

him of the insight into those eternal veri

ties, which are already inseparably united

with his spiritual being.

But, according to the Author of the
&quot; Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit,&quot;

man
is not only inwardly gifted, but he is out

wardly aided. Revelation has a two-fold

character: if on the one hand, Reason is

an inward revelation of those eternal

truths which are the stuff of the spiritual

being of the individual
; so, on the other

hand, the revelation of God to his creatures

is the manifestation of the same Living

Truth as the Providence of the world,

acting from the beginning of time in the

moral development of the human race,

and written imperishably in the facts of

history. The leading fact of the divine

operance in the history of the world is the

existence of the Church, the perpetual

revelation of the divine Idea working to

the restoration of man to his own divine

image, and visibly presented in the Com

munity of individuals in whom by divine

f
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Grace this idea or power is operative, and

more or less effectual; it is the institution

for the development of the Humanity, of

that, in every man, which man is intended to

be morally and spiritually ;
it is the organic

living Body, which continually is assimila

ting to itself all, who are under the condi-O

tions of spiritual growth, and of which the

invisible spirit and vital principle is the

Logos, the divine Humanity,
&quot; the Light,

the Truth and the
Way.&quot;

The documents which attest Revelation,

and to the truth of which the divine spirit,

even Eternal Living Truth, bears witness,

inwardly in every man, are the Scriptures.

These exhibit the working of Providence

through a succession of ages to the build

ing up of the Christian Church, in the

living fact of which, as the final intention

contemplated from the beginning, the lin

eaments and proportions of the various

parts of the plan acquire their significance

and evidence : and they are for every hu

man being the needful helps,
&quot; which are

able to make him wise unto salvation.
5



ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE FIRST EDITION.

THE following Letters on the Inspira

tion of the Scriptures were left by
Mr. Coleridge in MS. at his death. The

Reader will find in them a key to most of

the Biblical criticism scattered throughouto

the Author s own writings, and an affec

tionate, pious, and, as the Editor humbly

believes, a profoundly wise attempt to

place the study of the Written Word on

its only sure foundation, a deep sense of

God s holiness and truth, and a conse

quent reverence for that Light the image
of Himself which He has kindled in every

one of His rational creatures.

Lincoln s Inn,

September 22, 1840.





T)EING persuaded of nothing more than

-*-^ of this, that whether it be in matter

of speculation or of practice, no untruth

can possibly avail the patron and defender

long, and that things most truly are like

wise most behovefully spoken.

Hooker.

AINY
thing will be pretended, rather

than admit the necessity of internal

evidence, or acknowledge, among the exter

nal proofs, the convictions and experiences

of Believers, though they should be common
to all the faithful in every age of the Church.

But in all superstition there is a heart of

unbelief; and, vice versa, where a man s

belief is but a superficial acquiescence, cre

dulity is the natural result and accompani

ment, if only he be not required to sink

into the depths of his being, where the

sensual man can no longer draw breath.



THE PENTAD OF OPERATIVE

CHRISTIANITY.

Prothesis

Christ, the Word.

rr , Mesothesis. or the
Ihesis Antithesis

Indifference,

The Scriptures. The Holy Spirit. The Church

Synthesis

The Preacher.

The Scriptures, the Spirit, and the Church,

are co-ordinate
;

the indispensable condi

tions and the working causes of the per

petuity, and continued renascence and

spiritual life of Christ still militant. The

Eternal Word, Christ from everlasting, is

the Prothesis, o: identity ;
the Scriptures

and the Church are the two poles, or

Thesis and Antithesis; and the Preacher

in direct line under the Spirit, but likewise

the point ofjunction of the Written Word

and the Church, is the Synthesis.

This is God s Hand in the World.



LETTERS ON THE INSPIRATION

OF THE SCRIPTURES.





SEVEN
Letters to a Friend concerning

the bounds between the right, and

the superstitious, use and estimation of the

Sacred Canon
;
in which the Writer sub

missively discloses his own private judg
ment on the following Questions:

I. Is it necessary, or expedient, to insist

on the belief of the divine origin and au-O

thority of all, and every part of the Canon

ical Books as the condition, or first principle,

of Christian Faith ?

II. Or, may not the due appreciation
of the Scriptures collectively be more

safely relied on as the result and conse

quence of the belief in Christ
;

the gradual

increase, in respect of particular passages
of our spiritual discernment of their

truth and authority supplying a test and

measure of our own growth and progress
as individual believers, without the servile

fear that prevents or overclouds the free

honour which cometh from love ? 1 John

iv. 18.





LETTER I.

MY DEAR FRIEND,

EMPLOYED the compelled
and most unwelcome leisure of

severe indisposition in reading
The Confessions of a Fair

Saint in Mr. Carlyle s recent translation

of the Wilhelm Meister, which mio-ht, I

think, have been better rendered literally.
./

*

The Confessions of a Beautiful Soul.*

This, acting in conjunction with the con

cluding sentences of your Letter, threw

my thoughts inward on my own religious

experience, and gave the immediate occa

sion to the following Confessions of one,
who is neither fair nor saintly, but who

* Bckenntnisse einer schonen Seele. Ed.
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groaning under a deep sense of infirmity

and manifold imperfection feels the want,

the necessity, of religious support ;
who

cannot afford to lose any the smallest but

tress, but who not only loves Truth even

for itself, and when it reveals itself aloof

from all interest, but who loves it with an

indescribable awe, which too often with

draws the genial sap of his activity from

the columnar trunk, the sheltering leaves,

the bright and fragrant flower, and the

foodful or medicinal fruitage, to the deep

root, ramifying in obscurity and labyrin
thine way-winning

In darkness there to house unknown,
Far underground,
Pierc d by no sound

Save such as live in Fancy s ear alone,

That listens for the uptorn mandrake s parting groan !

I should, perhaps, be a happier at all

events a more useful man if my mind

were otherwise constituted. But so it is :

and even with regard to Christianity itself,

like certain plants, I creep towards the

light, even though it draw me away from

the more nourishing warmth. Yea, I

should do so, even if the light had made
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its way through a rent in the wall of the

Temple. Glad, indeed, and grateful am

I, that not in the Temple itself, but only
in one or two of the side chapels not es

sential to the edifice, and probably not

coeval with it have I found the light ab

sent, and that the rent in the wall has

but admitted the free light of the Temple
itself.

I shall best communicate the state of

my faith by taking the creed, or system
of credenda, common to all the Fathers of

the Reformation overlooking, as non-es

sential, the differences between the several

Reformed Churches according to the fiveO
main classes or sections into which the acr-o

gregate distributes itself to my apprehen
sion. I have then only to state the effect

produced on my mind by each of these, or

the quantum of recipiency and coincidence

in myself relatively thereto, in order to

complete my Confession of Faith.

I. The Absolute; theinnominableA^ro-

Trarup et Causa Sui, in whose transcendant

I AM, as the Ground, is whatever verily
is : the Triune God, by whose Word and

Spirit, as the transcendant Cause, exists
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whatever substantially exists: God Al

mighty Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,

undivided, unconfourided, co-eternal. This

class I designate by the word, 2ratnf.

II. The Eternal Possibilities
;
the actu

ality of which hath not its origin in God :

Chaos spirituale : Asro&amp;lt;rra&amp;lt;rif.

III. The Creation and Formation of

the heaven and earth by the Redemptive
Word : the Apostasy of Man : the Re

demption of Man : the Incarnation of

the Word in the Son of Man : the Cruci

fixion and Resurrection of the Son of

Man : the Descent of the Comforter :

Repentance (^ravoia) : Regeneration:
Faith : Prayer : Grace : Communion
with the Spirit: Conflict: Self-abasement:

Assurance through the righteousness of

Christ : Spiritual Growth : Love : Disci

pline : -Perseverance : Hope in death :-

IV. But these offers, gifts, and graces

are not for one, or for a few. They are

offered to all. Even when the Gospel is

preached to a single individual, it is offered

to him as to one of a great Household. Not

only Man, but, says St. Paul, the whole
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Creation, is included in the consequences
of the Fall rvg a^oo-ra^sug ;

so also in

those of the Change at the Redemption
r&amp;gt;7 fASTCUTTa&amp;lt;rett$9 xai ry$ avoKTiao-Etot;. We too

shall be raised in the Body. Christianity

is fact no less than truth. It is spiritual,

yet so as to be historical; and between

these two poles there must likewise be a

midpoint, in which the historical and spi

ritual meet. Christianity must have its his

tory a history of itself, and likewise the

history of its introduction, its spread, and

its outward-becoming; and, as the mid

point above mentioned, a portion of these

facts must be miraculous, that is, pheno
mena in nature that are beyond nature.

Furthermore, the history of all historical

nations must in some sense be its history;

in other words, all history must be pro

vidential, and this a providence, a pre

paration, and a looking forward to Christ.

Here then we have four out of the five

classes. And in all these the sky of my
belief is serene, unclouded by a doubt.

Would to God that my faith, that faith

which works on the whole man, confirm

ing and conforming, were but in just pro-
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portion to my belief, to the full acquiescence

of my intellect, and the deep consent of

my conscience ! The very difficulties argue

the truth of the whole scheme and system

for my understanding, since I see plainly

that so must the truth appear, if it be the

truth.

V. But there is a Book, of two parts,

each part consisting of several books.

The first part (I speak in the character

of an uninterested critic or philologist)

contains the reliques of the literature of

the Hebrew people, while the Hebrew was

still the living language. The second part

comprises the writings, and, with one or

two inconsiderable and doubtful excep

tions, all the writings of the followers of

Christ within the space of ninety years

from the date of the Resurrection. I do

not myself think that any of these writings

were composed as late as A. D. 120; but

I wish to preclude all dispute. This Book

I resume, as read, and yet unread, read

and familiar to my mind in all parts, but

which is yet to be perused as a whole
;

or rather, a work, cujus particulas et sen-

teittiolas omnes et singulas recogniturus sum,
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but the component integers of which, and

their conspiration, I have yet to study. I

take up this work with the purpose to read

it for the first time as I should read any
other work, as far at least as I can or

dare. For I neither can, nor dare, throw

off a strong and awful prepossession in its

favour certain as I am that a large part
of the light and life, in and by which I

see, love, and embrace the truths and the

strengths co-organized into a living body
of faith and knowledge in the four preced

ing classes, has been directly or indirectly
derived to me from this sacred volume,
and unable to determine what I do not

owe to its influences. But even on this

account, and because it has these inalien

able claims on my reverence and gratitude,

I will not leave it in the power of unbe

lievers to say, that the Bible is for me

only what the Koran is for the deaf Turk,
and the Vedas for the feeble and acquies
cent Hindoo. No

;
I will retire up into the

mountain, and hold secret commune with

my Bible above the contagious blastments

of prejudice, and the fog-blight of selfish

superstition. For fear hath torment. And
c
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what though my reason be to the power
and splendour of the Scriptures but as the

reflected and secondary shine of the moon

compared with the solar radiance
; yet

the sun endures the occasional co-presence
of the unsteady orb, and leaving it visible

seems to sanction the comparison. There

is a Light higher than all, even the Word
that was in the beginning ; the Light, of

which light itself is but the shechinah and

cloudy tabernacle
;

the Word that is light

for every man, and life for as many as give

heed to it. If between this Word and the

written Letter I shall any where seem to

myself to find a discrepance, I will not

conclude that such there actually is
;
nor

on the other hand will I fall under the

condemnation of them that would lie for

God, but seek as I may, be thankful for

what I have and wait.

With such purposes, with such feelings,

have I perused the books of the Old and

New Testaments, each book as a whole,

and also as an integral part. And need

I say that I have met every where more or

less copious sources of truth, and power,
and purifying impulses; that I have found

words for my inmost thoughts, songs for
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my joy, utterances for my hidden griefs, and

pleadings for my shame and my feebleness ?

In short whatever folds me, bears witness

for itself that it has proceeded from a

Holy Spirit, even from the same Spirit,

which remaining in itself] yet regenerateth

all other powers, and in all ages entering

into holy souls maketh them friends of God,

and prophets. (Wisd. vii.) And here, per

haps, I might have been content to rest, if

I had not learned that, as a Christian, 1

cannot, must not stand alone
;
or if

I had not known that more than this was

holden and required by the Fathers of the

Reformation, and by the Churches col

lectively, since the Council of Nice at

latest
;

the only exceptions being that

doubtful one of the corrupt Romish Church

implied, though not avowed, in its equali

zation of the Apocryphal Books with those

of the Hebrew Canon,* and the irrelevant

one of the few and obscure Sects who ac

knowledge no historical Christianity. This

* Si quis (Esdra primum et secundum, Tobiam,

Judith, Esther, fyc.} pro sucris et canonicis non sus-

ceperit,
* * * anathema sit. Cone. Trid. Deer. Sess.

iv. Ed.
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somewhat more, in which Jerome, Augus
tine, Luther, and Hooker, were of one and

the same judgment, and less than which

not one of them would have tolerated

would it fall within the scope of my present
doubts and objections ? I hope it would

not. Let only their general expressions
be interpreted by their treatment of the

Scriptures in detail, and I dare confi

dently trust that it would not. For I

can no more reconcile the Doctrine which

startles my belief with the practice and

particular declarations of these great men,
than with the convictions of my own un

derstanding and conscience. At all events

-and I cannot too early or too earnestly

guard against any misapprehension of my
meaning and purpose let it be distinctly
understood that my arguments and objec
tions apply exclusively to the following
Doctrine or Dogma. To the opinions
which individual divines have advanced

in lieu of this doctrine, my only objection,

as far as I object, is that I do not under

stand them. The precise enuntiation of

this doctrine I defer to the commencement
of the next Letter.

Farewell.
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MY DEAR FRIEND,

IN
my last Letter I said that in the

Bible there is more i\\&tjinds me than

1 have experienced in all other books put

together ;
that the words of the Bible find

me at greater depths of my being; and

that whatever finds me brings with it an

irresistible evidence of its having pro
ceeded from the Holy Spirit. But the

Doctrine in question requires me to believe,

that not only what finds me, but that all

that exists in the sacred volume, and which

I am bound to find therein, was not alone

inspired by, that is, composed by men
under the actuating influence of, the Holy

Spirit, but likewise dictated by an In

fallible Intelligence; that the writers, each

and all, were divinely informed as well as

inspired. Now here all evasion, all ex-
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cuse, is cut off. An Infallible Intelligence

extends to all things, physical no less than

spiritual. It may convey the truth in any
one of the three possible languages, that

of Sense, as objects appear to the beholder

on this earth
;

or that of Science, which

supposes the beholder placed in the centre;

or that of Philosophy, which resolves

both into a supersensual reality. But

whichever be chosen and it is obvious

that the incompatibility exists only be

tween the first and second, both of them

being indifferent and of equal value to the

third it must be employed consistently ;

for an Infallible Intelligence must intendo

to be intelligible, and not to deceive. And,

moreover, whichever of these three lan

guages be chosen, it must be translatable

into Truth. For this is the very essence

of the Doctrine, that one and the same In

telligence is speaking in the unity of a

Person
;
which unity is no more broken

by the diversity of the pipes through which

it makes itself audible, than is a tune by
the different instruments on which it is

played by a consummate musician, equally

perfect in all. One instrument may be
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more capacious than another, but as far

as its compass extends, and in what it

sounds forth, it will be true to the concep
tion of the master. I can conceive no

softenings here which would not nullify

the Doctrine, and convert it to a cloud for

each man s fancy to shift and shape at

will. And this Doctrine, I confess, plants
the vineyard of the Word with thorns for

me, and places snares in its pathways.
These may be delusions of an evil spirit ;

but ere I so harshly question the seeming

angel of light my reason, I mean, and
moral sense in conjunction with my clear

est knowledge I must inquire on what

authority this Doctrine rests. And what
other authority dares a truly catholic

Christian admit as coercive in the final

decision, but the declarations of the Book

itself, though I should not, without strug

gles and a trembling reluctance, gainsay
even a universal tradition ?

I return to the Book. With a full per
suasion of soul respecting all the articles

of the Christian Faith, as contained in the

first four Classes, I receive willingly also

the truth of the history, namelv, that the
/ / ./ /
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Word of the Lord did come to Samuel, to

Isaiah, to. others
;

and that the words

which gave utterance to the same are faith

fully recorded. But though the origin of

the words, even as of the miraculous acts,

be supernatural yet the former once ut

tered the latter once having taken their

place among the phcenomena of the senses,

the faithful recording of the same does not

of itself imply, or seem to require, any su

pernatural working, other than as all truth

and goodness are such. In the books of

Moses, and once or twice in the prophecy
of Jeremiah, I find it indeed asserted that

not only the words were given, but the re

cording of the same enjoined by the special

command of God, and doubtless executed

under the special guidance of the Divine

Spirit. As to all such passages, therefore,

there can be no dispute ;
and all others in

which the words are by the sacred historian

declared to have been the Word of the

Lord supernaturally communicated, I re

ceive as such with a degree of confidence

proportioned to the confidence required

of me by the writer himself, and to the

claims he himself makes on my belief.
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Let us, therefore, remove all such pas

sages, and take each Book by itself; and

I repeat that I believe the writer in what

ever he himself relates of his own authority,

and of its origin. But I cannot find any
such claim, as the Doctrine in question

supposes, made by these writers, explicitly

or by implication. On the contrary, they
refer to other documents, and in all points

express themselves as sober minded and

veracious writers under ordinary circum

stances are known to do. But, perhaps,

they bear testimony, the successor to his

predecessor? Or some one of the number
has left it on record, that by especial in

spiration he was commanded to declare the

plenary inspiration of all the rest? The

passages, which can without violence be

appealed to as substantiating the latter

position, are so few, and these so inci

dental,* the conclusion drawn from them

* With only one seeming exception, the texts in

question refer to the Old Testament alone. That ex

ception is 2 Peter iii. 16. The word \onra.q
(ypa&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a?)

is, perhaps, not necessarily so to be interpreted ;
and

this very text formed one of the objections to the

Apostolic antiquity of the Epistle itself.

D
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involving likewise so obviously a petitio

principii, namely, the supernatural dicta

tion, word by word, of the book in which

the question is found
; (for until this is

established, the utmost that such a text

can prove, is the current belief of the

writer s age and country concerning the

character of the books, then called the

Scriptures ;) that it cannot but seem

strange, and assuredly is against all ana

logy of Gospel Revelation, that such a

Doctrine which, if true, must be an arti

cle of faith, and a most important, yea,

essential article of faith, should be left

thus faintly, thus obscurely, and, if I may
so say, obitaneously ,

declared and enjoined.

The time of the formation and closing of

the Canon unknown, the selectors and

compilers unknown, or recorded by known
fabulists

;
and (more perplexing still,) the

belief of the Jewish Church the belief, I

mean, common to the Jews of Palestine

and their more cultivated brethren in Alex

andria, (no reprehension of which is to be

found in the New Testament) concerning
the nature and import of the QtoTrvtva-ria. at

tributed to the precious remains of their
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Temple Library ;
these circumstances are

such, especially the last, as in effect to

evacuate the Tenet, of which I am speak

ing, of the only meaning in which it prac

tically means any thing at all, tangible,

stedfast, or obligatory. In infallibility

there are no degrees. The power of the

High and Holy One is one and the same,

whether the sphere, which it fills, be larger

or smaller
;

the area traversed by a comet,

or the oracle of the house, the holy place

beneath the wings of the Cherubim; the

Pentateuch of the Legislator, who drew

near to the thick darkness where God was,

and who spake in the cloud whence the

thunderings and lightnings came, and

whom God answered by a voice
;

or but

a Letter of thirteen verses from the affec

tionate Elder to the elect lady and her

children, whom he loved in the truth. But

at no period was this the judgment of the

Jewish Church respecting all the canoni

cal books. To Moses alone to Moses in

the recording no less than in the receiving

of the Law and to all and every part of

the five books, called the Books of Moses,

the Jewish Doctors of the generation be-
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fore, and coeval with, the Apostles assigned
that unmodified and absolute theopneusty,

which our divines, in words at least, at

tribute to the Canon collectively. In fact

it was from the Jewish Rabbis, who, in

opposition to the Christian scheme, con

tended for a perfection in the Revelation

by Moses, which neither required nor en

dured any addition, and who strained their

fancies in expressing the transcendancy of

the books of Moses in aid of their opinion,

that the founders of the Doctrine bor

rowed their notions and phrases respecting

the Bible throughout. Remove the meta

phorical drapery from the doctrine of the

Cabbalists, and it will be found to contain

the only intelligible and consistent idea of

that plenary inspiration, which later divines

extend to all the canonical books; as thus :

&quot; The Pentateuch is but one Word, even

the Word of God
;
and the letters and ar

ticulate sounds, by which this Word is

communicated to our human apprehen

sions, are likewise divinely communicated.&quot;

Now, for Pentateuch substitute Old

and New Testament, and then I say that

this is the doctrine which I reject as su-
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perstitious and unscriptural. And yet, as

long as the conceptions of the Revealing

Word and the Inspiring Spirit are identi

fied and confounded, I assert that whatever

says less than this, says little more than

nothing:. For how can absolute infallibi-o

lity be blended with fallibility ? Where is

the infallible criterion ? How can infallible

truth be infallibly conveyed in defective

and fallible expressions? The Jewish teach

ers confined this miraculous character to

the Pentateuch. Between the Mosaic and

the Prophetic inspiration they asserted

such a difference as amounts to a diversity;

and between both the one and the other,

and the remaining books comprised under

the title of Hagiographa, the interval was

still wider, and the inferiority in kind, and

not only in degree, was unequivocally ex

pressed. If we take into account the habit,

universal with the Hebrew Doctors, of re

ferring all excellent or extraordinary things
to the great First Cause, without mention

of the proximate and instrumental causes,
a striking illustration of which may be

obtained by comparing the narratives of

the same event in the Psalms and in the
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Historical Books
;

and if we further re

flect that the distinction of the Providential

and the Miraculous did not enter into

their forms of thinking, at all events not

into their mode of conveying their thoughts,
the language of the Jews respecting the

Hagiographa will be found to differ little,

if at all, from that of religious persons

among ourselves, when speaking of an

author abounding in gifts, stirred up by
the Holy Spirit, writing under the influence

of special grace, and the like.

But it forms no part of my present pur

pose to discuss the point historically, or

to speculate on the formation of either

Canon. Rather, such inquiries are alto

gether alien from the great object of my
pursuits and studies, which is, to convince

myself and others, that the Bible and

Christianity are their own sufficient evi

dence. But it concerns both my character

and my peace of mind to satisfy unpreju
diced j udges, that if my present convictions

should in all other respects be found con

sistent with the faith and feelings of a

Christian, and if in many and those im

portant points they tend to secure that
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faith and to deepen those feelings the

words of the Apostle,* rightly interpreted,

do not require their condemnation. Enough,
if what has been stated above respect

ing the general doctrine of the Hebrew

Masters, under whom the Apostle was

bred, shall remove any misconceptions that

might prevent the right interpretation of

his words. Farewell.

* 2 Tim. iii. 16.
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MY DEAR FRIEND,

HAVING
in the former two Letters

defined the doctrine which I reject,

I am now to communicate the views that I

would propose to substitute in its place.

Before, however, I attempt to lay down

on the theological chart the road-place, to

which my bark has drifted, and to mark

the spot and circumscribe the space, within

which I swing at anchor, let me, first,

thank you for, and then attempt to answer,

the objections, or at least the questions,

which you have urged upon me.
&quot; The present Bible is the Canon, to

which Christ and the Apostles referred ?
:

Doubtless.
&quot; And in terms which a Christian must

tremble to tamper with ?

Yea. The expressions are as direct as
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strong ;
and a true believer will neither at

tempt to divert or dilute their strength.
&quot; The doctrine which is considered as

the orthodox view seems the obvious and

most natural interpretation of the texts in

question ?

Yea, and Nay. To those whose minds are

prepossessed by the Doctrine itself, who
from earliest childhood have always meant
this doctrine by the very word, Bible, the

doctrine being but its exposition and para

phrase Yea. In such minds the words of

our Lord and the declarations of St. Paul

can awaken no other sense. To those on

the other hand, who find the doctrine sense

less and self-confuting, and who take up
the Bible as they do other books, and ap

ply to it the same rules of interpretation,

Nay.

And, lastly, he who, like myself, recog
nises in neither of the two the state of his

own mind, who cannot rest in the former,
and feels, or fears, a presumptuous spirit in

the negative dogmatism of the latter, he

has his answer to seek. But so far I dare

hazard a reply to the question, In what
other sense can the words be interpreted ?
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beseeching you, however, to take what

I am about to offer but as an attempt to

delineate an arc of oscillation, that the

eulogy of St. Paul is in no wise contra

vened by the opinion, to which I incline,

who fully believe the Old Testament col

lectively, both in the composition and in

its preservation, a great and precious gift

of Providence
;

who find in it all that the

Apostle describes, and who more than be

lieve that all which the Apostle spoke of

was of divine inspiration, and a blessing

intended for as many as are in communion

with the Spirit through all ages. And I

freely confess that my whole heart would

turn away with an angry impatience from

the cold and captious mortal, who, the

moment I had been pouring out the love

and gladness of my soul, while book after

book, Law, and Truth, and Example, Oracle

and lovely Hymn, and choral Song of ten

thousand thousands, and accepted Prayers
of Saints and Prophets, sent back, as it

were, from Heaven, like doves, to be let

loose again with a new freight of spiritual

joys and griefs and necessities, were pass

ing across my memory, at the first pause
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of my voice, and whilst my countenance
was still speaking should ask me, whe
ther I was thinking of the Book of Esther,
or meant particularly to include the first

six chapters of Daniel, or verses 620 of

the 109th Psalm, or the last verse of the

137th Psalm? Would any conclusion of

this sort be drawn in any other analogous
case ? In the course of my Lectures on

Dramatic Poetry I in half a score instances

referred my auditors to the precious volume
before me Shakspeare and spoke en

thusiastically, both in general and with

detail of particular beauties, of the plays
of Shakspeare, as in all their kinds, and
in relation to the purposes of the writer,

excellent. Would it have been fair, or

according to the common usage and un

derstanding of men, to have inferred an

intention on my part to decide the question

respecting Titus Andronicus, or the larger

portion of the three parts of Henry VI. ?

Would not every genial mind understand

by Shakspeare that unity or total im

pression comprising, and resulting from,
the thousandfold several and particular
emotions of delight, admiration, gratitude
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excited bv his works ? But if it be an-
j

swered, -Aye! but we must not inter

pret St. Paul as we may and should inter

pret any other honest and intelligent writer

or speaker/ then, I say, this is the very

petitio principii of which I complain.
Still less do the words of our Lord* ap

ply against my view. Have I not declared

do I not begin by declaring that what

ever is referred by the sacred Penman to

a direct communication from God, and

wherever it is recorded that the Subject of

the history had asserted himself to have

received this or that command, this or that

information or assurance, from a super
human Intelligence, or where the writer in

his own person, and in the character of an

historian, relates that the Word of the

Lord came unto priest, prophet, chieftain,

or other individual have I not declared

that I receive the same with full belief, and

admit its inappellable authority? Who
mo re convinced than I am who more

anxious to impress that conviction on the

minds of others -that the Law and the

Prophets speak throughout of Christ ? That

* John v. 39.
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all the intermediate applications and reali

zations of the words are but types and re

petitions translations, as it were, from

the language of letters and articulate

sounds into the language of events and

symbolical persons ?

And here again let me recur to the aid

of analogy. Suppose a Life of Sir Thomas

More by his son in law, or a Life of Lord

Bacon by his chaplain ;
that a part of the

records of the Court of Chancery belong

ing to these periods were lost; that in

Roper s or in Rawley s biographical work

there were preserved a series of dicta and

judgments attributed to these illustrious

Chancellors, many and important speci

mens of their table discourses, with large

extracts from works written by them, and

from some that are no longer extant. Let

it be supposed, too, that there are no

grounds, internal or external, to doubt

either the moral, intellectual, or circum

stantial competence of the biographers.

Suppose, moreover, that wherever the op

portunity existed of collating their docu

ments and quotations with the records and

works still preserved, the former were
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found substantially correct and faithful,

the few differences in no wise altering- oro

disturbing the spirit and purpose of the

paragraphs in which they were found, and

that of what was not collatable, and to

which no test ab extra could be applied,

the far larger part bore witness in itself of

the same spirit and origin ;
and that not

only by its characteristic features, but by
its surpassing excellence, it rendered the

chances of its having had any other author

than the giant-mind, to whom the bio

grapher ascribes it, small indeed ! Now,
from the nature and objects of my pur

suits, I have, we will suppose, frequent

occasion to refer to one or other of these

works
;

for example, to Rawley s Dicta et

Facta Francisci de Verulam. At one time

I might refer to the work in some such

words as,
&quot; Remember what Francis of

Verulam said or
judged;&quot; or,

&quot; If you
believe not me, yet believe Lord Bacon.&quot;

At another time I might take the running
title of the volume, and at another, the

name of the biographer;
&quot; Turn to your

Rawley ! He will set you right ; or,
&quot; There you will find a depth, which no
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research will ever exhaust; or whatever

other strong expression my sense of Ba
con s greatness and of the intrinsic worth

and the value of the proofs and specimens
of that greatness, contained and preserved
in that volume, would excite and justify.

But let my expressions be as vivid and un

qualified as the most sanguine tempera
ment ever inspired, would any man of

sense conclude from them that I meant

and meant to make others believe that

not only each and all of these anecdotes,

adages, decisions, extracts, incidents had

been dictated, word by word, by Lord

Bacon
;
and that all Ravvley s own obser

vations and inferences, all the connectives

and disjunctives, all the recollections of

time, place, and circumstance, together
with the order and succession of the nar

rative, were in like manner dictated and

revised by the spirit of the deceased Chan
cellor? The answer will be must be;
No man in his senses! &quot; No man in his

senses in this instance; but in that of

the Bible it is quite otherwise; for (I

take it as an admitted point that) it is

quite otherwise !

;
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And here I renounce any advantage I

might obtain for my argument by re

stricting the application of our Lord s and

the Apostle s words to the Hebrew Canon.

I admit the justice I have long felt the

full force of the remark &quot; We have all

that the occasion allowed.&quot; And if the

same awful authority does not apply so

directly to the Evangelical and Apos
tolical writings as to the Hebrew Canon,

yet the analogy of faith justifies the trans

fer. If the doctrine be less decisively

Scriptural in its application to the New
Testament or the Christian Canon, the

temptation to doubt it is likewise less. So

at least we are led to infer; since in point

of fact it is the apparent or imagined con

trast, the diversity of spirit which sundry
individuals have believed themselves to

find in the Old Testament and in the Gos

pel, that has given occasion to the doubt
;

and, in the heart of thousands who yield

a faith of acquiescence to the contrary,

and find rest in their humility, supplies

fuel to a fearful wish that it were permitted

to make a distinction.

But, lastly, you object, that even
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granting that no coercive, positive, reasons

for the belief no direct and not inferred

assertions, of the plenary inspiration of

the Old and New Testament, in the gene

rally received import of the term, could be

adduced, yet in behalf of a doctrine so

catholic, and during so long a succession

of ages affirmed and acted on by Jew and

Christian, Greek, Romish, and Protestant,

you need no other answer than
;

&quot; Tell

me first, why it should not be received !

Why should I not believe the Scriptures

throughout dictated, in word and thought,

by an infallible
Intelligence?&quot; I admit

the fairness of the retort and eagerly and

earnestly do I answer : For every reason

that makes me prize and revere these Scrip
tures

; prize them, love them, revere them,

beyond all other books ! Why should I

not? Because the Doctrine in question

petrifies at once the whole body of Holy
Writ with all its harmonies and symme
trical gradations, the flexile and the rigid,

the supporting hard and the clothing

soft, the blood which is the
life, the in-

telligencing nerves, and the rudely woven,
but soft and springy, cellular substance,

F
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fn which all are embedded and lightly

bound together. This breathing organism,
this glorious panharmonicon, which I had

seen stand on its feet as a man, and with

a man s voice given to it, the Doctrine in

question turns at once into a colossal Mem-
non s head, a hollow passage for a voice, a

voice that mocks the voices of many men,
and speaks in their names, and yet is but

one voice, and the same; and no man
uttered it, and never in a human heart was

it conceived. Why should I not? Be

cause the Doctrine evacuates of all sense

and efficacy the sure and constant tradi

tion, that all the several books bound up

together in our precious family Bibles were

composed in different and widely distant

ages, under the greatest diversity of cir

cumstances, and degrees of light and in

formation, and yet that the composers,

whether as uttering or as recording what

was uttered and what was done, were all

actuated by a pure and holy Spirit, one

and the same (for is there any spirit pure

and holy, and yet not proceeding from

God and yet not proceeding in and with

the Holy Spirit?) one Spirit, working di-
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versly *, now awakening strength, and now

glorifying itself in weakness, now giving

power and direction to knowledge, and

now taking away the sting from error !

Ere the summer and the months of ripen

ing had arrived for the heart of the race
;

while the whole sap of the tree was crude,

and each and every fruit lived in the harsh

and bitter principle ;
even then this Spirit

withdrew its chosen ministers from the

false and guilt-making centre of Self. It

converted the wrath into a form and an

organ of love, and on the passing storm-

cloud impressed the fair rainbow of pro
mise to all generations. Put the lust of

Self in the forked lightning, and would it

not be a Spirit of Moloch ? But God ma-
keth the lightnings his ministers, fire and

hail, vapours and stormy winds fulfilling

his word.

* I use the adverb diversty from the adjective di

vers in order to distinguish the Scriptural and Pau
line sense of the word the sense in which I here use

it from the logical usage of the term diversely from

diverse, that is, different in kind, heterogeneous. The
same Spirit may act and impel diversly, but, being a

good Spirit, it cannot act diversely.
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Curse ye Meroz, said the angel of the

Lord; curse ye bitterly the inhabitants

thereof sang Deborah. Was it that she

called to mind any personal wrongs ra

pine or insult that she or the house of

Lapidoth had received from Jabin or Si-

sera ? No
;
she had dwelt under her palm

tree in the depth of the mountain. But

she was a mother in Israel; and with a mo
ther s heart, and with the vehemency of a

mother s and a patriot s love, she had shot

the light of love from her eyes, and poured
the blessings of love from her lips, on the

people that had jeoparded their lives unto

the death against the oppressors ;
and the

bitterness, awakened and borne aloft by
the same love, she precipitated in curses on

the selfish and coward recreants who came

not to the help of the Lord, to the help of the

Lord, against the mighty. As long as I

have the image of Deborah before my eyes,

and while I throw myself back into the

age, country, circumstances, of this He
brew Bonduca in the not yet tamed chaos

tr

of the spiritual creation; as long as I

contemplate the impassioned, high-souled,

heroic woman in all the prominence and
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individuality of will and character, I feel

as if I were among the first ferments of the

great affections the proplastic waves of

the microcosmic chaos, swelling up against

and yet towards the outspread wings
of the Dove that lies brooding on the

troubled waters. So long all is well, all

replete with instruction and example. In

the fierce and inordinate I am made to

know and be grateful for the clearer and

purer radiance which shines on a Chris

tian s paths, neither blunted by the prepa

ratory veil, nor crimsoned in its struggle

through the all-enwrapping mist of the

world s ignorance : whilst in the self-ob

livion ofthese heroes of the Old Testament,

their elevation above all low and individual

interests, above all, in the entire and ve

hement devotion of their total being to

the service of their divine Master, I find

a lesson of humility, a ground of humilia

tion, and a shaming, yet rousing, example
of faith and fealty. But let me once be

persuaded that all these heart-awakening
utterances of human hearts of men of

like faculties and passions with myself,

mourning, rejoicing, suffering, triumphing
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are but as a Dhrina Commedia of a su-

perhuman*~O bear with me, if I say

Ventriloquist; that the royal Harper, to

whom I have so often submitted myself as

a many-stringed instrument for his fire-tipt

fingers to traverse, while every several

nerve of emotion, passion, thought, that

thrids the flesh-and-blood of our common

humanity, responded to the touch, that

this sweet Psalmist of Israel was himself

as mere an instrument as his harp, an au

tomaton poet, mourner, and supplicant ;

all is gone, all sympathy, at least, and all

example. I listen in awe and fear, but

likewise in perplexity and confusion of

spirit.

Yet one other instance, and let this be

the crucial test of the Doctrine. Say that

the Book of Job throughout was dictated

by an infallible Intelligence. Then reperuse
the book, and still, as you proceed, try to

apply the tenet : try if you can even attach

any sense or semblance of meaning to the

speeches which you are reading. What !

were the hollow truisms, the unsufficing

half-truths, the false assumptions and ma

lignant insinuations of the supercilious
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bigots, who corruptly defended the truth :

were the impressive facts, the piercing

outcries, the pathetic appeals, and the close

and powerful reasoning with which the

poor sufferer smarting at once from his

wounds, and from the oil of vitriol which

the orthodox liars for God were dropping
into them impatiently, but uprightly and

holily, controverted this truth, while in will

and in spirit he clung to it; were both

dictated by an infallible Intelligence ?

Alas ! if I may judge from the manner in

which both indiscriminately are recited,

quoted, appealed to, preached upon, by the

routiniers of desk and pulpit, I cannot

doubt that they think so, or rather, with

out thinking, take for granted that so they
are to think

;
the more readily, perhaps^

because the so thinking supersedes the ne

cessity of all after-thought.

Farewell.
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MY DEAR FRIEND,

YOU reply to the conclusion of my
Letter :

&quot; What have we to do with

routiniers ? Quid mihi cum homunculis pu-
tata putide reputantibus ? Let nothings

count for nothing, and the dead bury the

dead ! Who but such ever understood the

Tenet in this sense ?&quot;

In what sense then, I rejoin, do others

understand it ? If, with exception of the

passages already excepted, namely, the re

corded words of God concerning which

no Christian can have doubt or scruple,

the Tenet in this sense be inapplicable to

the Scripture, destructive of its noblest

purposes, and contradictory to its own ex

press declarations, again and again I

ask : What am I to substitute ? What
other sense is conceivable that does not

destroy the doctrine which it professes to
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interpret that does not convert it into

its own negative ? As if a geometrician

should name a sugar loaf an ellipse, adding
&quot;

By which term I here mean a cone;

and then justify the misnomer on the

pretext that the ellipse is among the conic

sections ! And yet notwithstanding the

repugnancy of the Doctrine, in its unquali

fied sense, to Scripture, Reason, and Com
mon Sense theoretically, while to all prac

tical uses it is intractable, unmalleable, and

altogether unprofitable notwithstanding
its irrationality, and in the face of your ex

postulation, grounded on the palpableness
of its irrationality, I must still avow my
belief that, however flittingly and unstea

dily, as through a mist, it is the Doctrine

which the generality of our popular divines

receive as orthodox, and this the sense

which they attach to the words.

For on what other ground can I account

for the whimsical subintelligiturs of our

numerous harmonists, for the curiously

inferred facts, the inventive circumstantial

detail, the complemental and supplemental

history which, in the utter silence of all

historians and absence of all historical do-

G
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cuments, they bring to light by mere force

of logic ? And all to do away some half

score apparent discrepancies in the chro

nicles and memoirs of the Old and New

Testaments; discrepancies so analogous
to what is found in all other narratives of

the same story by several narrators, so

analogous to what is found in all other

known and trusted histories by contempo

rary historians, when they are collated with

each other, (nay, not seldom when either

historian is compared with himself,) as to

form in the eyes of all competent judges a

characteristic mark of the genuineness, in

dependency, and (if I may apply the word

to a book,) the veraciousness of each se

veral document; a mark the absence of

which would warrant a suspicion of col

lusion, invention, or at best of servile tran

scription ; discrepancies so trifling in cir

cumstance ana import, that, although in

some instances it is highly probable, and

in all instances, perhaps, possible that they

are only apparent and reconcilable, no

wise man would care a straw whether they

were real or apparent, reconciled or left in

harmless and friendly variance. What, I
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ask, could have induced learned and in

telligent divines to adopt or sanction sub

terfuges, which, neutralizing the ordinary
criteria of full or defective evidence in his

torical documents, would, taken as a ge
neral rule, render all collation and cross-

examination of written records ineffective,

and obliterate the main character by which

authentic histories are distinguished from

those traditional tales, which each succes

sive reporter enlarges and fashions to his

own fancy and purpose, and every differ

ent edition of which more or less contra

dicts the other ? Allowme to create chasms

ad libitum, and ad libitum to fill them up
with imagined facts and incidents, and I

would almost undertake to harmonize Fal-

staff s account of the rogues in buckram

into a coherent and consistent narrative.

What, I say, could have tempted grave and

pious men thus to disturb the foundation

of the Temple, in order to repair a petty
breach or rat-hole in the wall, or fasten

a loose stone or two in the outer court, if

not an assumed necessity arising out of

the peculiar character of Bible history?
The substance of the syllogism, by which
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their procedure was justified to their own

minds, can be no other than this. That,

without which two assertions both of

which must be alike true and correct

would contradict each other, and conse

quently be, one or both, false or incorrect,

must itself be true. But every word and

syllable existing in the original text of the

Canonical Books, from the Cherethi and

Phelethi* of David to the name in the

copy of a family register, the site of a

town, or the course of a river, were dic

tated to the sacred amanuensis by an in

fallible Intelligence. Here there can be

neither more nor less. Important or un

important gives no ground of difference;

and the number of the writers as little.

The secretaries may have been many, the

historian was one and the same, and he in

fallible. This is the minor of the syllogism ;

and if it could be proved, the conclusion

would be at least plausible; and there

would be but one objection to the proce

dure, namely, its uselessness. For if it

have been proved already, what need of

* 2 Sam. xx. 23. 1 Chron. xviii. 17. Ed.
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proving it over again, and by means the

removal, namely, of apparent contradic

tions which the infallible Author did not

think good to employ ? But if it have not

been proved, what becomes of the argu
ment which derives its whole force and

legitimacy from the assumption ?

In fact, it is clear that the harmonists

and their admirers held and understood

the Doctrine literally. And must not that

divine likewise have so understood it, who,

in answer to a question concerning the

transcendant blessedness of Jael, and the

righteousness of the act, in which she in

hospitably, treacherously, perfidiously,

murdered sleep, the confiding sleep, closed

the controversy by observing that he

wanted no better morality than that of the

Bible, and no other proof of an action s

being praiseworthy than that the Bible

had declared it worthy to be praised ;
an

observation, as applied in this instance, so

slanderous to the morality and moral spirit

of the Bible as to be inexplicable, except
as a consequence of the Doctrine in dis

pute ? But let a man be once fully per
suaded that there is no difference between
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the two positions
&quot; The Bible contains

the religion revealed by God&quot; and
&quot; Whatever is contained in the Bible is

religion, and was revealed by God*
;

and that whatever can be said of the Bi

ble, collectively taken, may and must be

said of each and every sentence of the Bi

ble, taken for and by itself; and I no

longer wonder at these paradoxes. I only

object to the inconsistency of those who

profess the same belief, and yet affect to

look down with a contemptuous or com

passionate smile on John Wesley for re

jecting the Copernican system as incom

patible therewith
;
or who exclaim &quot; Won-

derful !

&quot; when they hear that Sir Matthew

Hale sent a crazy old woman to the gal

lows in honour of the Witch of Endor*.

* He sent two, nor does it appear that the poor
creatures were at all crazy.

Rose Cullender and Amy Duny, widows, of Low-

estoff, Suffolk, were tried for witchcraft, on the 10th

of March, 1665, at Bury St. Edmunds. Sir M.
Hale told the jury,

&quot; that he would not repeat the

evidence unto them, lest by so doing he should wrong
the evidence on the one side or the other. Only this he

acquainted them, that they had two things to inquire
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In the latter instance it might, I admit,

have been an erroneous (though even at

this day the all but universally received)

after : first, whether or no these children were be

witched
; secondly, whether the prisoners at the bar

were guilty of it.

&quot; That there were such creatures as witches, he made

no doubt at all. For9Jtrttt
the Scriptures had affirm

ed so much. Secondly, the wisdom of all nations had

provided laws against such persons, which is an argu
ment of their confidence of such a crime. And such

hath been the judgment of this kingdom, as appears

by that Act of Parliament, which hath provided pu
nishments proportionable to the quality of the offence.

And desired them strictly to observe their evidence;

and desired the great God of heaven to direct their

hearts in the weighty thing they had in hand. For to

condemn the innocent, and to let the guilty go free

were both an abomination to the Lord.&quot;

They were found guilty on thirteen indictments.

The bewitched got well of all their pains the moment
after the conviction

;

&quot;

only Susan Chandler felt a

pain like pricking of pins in her stomach.&quot;

&quot; The Judge and all the Court felt fully satisfied

with the verdict, and thereupon gavejudgment against

the witches that they should be hanged.&quot;

&quot;

They were much urged to confess, but would not.&quot;

&quot;

They were executed on Monday, the 17th of

March following, but they confessed
nothing.&quot; State

Trials, vi. p. 700. Ed.
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interpretation of the word, which we have

rendered by witch ; but I challenge these

divines and their adherents to establish

the compatibility of a belief in the modern

astronomy and natural philosophy with

their and Wesley s doctrine respecting the

inspired Scriptures, without reducing the

Doctrine itself to a plaything of wax
;

or

rather to a half-inflated bladder, which,

when the contents are rarefied in the heat

of rhetorical generalities, swells out round,

and without a crease or wrinkle
;
but bring

it into the cool temperature of particulars,

and you may press, and as it were except,

what part you like so it be but one part

at a time between your thumb and fin

ger.

Now, I pray you, which is the more ho

nest, nay, which the more reverential, pro

ceeding, to play at fast and loose in this

way ;
or to say at once,

&quot; See here in these

several writings one and the same Holy

Spirit, now sanctifying a chosen vessel,

and fitting it for the reception of heavenly
truths proceeding immediately from the

mouth of God, and elsewhere working in

frail and fallible men like ourselves, and
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like ourselves instructed by God s word
and laws?&quot; The first Christian martyr
had the form and features of an ordinary

man, nor are we taught to believe that

these features were miraculously trans

figured into superhuman symmetry; but

he beingJiUed with the Holy Ghost, they
that looked

stetffastly on him, saw his face
as it had been the face of an angel. Even
so has it ever been, and so it ever will be,

with all who with humble hearts and a

rightly disposed spirit scan the Sacred

Volume. And they who read it with an

evil heart of unbelief, and an alien spirit

what boots for them the assertion that

every sentence was miraculously communi
cated to the nominal author by God him
self? Will it not rather present additional

temptations to the unhappy scoffers, and
furnish them with a pretext of self-justifi

cation ?

When, in my third Letter, I first echoed
the question, Why should I not ? the

answers came crowding on my mind. I

am well content, however, to have merely

suggested the main points, in proof of the

positive harm which, both historically and
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spiritually, our religion sustains from this

Doctrine. Of minor importance, yet not

to be overlooked, are the forced and fan

tastic interpretations, the arbitrary alle

gories and mystic expansions of proper

names, to which this indiscriminate Biblio-

latry furnished fuel, spark, and wind. A
still greater evil, and less attributable to

the visionary humour and weak judgment
of the individual expositors, is the literal

rendering of Scripture in passages, which

the number and variety of images employed
in different places, to express one and the

same verity, plainly mark out for figu

rative. And, lastly, add to all these the

strange in all other writings unexampled

practice of bringing together into logical

dependency detached sentences from books

composed at the distance of centuries, nay,
sometimes a millennium, from each other,

under different dispensations, and for dif

ferent objects. Accommodations of elder

Scriptural phrases that favourite ornament

and garnish of Jewish eloquence inci

dental allusions to popular notions, tradi

tions, apologues (for example, the dispute

between the Devil and the Archangel Mi-
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chael about the body of Moses. Jude 9.),

fancies and anachronisms imported from

the synagogue of Alexandria into Pales

tine by, or together with, the Septuagint

Version, and applied as mere argumenta
ad homines (for example, the delivery of

the Law by the disposition of Angels, Acts

vii. 53. Gal. iii. 19. JFIeb. ii. 2.) these,

detached from their context, and, contrary
to the intention of the sacred writer, first

raised into independent theses, and then

brought together to produce or sanction

some new credendum, for which neither

separately could have furnished a pretence !

By this strange mosaic, Scripture texts

have been worked up into passable like

nesses of Purgatory, Popery, the Inquisi

tion, and other monstrous abuses. But

would you have a Protestant instance of

the superstitious use of Scripture arising
out of this dogma? Passing by the Cab
bala of the Hutchinsonian School as the

dotage of a few weak-minded individuals, I

refer you to Bishop Racket s Sermons on

the Incarnation. And if you have read

the same author s Life of Archbishop Wil

liams, and have seen and felt (as every
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reader of this latter work must see and

feel,) his talent, learning, acuteness, and

robust good sense, you will have no diffi

culty in determining the quality and cha

racter of a dogma, which could engraft

such fruits on such a tree*.

It will perhaps appear a paradox, if,

after all these reasons, I should avow that

they weigh less in my mind against the

Doctrine, than the motives usually assigned
for maintaining and enjoining it. Such,

for instance, are the arguments drawn from

* Did not the Life of Archbishop Williams prove

otherwise, I should have inferred from these Sermons

that Racket from his first boyhood had been used to

make themes, epigrams, copies of verses, and the like

on all the feasts and festivals of the Church; had

found abundant nourishment for this humour of

points, quirks, and quiddities, in the study of the

Fathers and glossers ; and remained a.junior soph all

his life long.
* * * * &amp;lt; Let any competent judge

read Racket s Life of Archbishop Williams, and then

these Sermons, and so measure the stultifying, nugi-

fying, effect of a blind and uncritical study of the

Fathers, and the exclusive prepossession in favour of

their authority in the minds of many of our Church

dignitaries in the reign of Charles I. Lit. Remains.

III. pp. 175 and 183. Ed.
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the anticipated loss and damage that would

result from its abandonment; as that it

would deprive the Christian world of its

only infallible arbiter in questions of Faith

and Duty, suppress the only common and

inappellable tribunal
;

that the Bible is

the only religious bond of union and ground
of unity among Protestants, and the like.

For the confutation of this whole reasoning;O
it might be sufficient to ask : Has it pro

duced these effects ? Would not the con

trary statement be nearer to the fact ?

What did the Churches of the first four

centuries hold on this point? To what did

they attribute the rise and multiplication

of heresies ? Can any learned and candid

Protestant affirm that there existed and

exists no ground for the charges of Bos-

suet and other eminent Romish diyines ?

It is no easy matter to know how to handle

a party maxim, so framed that, with the ex

ception of a single word, it expresses an

important truth, but which by means of

that word is made to convey a most dan

gerous error.

The Bible is the appointed conservatory,
an indispensable criterion, and a continual
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source and support of true Belief. But that

the Bible. is the sole source; that it not

only contains, but constitutes, the Chris

tian Religion ;
that it is, in short, a Creed,

consisting wholly of articles of Faith
;
that

consequently we need no rule, help, or

guide, spiritual or historical, to teach us

what parts are and what are not articles of

Faith all beino- such , and the differenceo *

between the Bible and the Creed being

this, that the clauses of the latter are all

unconditionally necessary to salvation, but

those of the former conditionally so, that

is, as soon as the words are known to exist

in any one of the canonical Books; and

that
;
under this limitation, the belief is of

the same necessity in both, and not at all

affected by the greater or lesser importance
of the matter to be believed

;
this scheme

differs widely from the preceding, though
its adherents often make use of the same

words in expressing their belief. And this

latter scheme, I assert, was brought into

currency by and in favour of those by whom
the operation of grace, the aids of the

Spirit, the necessity of regeneration, the

corruption of our nature, in short, all the
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peculiar and spiritual mysteries of the

Gospel were explained and diluted away.
And how have these men treated this

very Bible ? I, who indeed prize and

reverence this sacred library, as of all out

ward means and conservatives of Christian

faith and practice the surest and the most

reflective of the inward Word
; I, who

hold that the Bible contains the religion ofO

Christians, but who dare not say that

whatever is contained in the Bible is the

Christian religion, and who shrink from all

question respecting the comparative worth

and efficacy of the written Word as weighed

against the preaching of the Gospel, the

discipline of the Churches, the continued

succession of the Ministry, and the com
munion of Saints, lest by comparing I

should seem to detach them; 1 tremble

at the processes, which the Grotian divines

without scruple carry on in their treatment

of the sacred Writers, as soon as anv texts
i/

declaring the peculiar tenets of our Faith

are cited against them, even tenets and

mysteries which the believer at his baptism
receives as the title-writ and bosom-roll of

his adoption ;
and which, according to my
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scheme, every Christian born in Church-

membership ought to bring with him to

the study of the sacred Scriptures as the

master-key of interpretation. Whatever

the doctrine of infallible dictation may be

in itself, in their hands it is to the last de

gree nugatory, and to be paralleled only by
the Romish tenet of Infallibility, in the

existence of which all agree, but where,

and in whom, it exists is still matter of de

bate. Every sentence found in a canonical

Book, rightly interpreted, contains the dic

tum of an infallible Mind
;

but what the

right interpretation is, or whether the very

words now extant are corrupt or genuine
must be determined by the industry and

understanding; of fallible and alas ! more~

or less prejudiced theologians.

And yet I am told that this Doctrine

must not be resisted or called in question,

because of its fitness to preserve unity of

faith, and for the prevention of schism and

sectarian by-ways 1 Let the man who
holds this language trace the history of

Protestantism, and the growth of sectarian

divisions, ending with Dr. Hawker s ultra.

Calvinistic Tracts, and Mr. Belsham s New
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Version of the Testament. And then let

him tell me that for the prevention of an

evil which already exists, and which the

boasted preventive itself might rather seem

to have occasioned, I must submit to be

silenced by the first learned Infidel, who
/

throws in my face the blessing of Debo

rah, or the cursings of David, or the Gre-

cisms and heavier difficulties in the bio

graphical chapters of the Book of Daniel,

or the hydrography and natural philosophy
of the Patriarchal ages. I must forego

the means of silencing, and the prospect of

convincing, an alienated brother, because

I must not thus answer :

&quot; My Brother !

What has all this to do with the truth and

the worth of Christianity ? If you reject a

priori all communion with the Holy Spirit,

there is indeed a chasm between us, over

which we cannot even make our voices in

telligible to each other. But if thoughJ-5 O
but with the faith of a Seneca or an Anto-

nine you admit the co-operation of a di

vine Spirit in souls desirous of good, even

as the breath of heaven works variously in

each several plant according to its kind,

character, period of growth, and circum-

i
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stance of soil, clime, and aspect ;
on what

ground can you assume that its presence

is incompatible with all imperfection in the

subject, even with such imperfection as

is the natural accompaniment of the unripe

season ? If you call your gardener or hus

bandman to account for the plants or crops

he is raising, would you not regard the

special purpose in each, and judge of each

by that which it was tending to ? Thorns

are not flowers, nor is the husk serviceable.

But it was not for its thorns, but for its

sweet and medicinal flowers that the rose

was cultivated
;
and he who cannot separate

the husk from the grain, wants the power
because sloth or malice has prevented the

will. I demand for the Bible only the

justice which you grant to other books of

grave authority, and to other proved and

acknowledged benefactors of mankind.

Will you deny a spirit of wisdom in Lord

Bacon, because in particular facts he did

not possess perfect science, or an entire

immunity from the positive errors which

result from imperfect insight ? A Davy
will not so judge his great predecessor.

For he recognizes the spirit that is now
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working; in himself, and which under simi-O

lar defects of li;ht and obstacles of error~

had been his guide and guardian in the

morning twilight of his own genius. MustO O O
not the kindly warmth, awaken and vivify

the seed, in order that the stem may spring

up and rejoice in the light? As the genial

warmth to the informing light, even so is

the pre-disposing Spirit to the revealing

Word.&quot;

If I should reason thus but why do I

say if? I have reasoned thus with more
than one serious and well-disposed Sceptic;

and what was the answer ?
&quot; You speak

rationally, but seem to forget the subject.

I have frequently attended meetings of the

British and Foreign Bible Society, where

I have heard speakers of every denomina

tion, Calvinist and Arminian, Quaker and

Methodist, Dissenting Ministers and Cler

gymen, nay, dignitaries of the Established

Church, and still have I heard the same

doctrine, that the Bible was not to be re

garded or reasoned about in the way that

other good books are or may be
;

that the

Bible was different in kind, and stood by
itself. By some indeed this doctrine was
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rather implied than expressed, but yet evi

dently implied. But by far the greater

number of the speakers it was asserted in

the strongest and most unqualified words

that language could supply. What is more,

their principal arguments were ground
ed on the position, that the Bible through
out was dictated by Omniscience, and there

fore in all its parts infallibly true and obli

gatory, and that the men, whose names are

prefixed to the several books or chapters,

were in fact but as different pens in the

hand of one and the same Writer, and the

words the words of God himself; and

that on this account all notes and com

ments were superfluous, nay, presumptu

ous, a profane mixing of human with di

vine, the notions of fallible creatures, with

the oracles of Infallibility, as if God s

meaning could be so clearly or fitly ex

pressed in man s as in God s own words !

But how often you yourself must have

heard the same language from the pul

pit !&quot;

What could I reply to this ? I could

neither deny the fact, nor evade the con

clusion, namely, that such is at present

the popular belief. Yes I at length re-
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joined I have heard this language from

the pulpit, and more than once from men

who in any other place would explain it

away into something so very different from

the literal sense of their words as closely

to resemble the contrary. And this, in

deed, is the peculiar character of the doc

trine, that you cannot diminish or qualify

but you reverse it. I have heard this lan

guage from men, who knew as well as my
self that the best and most orthodox di

vines have in effect disclaimed the doctrine,

inasmuch as they confess it cannot be ex

tended to the words of the sacred Writers,

or the particular import, that therefore

the Doctrine does not mean all that the

usual wording of it expresses, though what

it does mean, and why they continue to

sanction this hyperbolical wording, I have

sought to learn from them in vain. Buto

let a thousand orators blazon it at public

meetings, and let as many pulpits echo it,

surely it behoves you to inquire whether

you cannot be a Christian on your own
faith

;
and it cannot but be beneath a wise

man to be an Infidel on the score of what

other men think fit to include in their

Christianity !
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Now suppose and, believe me, the sup

position will vary little from the fact that

in consequence of these views the Sceptic s

mind had gradually opened to the recep
tion of all the truths enumerated in my
first Letter. Suppose that the Scriptures
themselves from this time had continued

to rise in his esteem and affection the

better understood, the more dear; as in

the countenance of one, whom through a

cloud of prejudices we have at last learned

to love and value above all others, new
beauties dawn on us from day to day, till

at length we wonder how we could at any
time have thought it other than most beau

tiful. Studying the sacred Volume in the

light and in the freedom of a faith already

secured, at every fresh meeting my Scep
tic friend has to tell me of some new pas

sage, formerly viewed by him as a dry
stick on a rotten branch, which has budded,

and like the rod of Aaron, brought forth

buds and bloomed blossoms, and yielded al

monds. Let these results, I say, be sup

posed, and shall I still be told that my
friend is nevertheless an alien in the

household of Faith ? Scrupulously ortho-
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clox as I know you to be, will you tell me
that I ought to have left this Sceptic as I

found him, rather than attempt his con

version by such means
;
or that I was de

ceiving him, when I said to him :

&quot; Friend ! The truth revealed throughO
Christ has its evidence in itself, and the

proof of its divine authority in its fitness

to our nature and needs
;

the clearness

and cogency of this proof being propor
tionate to the degree of self-knowledge inD o
each individual hearer. Christianity has

likewise its historical evidences, and these

as strong as is compatible with the nature

of history, and with the aims and objects
of a religious dispensation. And to all

these Christianity itself, as an existing
Power in the world, and Christendom as

an existing Fact, with the no less evident

fact of a progressive expansion, give a

force of moral demonstration that almost

supersedes particular testimony. These

proofs and evidences would remain un

shaken, even though the sum of our reli

gion were to be drawn from the theologi
ans of each successive century, on the

principle of receiving that only as divine,
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which should be found in all, quod sem

per, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus. Be

only, my Friend ! as orthodox a believer

as you would have abundant reason to be,*

though from some accident of birth, coun

try,, or education the precious boon of the

Bible, with its additional evidence, had up
to this moment been concealed from you ;

and then read its contents with only the

same piety which you freely accord on

other occasions to the writings of men,
considered the best and wisest of their se

veral ages ! What you find therein coinci

dent with your pre-established convictions,

you will of course recognize as the Re
vealed Word, while, as you read the re

corded workings of the Word and the

Spirit in the minds, lives, and hearts of

spiritual men, the influence of the same

Spirit on your own being, and the conflicts

of grace and infirmity in your own soul,

will enable you to discern and to know in

and by what spirit they spake and acted,

as far at least as shall be needful for

you, and in the times of your need.
&quot;

Thenceforward, therefore, your doubts

will be confined to such parts or passages
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of the received Canon, as seem to you ir

reconcilable with known truths, and at va

riance with the tests given in the Scrip

tures themselves, and as shall continue so

to appear after you have examined each in

reference to the circumstances of the Wri
ter or Speaker, the dispensation under

which he lived, the purpose of the parti

cular passage, and the intent and object
of the Scriptures at large. Respecting

these, decide for yourself: and fear not

for the result. I venture to tell it you be

fore hand. The result will be, a confidence

in the judgment and fidelity of the com

pilers of the Canon increased by the appa
rent exceptions. For they will be found

neither more nor greater than may well

be supposed requisite, on the one hand, to

prevent us from sinking into a habit of

slothful, undiscriminating, acquiescence,
and on the other to provide a check against
those presumptuous fanatics, who would
rend the Unm and Thummim from the

breastplate ofjudgment, and frame oracles

by private divination from each letter of

each disjointed gem, uninterpreted by the

Priest, and deserted by the Spirit, which
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shines in the parts only as it pervades and

irradiates ^he whole/

Such is the lan^ua^e in which I haveo ~

addressed a halting friend, halting, yet
with his face toward the right path. If I

have erred, enable me to see my error.

Correct me, or confirm me.

Farewell.
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YES
! my dear Friend, it is my con

viction that in all ordinary cases the

knowledge and belief of the Christian Re-
v_^

ligion should precede the study of the

Hebrew Canon. Indeed with regard too
both Testaments, I consider oral and cate-

chismal instruction as the preparative pro
vided by Christ himself in the establish

ment of a visible Church. And to make
the Bible, apart from the truths, doctrines,

and spiritual experiences contained there

in, the subject of a special article of faith,

I hold an unnecessary and useless abstrac

tion, which in too many instances has the

effect of substituting a barren acquiescence
in the letter for the lively faith that cometh

by hearing ; even as the hearing is produc-
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live of this faith, because it is the word of

God that is heard and preached. (Rom. x.

8. 17.) And here I mean the written word

preserved in the armoury of the Church to

be the sword of faith out of the mouth of

the preacher, as Christ s ambassador and

representative, (Rev. i. 16.) and out of the

heart of the believer, from generation to

generation. Who shall dare dissolve or

loosen this holy bond, this divine recipro-

cality, of Faith and Scripture? Who shall

dare enjoin aught else as an object of sa

ving faith, beside the truths that appertain

to salvation ? The imposers take on them

selves a heavy responsibility, however de

fensible the opinion itself, as an opinion,

may be. For by imposing it, they coun

teract their own purposes. They antedate

questions, and thus in all cases aggravate
the difficulty of answering them satisfac

torily. And not seldom they create diffi

culties that might never have occurred.

But, worst of all, they convert things tri

fling or indifferent into mischievous pre

texts for the wanton, fearful difficulties

for the weak, and formidable objections

for the inquiring. For what man fearing
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God dares think any the least point indif

ferent, which he is required to receive as

God s own immediate word miraculously

infused, miraculously recorded, and by a

succession of miracles preserved unblended

and without change? Through all theO 3

pages of a large and multifold volume, at

each successive period, at every sentence,

must the question recur :
u Dare I be

lieve do I in my heart believe these

words to have been dictated by an infalli

ble reason, and the immediate utterance

of Almighty God ?&quot; No ! It is due to

Christian charity that a question so awful

should not be put unnecessarily, and

should not be put out of time. The ne

cessity I deny. And out of time the ques
tion must be put, if after enumerating the

several articles of the Catholic Faith 1 am
bound to add :

&quot; and further you are to

believe with equal faith, as having the

same immediate and miraculous derivation

from God, whatever else you shall here

after read in any of the sixty-six books

collected in the Old and New Testaments.&quot;

I would never say this. Yet let me not be

misjudged as if I treated the Scriptures as
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a matter of indifference. I would not say
this : but.where I saw a desire to believe,

and a beginning love of Christ, I would

there say :

&quot; There are likewise sacred

Writings, which, taken in connection with

the institution and perpetuity of a visible

Church, all believers revere as the most

precious boon of God, next to Christianity

itself, and attribute both their communica

tion and preservation to an especial Provi

dence. In them you will find all the re

vealed truths, which have been set forth

and offered to you, clearly and circumstan

tially recorded
; and, in addition to these,

examples of obedience and disobedience

both in states and individuals, the lives and

actions of men eminent under each dispen

sation, their sentiments, maxims, hymns,
and prayers, their affections, emotions

and conflicts
;

in all which you will recog

nize the influeace of the Holy Spirit, with

a conviction increasing with the growth of

your own faith and spiritual experience.&quot;

Farewell.
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MY DEAR FRIEND,

IN
my last two Letters I have given the

state of the argument, as it would stand

between a Christian thinking as I do, and

a serious well-disposed Deist. I will now
endeavour to state the argument, as be-~

/

tween the former and the advocates for the

popular belief, such of them, I mean, as

are competent to deliver a dispassionate

judgment in the cause. And again, more

particularly, I mean the learned and re

flecting part of them, who are influenced

to the retention of the prevailing; dogma*
~ ~

by the supposed consequences of a differ

ent view, and, especially, by their dread of

conceding to all alike, simple and learned,
the privilege of picking and choosing the

Scriptures that are to be received as bind

ing on their consciences. Between these
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persons and myself the controversy* may
be reduced to a single question :

* It is remarkable that both parties might appeal
to the same text of St. Paul, &amp;lt;rra.a-a.

ypa&amp;lt;^ flgoVvEwrroc

xu
wtyt.hifAoq Trpo? Jj^ao-xaXtav, K, T. X. (2 Tim. iii. 16,)

which favours the one or the other opinion accordingly

as the words are construed
;
and which, again, is the

more probable construction, depends in great measure

on the preference given to one or other of two differ

ent readings, the one having and the other omittingO * -? O

the conjunction copulative not.

[The English version is : All Scripture is given l&amp;gt;y

inspiration of God, and is profitable, 4 C- And in this

rendering of the original the English is countenanced

by the established Version of the Dutch Reformed

Church: Alle de Schrift is van Godt ingegeven,ende

is nuttigh 4 C. And by Diodati : Tutta la Scrittura

e divinamenle inspirata, ed util, fyc. And by Martin :

Toute I Ecriture est divinement inspirce, et profitable,

$c. And by Beza : Tola Scriptura divinitus est in

spirata, et utUut 4 C.

The other rendering is supported by the Vulgate :

Omuls Scriptura, divinitus inspirata, ntilis est ad,

4
-

c. By Luther: Denn alle Schrift von Gott einge-

geben, 1st nutze zur, Sfc. And by Calmet: Toute /

Ecriture, qui est inspiree de Dieu, est utile, fyc. And

by the common Spanish translation : Toda Escritura,

divinamente inspirada, es ittil para enseriar 4 C. This

is also the rendering of the Syriac (Pesch.) and two
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Is it safer for the Individual, and more

conducive to the interests of the Church of

Christ, in its twofold character of pastoral

and militant, to conclude thus : The Bi

ble is the Word of God, and therefore true,

holy, and in all parts unquestionable;
or thus, The Bible, considered in refer

ence to its declared ends and purposes, is

true and holy, and for all who seek truth

with humble spirits an unquestionable guide,

and therefore it is the Word of God?
In every generation, and wherever the

li&amp;lt;dit of Revelation has shone, men of allO

ranks, conditions, and states of mind have

found in this Volume a correspondent for

every movement toward the Better felt in

their own hearts. The needy soul has

found supply, the feeble a help, the sorrow

ful a comfort
; yea, be the recipiency the

Arabic Versions, and is followed by Clement of Alex

andria, Origen, and most of the Fathers. See the note

in Griesbach. Tertullian represents the sense thus :

Legimus, Omnem Scripturam, ecdificutioni habilem, di-

vinitus inspirari. De Habit. Mul. c. iii. Origen
has it several times, SOTTVE^-TO; oZa-a., Sa$s\if*6s so-ri, and

once as in the received text.
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least that can consist with moral life, there

is an answering grace ready to enter. The

Bible has been found a spiritual World,

spiritual, and yet at the same time outward

and common to all. You in one place, I

in another, all men somewhere or at some

time, meet with an assurance that the hopes
and fears, the thoughts and yearnings that

proceed from, or tend to, a right spirit in

us, are not dreams or fleeting singularities,

no voices heard in sleep, or spectres which

the eye suffers but not perceives. As if on

some dark night a pilgrim, suddenly be

holding a bright star moving before him,

should stop in fear and perplexity. But

Jo ! traveller after traveller passes by him,
and each, being questioned whither he is

going, makes answer,
&quot;

I am following yon

guiding Star! The pilgrim quickens his

own steps, and presses onward in confi

dence. More confident still will he be, if

by the way side he should find, here and

there, ancient monuments, each with its

votive lamp, and on each the name of some

former pilgrim, and a record that there he

had first seen or begun to follow the benig
nant Star !
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No otherwise is it with the varied con

tents of the Sacred Volume. The hungry
have found food, the thirsty a living spring,
the feeble a staff, and the victorious war-

farer songs of welcome and strains of mu
sic

; and as long as each man asks on ac

count of his wants, and asks what he wants,
no man will discover au^ht amiss or defi-o
cient in the vast and many-chambered
storehouse. But if instead of this, an idler

or a scoffer should wander through theo

rooms, peering and peeping, and either de

tects, or fancies he has detected, here a

rusted sword or pointless shaft, there a tool

of rude construction, and superseded by
later improvements (and preserved, per

haps, to make us more grateful for them) ;

which of two things will a sober-minded

man, who from his childhood upward had
been fed, clothed, armed, and furnished

with the means of instruction from this

very magazine, think the fitter plan?
Will he insist that the rust is not rust, or

that it is a rust sui generis, intentionally
formed on the steel for some mysterious
virtue in it, and that the staff and astrolabe

of a shepherd astronomer are identical
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with, or equivalent to, the quadrant and

telescope- of Newton or Herschel ? Or

will he not rather give the curious inquisi

tor joy of his mighty discoveries, and the

credit of them for his reward ?

Or lastly, put the matter thus. For

more than a thousand years the Bible, col

lectively taken, has gone hand in hand

with civilization, science, law, in short,

with the moral and intellectual cultivation

of the species, always supporting, and often

leading the way. Its very presence, as a

believed Book, has rendered the nations
s

emphatically a chosen race, and this too in

exact proportion as it is more or less gen

erally known and studied. Of those na

tions, which in the highest degree enjoy its

influences, it is not too much to affirm, that

the differences public and private, physi

cal, moral and intellectual, are only less

than what might be expected from a diver

sity in species. Good and holy men, and

the best and wisest of mankind, the kingly

spirits of history, enthroned in the hearts of

mighty nations, have borne witness to its

influences, have declared it to be beyond

compare the most perfect instrument, the
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only adequate organ, of Humanity; the

organ and instrument of all the gifts, pow

ers, and tendencies, by which the indivi

dual is privileged to rise above himself to

leave behind, and lose his dividual phantom
self, in order to find his true Self in that

\

Distinctness where no division can be,

in the Eternal I AM, the Ever-living WORD,
of whom all the elect from the arch-angel

before the throne to the poor wrestler with

the Spirit until the breaking of day are but

the fainter and still fainter echoes. And

are all these testimonies and lights of ex

perience to lose their value and efficiency,

because I feel no warrant of history, or

Holy Writ, or of my own heart for deny

ing, that in the framework and outward

case of this instrument a few parts may be

discovered of less costly materials and of

meaner workmanship ? Is it not a fact

that the Books of the New Testament were

tried by their consonance with the rule,

and according to the analogy, of Faith ?

Does not the universally admitted canon

that each part of Scripture must be inter

preted by the spirit of the whole lead to

the same practical conclusion as that for
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which I am now contending; namely,
that it is the spirit of the Bible, and not

the detached words and sentences, that is

infallible and absolute ? Practical, I say,
and spiritual too; and what knowledge
not practical or spiritual are we entitled to

seek in our Bibles ? Is the grace of GodO
so confined, are the evidences of the pre
sent and actuating Spirit so dim and doubt

ful, that to be assured of the same we
must first take for granted that all the life

and co-agency of our humanity is miracu

lously suspended ?

Whatever is spiritual, is eo nomine su

pernatural; but must it be always and of

necessity miraculous ? Miracles could open
the eyes of the body ;

and he that was

born blind beheld his Redeemer. But mi

racles, even those of the Redeemer him

self, could not. open the eyes of the sell-

blinded, of the Sadducean sensualist or

the self-righteous Pharisee; while to have

said, / saw thee under theJig tree, sufficed

to make a Nathanael believe.

To assert and to demand miracles with

out necessity was the vice of the unbeliev

ing Jews of old
;
and from the Rabbis and
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Talmudists the infection has spread. And
would I could say that the symptoms of

the disease are confined to the Churches

of the Apostasy ! But all the miracles,

which the legends of Monk or Rabbi con-~

tain, can scarcely be put in competition,

on the score of complication, inexplicable-

ness, the absence of all intelligible use or

purpose, and of circuitous self-frustration,

with those that must be assumed by the

maintainers of this doctrine, in order to

give effect to the series of miracles, by
which all the nominal composers of the

Hebrew nation before the time of Ezra, of

whom there are any remains, were suc

cessively transformed into automaton com

positors, so that the original text should

be in sentiment, image, word, syntax, and

composition an exact impression of the di

vine copy ! In common consistency the

theologians, who impose this belief on

their fellow Christians, ought to insist

equally on the superhuman origin and au

thority of the Masora, and to use more

respectful terms, than has been their wont

of late, in speaking of the false Aristeas s

legend concerning the Septuagint. And
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why the miracle should stop at the Greek

Version/ and not include the Vulgate, I

can discover no ground in reason. Or if

it be an objection to the latter, that this

belief is actually enjoined by the Papal

Church, yet the number of Christians who
read the Lutheran, the Genevan, or our

own authorized, Bible, and are ignorant of

the dead languages, greatly exceeds the

number of those who have access to the

Septuagint. Why refuse the writ of con

secration to these, or to the one at least

appointed by the assertors own Church ?

I find much more consistency in the oppo
sition made under pretext of this doctrine

to the proposals and publications of Ken-

nicot, Mill, Bentley, and Archbishop New-

come.

But I am weary of discussing a tenet,

which the generality of divines and the

leaders of the Religious Public haveO
ceased to defend, and yet continue to as

sert or imply. The tendency manifested

in this conduct, the spirit of this and the

preceding century, on which, not indeed

the tenet itself, but the obstinate adherence

to it against the clearest light of reason
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and experience, is grounded, this it is

which, according to my conviction, gives
the venom to the error, and justifies the

attempt to substitute a juster view. As

long as it was the common and effective

belief of all the Reformed Churches, (and

by none was it more sedulously or more

emphatically enjoined than by the great
Reformers of our Church), that by the

good Spirit were the spirits tried, and that

the light, which beams forth from the writ

ten Word, was its own evidence for the

children of light; --as long as Christians

considered their Bible as a plenteous en

tertainment, where every guest, duly called

and attired, found the food needful and

fitting for him, and where each instead

of troubling himself about the covers not

within his reach - -
beholding all around

him glad and satisfied, praised the banquet
and thankfully glorified the Master of the

feast,--so long did the Tenet that the

Scriptures were written under the special

impulse of the Holy Ghost remain safe

and profitable. Nay, in the sense, and
with the feelings, in which it was asserted,
it was a truth a truth to which every spi-

M
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ritual believer now and in all times will

bear witness by virtue of his own experi

ence. And if in the overflow of love and

gratitude they confounded the power and

presence of the Holy Spirit, working alike

in weakness and in strength, in the morn-

ins; mists and in the clearness of the fullO

day; if they confounded this communion

and co-agency of divine grace, attributable

to the Scripture generally, with those ex

press, and expressly recorded, communi

cations and messages of the Most Hio-hO O
which form so large and prominent a por
tion of the same Scriptures ;

-
-if, in short,

they did not always duly distinguish the

inspiration, the imbreathment, of the pre

disposing and assisting SPIRIT from the

revelation of the informing WORD, it was

at worst a harmless hyperbole. It was

holden by all, that if the power of the Spi

rit from without furnished the text, the

grace of the same Spirit from within must

supply the comment.

In the sacred Volume they saw and re

verenced the bounden wheat-sheaf that

stood upright and had obeisance from all

the other sheaves (the writings, I mean,
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of the Fathers and Doctors of the Church)
sheaves depreciated indeed, more or less,

with tares,

And furrow-weeds,

Darnel and many an idle flower that grew
Mid the sustaining corn;

yet sheaves of the same harvest, the sheaves
*/ X

of brethren ! Nor did it occur to them,

that, in yielding the more full and absolute

honour to the sheaf of the highly favoured

of their Father, they should be supposed
to attribute the same worth and quality to

the straw-bands which held it together.
The bread of life was there. And this in

an especial sense was breadfrom heaven ;

for no where had the same been found

wild
;
no soil or climate dared claim it for

its natural growth. In simplicity of heart

they received the Bible as the precious

gift of God, providential alike in origin,

preservation, and distribution, without ask

ing the nice question, whether ail and

every part were likewise miraculous. The
distinction between the providential and
the miraculous, between the divine Will

working with the agency of natural causes,
and the same Will supplying their place
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by a special jiat this distinction has, I

doubt not, many uses in speculative di

vinity. But its weightiest practical appli

cation is shown, when it is employed to

free the souls of the unwary and weak in
*j

faith from the nets and snares, the insidi

ous queries and captious objections, of the

Infidel by calming the flutter of their spi

rits. They must be quieted, before we can

commence the means necessary for their
*/

disentanglement. And in no way can this

be better effected than when the fright

ened captives are made to see in how

many points the disentangling itself is a

work of expedience rather than of neces

sity ;
so easily and at so little loss might

the web be cut or brushed away !

First, let their attention be fixed on the.

history of Christianity as learnt from uni

versal tradition, and the writers of each

successive generation. Draw their minds

to the fact of the progressive and still con

tinuing; fulfilment of the assurance of aO

few fishermen, that both their own religion,

though of divine origin, and the religion- of

their conquerors, which included or recog
nized all other religions of the known
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world, should be superseded by the faith

in a man recently and ignominiously exe

cuted. Then induce them to meditate on

the universals of Christian Faith, on

Christianity, taken as the sum of belief

common to Greek and Latin, to Romanist

and Protestant. Shew them that this and

only this is the ordo traditionis, quam tra-

diderunt dpostoli Us quibus committebant

ecclesias, and which we should have been

bound to follow, says Irenseus, si neque

Apostoli quidem Scriptural reliquissent.

This is that regtt/ajidei, that sacramentum

symboli memories mandatum, of which St.

Augustine says; noveritis hoc esse Fidei

Catholics fundamenturn super quod edifi-

ciarn surrexit Ecclesia. This is the norma
Catholici et Ecclesiastici sensus, determined

and explicated, but not augmented, by the

Nicene Fathers, as Waterland has irrefra-

gably shewn
;

a norm or model of Faith

grounded on the solemn affirmations of the

Bishops collected from all parts of the

Roman Empire, that this was the essential

and unalterable Gospel received by them

from their predecessors in all the churches

as the srafcedbc ff etattoKruurnxri) cui, says
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Irengeus, assentiunt multa gentes eorum

qni in Christum credunt sine charta et

atramento, scriptam habentes per Spiritum
in cordibus suis salutem, et veterum tradi-

tionem diligenter custodientes. Let the at

tention of such as have been shaken by the

assaults of Infidelity be thus directed, and
/

then tell me wherein a spiritual physician
would be blameworthy, if he carried on the

cure by addressing his patient in this man
ner :

&quot; All men of learning, even learned un

believers, admit that the greater part of the

objections, urged in the popular works of

Infidelity, to this or that verse or chapter
of the Bible, prove only the ignorance or

dishonesty of the objectors. But let it be

supposed for a moment that a few remain

hitherto unanswered, nay, that to your

judgment and feelings they appear un

answerable. What follows ? That the

Apostles and Nicene Creed is not credi

ble, the Ten Commandments not to be

obeyed, the clauses of the Lord s Prayer
not to be desired, or the Sermon on the

Mount not to be practised ? See how the

logic would look. David cruelly tortured
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the inhabitants of Rabbah (2 Sam. xii. 31.

1 Chr. xx. 3.) and in several of the Psalms

he invokes the bitterest curses on his ene

mies : therefore it is not to be believed

that the love of God toward us was mani

fested in sending his only-begotten Son into

the world that we might live through him

(1 John iv. 9). Or: Abijah is said to

have collected an army of 400,000 men,
and Jeroboam to have met him with an

army of 800,000, each army consisting of

chosen men (2 Chr. xiii. 3.), and making-

together a host of 1,200,000, and Abijah
to have slain 500,000 out of the 800,000 :

therefore, the words which admonish us

that if God so loved us, we ought also to

love one another (1 John iv. 11.), even our

enemies, yea, to bless them that curse us,

and to do good to them that hate us (Matt.
v. 44.), cannot proceed from the Holy

Spirit. Or : The first six chapters of the

Book of Daniel contain several words and

phrases irreconcilable with the commonly
received dates, and those chapters and the

Book of Esther have a traditional and le

gendary character unlike that of the other

historical books of the Old Testament :
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therefore, those other books, by contrast

with which the former appear suspicious,

and the historical document, 1 Cor. xv. 1

8, are not to be credited !

We assuredly believe that the Bible con

tains all truths necessary to salvation, and

that therein is preserved the undoubted

Word of God. We assert likewise that,

besides these express oracles and immedi

ate revelations, there are Scriptures which

to the soul and conscience of every Chris

tian man bear irresistible evidence of the

Divine Spirit assisting and actuating the

authors
;
and that both these and the for

mer are such as to render it morally im

possible that any passage of the small in

considerable portion, not included in one

or other of these, can supply either ground
or occasion of any error in faith, practice,

or affection, except to those who wickedly
and wilfully seek a pretext for their unbe

lief. And if in that small portion of the

Bible which stands in no necessary con

nection with the known and especial ends

and purposes of the Scriptures, there should

be a few apparent errors resulting from the

state of knowledge then existing errors
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which the best and holiest men might en

tertain uninjured, and which without a

miracle those men must have entertained ;

if I find no such miraculous prevention as

serted, and see no reason for supposing it

may I not, to ease the scruples of a per

plexed inquirer, venture to say to him :

&quot; Be it so. What then ? The absolute

infallibility even of the inspired writers in

matters altogether incidental and foreignO V-J

to the objects and purposes of their inspi

ration is no part of my Creed
;
and even

if a professed divine should follow the

doctrine of the Jewish Church so far as

not to attribute to the Hagiographa, in

every word and sentence, the same height

and fulness of inspiration as to the Law

and the Prophets, I feel no warrant to

brand him as a heretic for an opinion, the

admission of which disarms the Infidel

without endangering a single article of the

Catholic Faith.&quot; If to an unlearned but

earnest and thoughtful neighbour. I o-iyeO O ~

the advice ;-

&quot; Use the Old Testament to

express the affections excited, and to con

firm the faith and morals taught you,
in the New, and leave all the rest to the

N
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students and professors of theology and

Church, history ! You profess only to be a

Christian :&quot; am I misleading my brother

in Christ ?

This I believe by my own dear experi

ence, that the more tranquilly an inquirer

takes up the Bible as he would any other

body of ancient writings, the livelier and

steadier will be his impressions of its supe

riority to all other books, till at length all

other books and all other knowledge will

be valuable in his eyes in proportion as

they help him to a better understanding of

his Bible. Difficulty after difficulty has

been overcome from the time that I began
to study the Scriptures with free and un-

boding spirit, under the conviction that

my faith in the Incarnate Word and his

Gospel was secure, whatever the result

mio*ht be : the difficulties that still re-o

main being so few and insignificant in my
own estimation, that I have less personal

interest in the question than many of those

who will most dogmatically condemn me
for presuming to make a question of it.

So much for scholars for men of like

education and pursuits as myself. With
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respect to Christians generally, I object to

the consequence drawn from the Doctrine

rather than to the Doctrine itself; a con

sequence not only deducible from the pre

mises, but actually and imperiously de

duced
; according to which every man that

can but read is to sit down to the consecu

tive and connected perusal of the Bible un

der the expectation and assurance that the

whole is within his comprehension, and

that, unaided by note or comment, cate

chism or liturgical preparation, he is to find

out for himself what he is bound to be

lieve and practise, and that whatever he

conscientiously understands by what he

reads, is to be his religion. For he has

found it in his Bible, and the Bible is the

Religion of Protestants !

Would I then withhold the Bible from

the Cottager and the Artisan? Heaven

forefend ! The fairest flower that ever

clomb up a cottage window is not so fair

a sight to my eyes, as the Bible gleaming

through the lower panes. Let it but be

read as by such men it used to be read
;

when they came to it as to a ground covered

with manna, even the bread which the
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Lord had given for his people to eat; where

he that gathered much had nothing over,

and he that gathered little had no lack.

They gathered every man according to his

eating. They came to it as to a treasure-

house of Scriptures ;
each visitant taking

what was precious and leaving as precious

for others
; Yea, more, says our worthy

old Church-historian, Fuller, where &quot; the

same man at several times may in his ap

prehension prefer several Scriptures as

best, formerly most affected with one

place, for the present more delighted with

another, and afterwards, conceiving com

fort therein not so clear, choose other

places as more pregnant and pertinent to

his purpose. Thus God orders it, that di

vers men, (and perhaps the same man at

divers times) make use of all his gifts,

gleaning and gathering comfort, as it is

scattered through the whole field of the
i_^

Scripture.&quot;

Farewell.
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YOU
are now, my dear Friend, in pos

session of my whole mind on this

point, one thing only excepted which has

weighed with me more than all the rest,~ *

and which I have therefore reserved for

my concluding Letter. This is the impel

ling principle, or way of thinking, which I

have in most instances noticed in the as-

sertors of what I have ventured to call

Bibliolatry, and which I believe to be the

main ground of its prevalence at this time,

and among men whose religious views are

anv thino; rather than enthusiastic. And
/ C2

I here take occasion to declare, that my
conviction of the danger and injury of this

principle was and is my chief motive for

bringing the Doctrine itself into question;
the main error of which consists in the

confounding of two distinct conceptions,
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revelation by the Eternal Word, and actu

ation of. the Holy Spirit. The former in

deed is not always or necessarily united

with the latter the prophecy of Balaam
is an instance of the contrary ,

but yet

being ordinarily, and only not always, so

united, the term. Inspiration, has acquired
a double sense.

First, the term is used in the sense of

Information miraculously communicated

by voice or vision
;
and secondly, where

without any sensible addition or infusion,

the writer or speaker uses and applies his

existing gifts of power and knowledge
under the predisposing, aiding, and direct

ing actuation of God s Holy Spirit. Now
between the first sense, that is, inspired

revelation, and the highest degree of that

grace and communion with the Spirit,

which the Church under all circumstances,

and every regenerate member of the Church

of Christ, is permitted to hope, and instruct

ed to pray, for there is a positive differ

ence of kind, a chasm, the pretended

overleaping of which constitutes impos

ture, or betrays insanity. Of the first

kind are the Law and the Prophets, no
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jot or tittle of which can pass unfulfilled,

and the substance and last interpretation
of which passes not away ;

for they wrote

of Christ, and shadowed out the everlast

ing Gospel. But with regard to the

second, neither the holy writers the so

called Hagiographi themselves, nor any
fair interpretations of Scripture, assert any
such absolute diversity, or enjoin the belief

of any greater difference of degree, than

the experience of the Christian World,

grounded on, and growing with, the com

parison of these Scriptures with other

works holden in honour by the Churches,
has established. And this difference I

admit
;
and doubt not that it has in every

generation been rendered evident to as

many as read these Scriptures under the

gracious influence of the spirit in which

they were written.

But alas! this is not sufficient; this

cannot but be va^ue and unsufficino- too
those, with whom the Christian ReligionO
is wholly objective, to the exclusion of all

its correspondent subjective. It must ap
pear vague, I say, to those whose Chris

tianity, as matter of belief, is wholly ex-
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ternal, and, like the objects of sense, com
mon toall alike; altogether historical,

an opus operatum, its existing and pre

sent operancy in no respect differing from

any other fact of history, and not at all

modified by the supernatural principle in

which it had its origin in time. Divineso
of this persuasion are actually, though
without their own knowledge, in a state

not dissimilar to that, into which the Latin

Church sank deeper and deeper from the

sixth to the fourteenth century ; during
which time religion was likewise merely

objective and superstitious, a letter proud

ly emblazoned and illuminated, but yet a

dead letter that was to be read by its own

outward glories without the light of the

Spirit in the mind of the believer. The

consequence was too glaring not to be

anticipated, and, if possible, prevented.

Without that spirit in each true believer,

whereby we know the spirit of truth and

the spirit of error in all things appertain

ing to salvation, the consequence must be

So many men, so many minds! And

what was the antidote which the Priests

and Rabbis of this purely objective Faith
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opposed to this peril ? Why, an objective,

outward Infallibility; concerning which,

howr

ever, the differences were scarcely less

or fewer than those which it was to heal
;

an
Infallibility, which, taken literally and

unqualified, became the source ofperplexity
to the well-disposed, of unbelief to the

wavering, and of scoff and triumph to the

common enemy ;- -and which was, there

fore, to be qualified and limited, and then

it meant so much and so little, that to men
of plain understandings and single hearts

it meant nothing; at all. It resided here.O
No ! there. No ! but in a third subject.

Nay ! neither here, nor there, nor in the

third, but in all three conjointly !

But even this failed to satisfy ;
and what

was the final resource, the doctrine of

those who would not be called a Protest

ant Church, but in which doctrine the Fa
thers of Protestantism in England would

have found little other fault, than that it

might be affirmed as truly of the decisions

of any other Bishop as of the Bishop of

Rome ? The final resource was to restore

what ought never to have been removed

the correspondent subjective, that is, the

o
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assent and confirmation of the Spirit pro
mised toall true believers, as proved and

manifested in the reception of such deci

sion by the Church Universal in all its

rightful members.

I comprise and conclude the sum of my
conviction in this one sentence. Revealed

Religion (and I know of no religion not

revealed) is in its highest contemplation
the unity, that is, the identity or co-inhe

rence, of Subjective and Objective. It is

in itself, and irrelatively, at once inward

Life and Truth, and outward Fact and Lu

minary. But as all Power manifests itself

in the harmony of correspondent Oppo-

sites, each supposing and supporting the

other, so has Religion its objective, or

historic and ecclesiastical pole, and its

subjective, or spiritual and individual pole.

In the miracles, and miraculous parts of

religion both in the first communication

of divine truths, and in the promulgation

of the truths thus communicated we have

the union of the two, that is, the subjective

and supernatural displayed objectively

outwardly and phenomenally as subjec

tive and supernatural.
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Lastly, in the Scriptures, as far as they
are not included in the above as miracles,

and in the mind of the believino- and re-
^j

generate Reader and Meditater, there is

proved to us the reciprocity, or reciproca

tion, of the Spirit as subjective and objec

tive, which in conformity with the Scheme

proposed by me, in aid of distinct concep
tion and easy recollection, I have named

the Indifference*. What I mean by this,

a familiar acquaintance with the more po

pular parts of Luther s Works, especially

his Commentaries, and the delightful vo

lume of his Table Talk, would interpret

for me better than I can do for myself.

But I do my best, when I say that no

Christian probationer, who is earnestly

* The Papacy elevated the Church to the virtual

exclusion or suppression of the Scriptures: the mo
dern Church of England, since Chillingworth,has so

raised up the Scriptures as to annul the Church : both

alike have quenched the Holy Spirit, as the mesothesis

or indifference of the two, and substituted an alien

compound for the genuine Preacher, which should be

the synthesis of the Scriptures and the Church, and

the sensible voice of the Holy Spirit.&quot;
Lit. Rem. v.

iii. p. 93. Ed.
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working out his salvation, and experiences

the conflict of the spirit with the evil and

the infirmity within him and around him,
/

can find his own state brought before himO

and, as it were, antedated, in writings re

verend even for their antiquity and endu

ring permanence, and far more, and more

abundantly, consecrated by the reverence,

love, and grateful testimonies of good men

through the long succession of ages, in

every generation, and under all states of

minds and circumstances of fortune, that

no man, I say, can recognize his own in

ward experiences in such Writings, and

not find an objectiveness, a confirming and

assuring outwardness, and all the main

characters of reality, reflected therefrom

on the spirit, working in himself and in

his own thoughts, emotions, and aspira

tions warring; against sin, and the mo-o o *

tions of sin. The unsubstantial, insulated

Self passes away as a stream
;
but these

are the shadows and reflections of the

Rock of Ages, and of the Tree of Life that

starts forth from its side.

On the other hand, as much of reality,

as much of objective truth, as tha Scrip-
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tures communicate to the subjective expe

riences of the Believer, so much of present

life, of living and effective import, do these

experiences give to the letter of these

Scriptures. In the one the Spirit itself

beareth witness roith our spirit, that we

have received the spirit of adoption; in

the other our spirit bears witness to the

power of the Word, that it is indeed the

Spirit that proceedeth from God. If in

the holy men thus actuated all imperfec

tion of knowledge, all participation in the

mistakes and limits of their several ages
had been excluded, how could these Wri

tings be or become the history and exam

ple, the echo and more lustrous image of

the work and warfare of the sanctifying

Principle in us? If after all this, and in

spite of all this, some captious litigator

should lay hold of a text here or there

St. Paul s cloak
left at Troas with Carpus,

or a verse from the Canticles, and ask :

&quot; Of what spiritual use is this?&quot; the an

swer is ready : It proves to us that no

thing can be so trifling as not to supply an

evil heart with a pretext for unbelief.

Archbishop Leighton has observed that
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the Church has its extensive and intensive

states, and that they seldom fall together.

Certain it is, that since kings have been

her nursing fathers, and queens her nurs

ing mothers, our theologians seem to act

in the spirit of fear rather than in that of

faith
;
and too often instead of inquiring-

after the Truth in the confidence, that

whatever is truth must be fruitful of good
to all who are in Him that is true, they

seek with vain precautions to guard against

the possible inferences which perverse and

distempered minds may pretend, whose

whole Christianity, do what we will is

and will remain nothing but a Pretence.

You have now my entire mind on this

momentous Question, the grounds on which

it rests, and the motives which induce me
to make it known

;
and I now conclude

by repeating my request Correct me, or

confirm me.

Farewell.
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AITH may be defined, as fide

lity
to our own being so far

as such being is not and can

not become an object of the

senses
;
and hence, by clear inference or

implication, to being generally, as far as

the same is not the object of the senses :

and again to whatever is affirmed or un-o

derstood as the condition, or concomitant,

or consequence of the same. This will be

best explained by an instance or example.
That I am conscious of something withinO
me peremptorily commanding me to do

unto others as I would they should do

unto me; in other words, a categorical

(that is, primary and unconditional) impe

rative; that the maxim (regula maxima
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or supreme rule) of my actions, both in

ward and outward, should be such as I

could, without any contradiction arising

therefrom, will to be the law of all moral

and rational beings ; this, I say, is a fact

of which I am no less conscious (though
in a different way), nor less assured, than

I am of any appearance presented by my
outward senses. Nor is this all

;
but in

the very act of being conscious of this in

my own nature, T know that it is a fact of

which all men either are or ought to be

conscious
;

a fact, the ignorance of which

constitutes either the non-personality of

the ignorant, or the guilt, in which latter

case the ignorance is equivalent to know

ledge wilfully darkened. I know that I

possess this consciousness as a man, and

not as Samuel Taylor Coleridge; hence

knowing that consciousness of this fact is

the root of all other consciousness, and the

only practical contradistinction of man
from the brutes, we name it the consci

ence
; by the natural absence or presumed

presence of which, the law, both divine

and human, determines whether X Y Z

be a thing or a person: the conscience
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being that which never to have had places

the objects in the same order of things as

the brutes, for example, idiots
;

and to

have lost which implies either insanity or

apostasy. Well this we have affirmed is

a fact of which every honest man is as

fully assured as of his seeing, hearing or

smelling. But though the former assu-o ~

ranee does not differ from the latter in the

deo-ree.it is altogether diverse in the kind
;3 &quot; D

the senses being morally passive, while the

conscience is essentially connected with

the will, though not always, nor indeed in

any case, except after frequent attempts

and aversions of will, dependent on the

choice. Thence we call the presentations

of the senses impressions, those of the con

science commands or dictates. In the

senses we find our receptivity, and as far

as our personal being is concerned, we are

passive; but in the fact of the conscience

we are not only agents, but it is by this

alone, that we know ourselves to be such
;

nay, that our very passiveness in this lat

ter is an act of passiveness, and that we

are patient (patientes) not, as in the other

case, simply passive.

p
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The result is, the consciousness of respon

sibility,^ and the proof is afforded by the

inward experience of the diversity between

regret and remorse.

If I have sound ears, and my companion

speaks to me with a due proportion of

voice, I may persuade him that I did not

hear, but cannot deceive myself. But

when my conscience speaks to me, I can,

by repeated efforts, render myself finally

insensible
;
to which add this other differ

ence in the case of conscience, namely, that

to make myself deaf is one and the same

thing with making my conscience dumb,
till at length I become unconscious of my
conscience. Frequent are the instances in

which it is suspended, and as it were

drowned, in the inundation of the appe

tites, passions and imaginations, to which

I have resigned myself, making use of my
will in order to abandon my free-will

; and

there are not, I fear, examples wanting of

the conscience being utterly destroyed, or

of the passage of wickedness into mad

ness; that species of madness, namely,
in which the reason is lost. For so Ion&quot;:o
as the reason continues, so long must the
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conscience exist either as a good consci

ence, or as a bad conscience.

It appears then, that even the very first

step, that the initiation of the process, the

becoming conscious of a conscience, par

takes of the nature of an act. It is an

act, in and by which we take upon our

selves an allegiance, and consequently the

obligation of fealty ;
and this fealty or fi

delity implying the power of being un

faithful, it is the first and fundamental

sense of Faith. It is likewise the com
mencement of experience, and the result

of all other experience. In other words,

conscience, in this its simplest form, must

be supposed in order to consciousness, that

is, to human consciousness. Brutes may
be, and are scious, but those beings only,
who have an I, scire possant hoc vel illud

una cum seipsis ; that is, conscire vel scire

aliquid mecum, or to know a thing in re

lation to myself, and in the act of knowing

myself as acted upon by that something.
Now the third person could never have

been distinguished from the first but by
means of the second. There can be no

He without a previous Thou. Much Jess
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could an I exist for us, except as it exists

during the suspension of the will, as in

dreams
;
and the nature of brutes may be

best understood, by conceiving them as

somnambulists. This is a deep meditation,

though the position is capable of the strict

est proof, namely, that there can be no I

without a Thou, and that a Thou is only

possible by an equation in which I is taken

as equal to Thou, and yet not the same.

And this again is only possible by putting

them in opposition as correspondent oppo-

sites, or correlatives. In order to this, a

something must be affirmed in the one,

which is rejected in the other, and this

something is the will. I do not will toO

consider myself as equal to myself, for in

the very act of constituting myself /, I

take it as the same, and therefore as inca

pable of comparison, that is, of any appli

cation of the will. If then, I minus the

will be the thesis ;
* Thou plus will must be

* There are four kinds of Theses, Qsa-tiq, puttings

or placings.

1. Prothesis.

2. Thesis. 3. Antithesis.

4. Synthesis.
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the antithesis, but the equation of Thou

with I, by means of a free act, negativing

the sameness in order to establish the

equality, is the true definition of consci

ence. But as without a Thou there can

be no You, so without a You no They,
These or Those

;
and as all these conjointly

form the materials and subjects of consci

ousness, and the conditions of experience,

it is evident that the conscience is the root

of all consciousness, a fortiori, the pre

condition of all experience, and that the

conscience cannot have been in its first

revelation deduced from experience.

A. and B. are said to be thesis and antithesis, when

if A. be the thesis, B. is the antithesis to A., and if B.

be made the thesis, then A. becomes the antithesis.

Thus making me the thesis, you are thou to me, but

making you the thesis, I become thou to you. Syn
thesis is a putting together of the two, so that a third

something is generated. Thus the synthesis of hy

drogen and oxygen is water, a third something, nei

ther hydrogen nor oxygen. But the blade of a knife

and its handle when put together do not form a syn

thesis, but still remain a blade and a handle. And
as a synthesis is a unity that results from the union of

two things, so a prothesis is a primary unity that gives

itself forth into two things.
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Soon, however, experience comes into play.

We learn that there are other impulses be

side the dictates of conscience
;
that there

are powers within us and without us ready
to usurp the throne of conscience, and

busy in tempting us to transfer our alle

giance. We learn that there are many
things contrary to conscience, and there

fore to be rejected, and utterly excluded,

and many that can coexist with its supre

macy only by being subjugated, as beasts

of burthen
;
and others again, as, for in

stance, the social tenderness and affec

tions, and the faculties and excitations of

the intellect, which must be at least sub

ordinated. The preservation of our loyalty

and fealty under these trials and against

these rivals constitutes the second sense

of Faith
;
and we shall need but one more

point of view to complete its full import.

This is the consideration of what is pre

supposed in the human conscience. The

answer is ready. As in the equation of

the correlative I and Thou, one of the twin

constituents is to be taken as plus will, the

other as minus will, so is it here : and it is

obvious that the reason or
sz//&amp;gt;e/-individual
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of each man, whereby he is man, is the

factor we are to take as minus will
;
and

that the individual will or personalizing

principle of free agency (arbitrement is

Milton s word) is the factor marked plus

will; and again, that as the identity or

coinherence of the absolute will and the

reason, is the peculiar character of God
;

so is the synthesis of the individual will

and the common reason, by the subordi

nation of the former to the latter, the only

possible likeness or image of the prothesis,

or identity, and therefore the required

proper character of man. Conscience,

then, is a witness respecting the identity

of the will and the reason effected by the

self-subordination of the will, or self, to

the reason, as equal to, or representing, the

will of God. But the personal will is a

factor in other moral syntheses ; for exam

ple, appetite plus personal will,= sensu

ality; lust of power, plus personal will,=
ambition, and so on, equally as in the

synthesis, on which the conscience is

grounded. Not this therefore, but the

other synthesis, must supply the specific

character of the conscience
;
and we must
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eater into an analysis of reason. Such as

the nature and objects of the reason are,

such must be the functions and objects of

the conscience. And the former we shall

best learn by recapitulating those consti

tuents of the total man which are either

contrary to, or disparate from, the reason.

I. Reason, and the proper objects of

reason, are wholly alien from sensation.

Reason is supersensual, and its antagonist

is appetite, and the objects of appetite the

lust of the flesh.

II. Reason and its objects do not ap

pertain to the world of the senses inward

or outward ;
that is, they partake not of

sense or fancy. Reason is super-sensuous,

and here its antagonist is the lust of theo

eye.

III. Reason and its objects are not

things of reflection, association, discursion,

discourse in the old sense of the word as

opposed to intuition
;

&quot; discursive or in

tuitive,&quot; as Milton has it. Reason does

not indeed necessarily exclude the finite,

either in time or in space, but it includes

them eminenter. Thus the prime mover

of the material universe is affirmed to con-
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tain all motion as its cause, but not to be,

or to suffer, motion in itself.

Reason is not the faculty of the finite.

But here I must premise the following.
The faculty of the finite is that which re

duces the confused impressions of sense to

their essential forms, quantity, quality,

relation, and in these action and reaction,

cause and effect, and the like
;
thus raises

the materials furnished by the senses and

sensations into objects of reflection, and
so makes experience possible. Without it,

man s representative powers would be a

delirium, a chaos, a scudding cloudage of

shapes ;
and it is therefore most appropri

ately called the understanding, or substan-

tiative faculty. Our elder metaphysicians,
down to Hobbes

inclusively, called this

likewise discourse, discursus, discursio,

from its mode of action as not staying at

any one object, but running as it were to

and fro to abstract, generalize, and classify.
Now when this faculty is employed in the 1

service of the pure reason, it brings out the*

necessary and universal truths contained
in the infinite into distinct contemplation
by the pure act of the sensuous imagina-

Q
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tion, that is, in the production of the forms

of space and time abstracted from all cor

poreity, and likewise of the inherent forms

of the understanding itself abstractedly

from the consideration of particulars, as

in the case of geometry, numeral mathe

matics, universal logic, and pure metaphy
sics. The discursive faculty then becomes

what our Shakespeare with happy precision

calls
&quot; discourse of reason.&quot;

We will now take up our reasoning

again from the words &quot; motion in itself.&quot;

It is evident then, that the reason, as

the irradiative power, and the representa

tive of the infinite, judges the understand

ing as the faculty of the finite, and cannot

without error be judged by it. When this

is attempted, or when the understanding,
in its synthesis with the personal will,

usurps the supremacy of the reason, or af

fects to supersede the reason, it is then

what St. Paul calls the mind of the flesh

((pfWYipa, aa^Kof) or the wisdom of this world.

The result is, that the reason is super-fi

nite
;
and in this relation, its antagonist is

the insubordinate understanding, or mind

of the flesh.
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IV. Reason, as one with the absolute

will, (In the beginning ivas the Logos, atid

the Logos was with God, and the Logos was

God,) and therefore for man the certain re

presentative of the will of God, is above the

will of man as an individual will. We have

seen in III. that it stands in antagonism
to all mere particulars; but here it stands

in antagonism to all mere individual inter

ests as so many selves, to the personal will

as seeking its objects in the manifestation

of itself for itself sit pro ratione voluntas;

whether this be realized with adjuncts,

as in the lust of the flesh, and in the lust

of the eye ;
or without adjuncts, as in the

thirst and pride of power, despotism, ego
istic ambition. The fourth antagonist,

then, of reason is the lust of the will.

Corollary. Unlike a million of tigers,

a million of men is very different from a

million times one man. Each man in a

numerous society is not only coexistent

with, but virtually organized into, the

multitude of which he is an integral part.

His idem is modified by the alter. And
there arise impulses and objects from this

synthesis of the alter et idem, myself and
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my neighbour. This, again, is strictly

analogous to what takes place in the vital

organization of the individual man. The

cerebral system of the nerves has its cor

respondent antithesis in the abdominal sys

tem : but hence arises a synthesis of the

two in the pectoral system as the interme

diate, and, like a drawbridge, at once con

ductor and boundary. In the latter as

objectized by the former arise the emo

tions, affections, and in one word, the pas

sions, as distinguished from the cognitions
and appetites. Now the reason has been

shown to be super-individual, generally,

and therefore not less so when the form of

an individualization subsists in the alter,

than when it is confined to the idem ; not

less when the emotions have their con

scious or believed object in another, than

when their subject is the individual per

sonal self. For though these emotions,

affections, attachments, and the like, are

the prepared ladder by which the lower

nature is taken up into, and made to par
take of, the highest room, as we are

taught to give a feeling of reality to the

higher per medium commune with the lower,
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and thus gradually to see the reality of the

higher (namely, the objects of reason) and

finally to know that the latter are indeed

and pre-eminently real, as if you love your

earthly parents whom you see, by these

means you will learn to love your Heavenly
Father who is invisible

; yet this holds

good only so far as the reason is the presi

dent, and its objects the ultimate aim;
and cases may arise in which the Christ

as the Logos or Redemptive Reason de

clares, He that lovesfather or mother more

than me, is not worthy of me ; nay, he that

can permit his emotions to rise to an

equality with the universal reason, is in

enmity with that reason. Here then rea

son appears as the love of God; and its

antagonist is the attachment to individ

uals wherever it exists in diminution of, or

in competition with, the love which is

reason.

In these five paragraphs I have enume
rated and explained the several powers or

forces belonofins; or incidental to humand? ^j

nature, which in all matters of reason the

man is bound either to subjugate or sub

ordinate to reason. The application to
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Faith follows of its own accord. The first

or most indefinite sense of faith is
fidelity :

then fidelity under previous contract or

particular moral obligation. In this sense

faith is fealty to a rightful superior : faith

is the duty of a faithful subject to a right

ful governor. Then it is allegiance in

active service
; fidelity to the liege lord

under circumstances, and amid the temp
tations, of usurpation, rebellion, and intes

tine discord. Next we seek for that right

ful superior on our duties to whom all our

duties to all other superiors, on our faith

fulness to whom all our bounden relations

to all other objects of fidelity, are founded.

We must inquire after that duty in which

all others find their several degrees and

dignities, and from which they derive their

obligative force. We are to find a superior,

whose rights, including our duties, are pre

sented to the mind in the very idea of that

Supreme Being, whose sovereign preroga
tives are predicates implied in the subjects,

as the essential properties of a circle are

co-assumed in the first assumption of a

circle, consequently underived, uncondi

tional, and as rationally insusceptible, so
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probably prohibitive, of all further ques
tion. In this sense then faith is

fidelity,

fealty, allegiance of the moral nature to

God, in opposition to all usurpation, and

in resistance to all temptation to the placing

any other claim above or equal with our

fidelity to God.

The will of God is the last ground and

final aim of all our duties, and to that the

whole man is to be harmonized by subor

dination, subjugation, or suppression alike

in commission and omission. But the will

of God, which is one with the supreme in

telligence, is revealed to man through the^7 J5

conscience. But the conscience, which

consists in an inappellable bearing-witness
to the truth and reality of our reason, may
legitimately be construed with the term

reason, so far as the conscience is prescrip

tive; while as approving or condemning,
it is the consciousness of the subordination

or insubordination, the harmony or dis

cord, of the personal will of man to and
with the representative of the will of God.
This brings me to the last and fullest

sense of Faith, that is, as the obedience of
the individual will to the reason, in the
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lust of the flesh as opposed to the supersen-
sual

;
in the lust of the eye as opposed to

the supersensuous ;
in the pride of the un

derstanding as opposed to the infinite
;
in

the
&amp;lt;pgwnfjta trafttot

in contrariety to the

spiritual truth
;
in the lust of the personal

will as opposed to the absolute and univer

sal
;
and in the love of the creature, as far

as it is opposed to the love which is one

with the reason, namely, the love of God.

Thus then to conclude. Faith subsists

in the synthesis of the reason and the indi

vidual will. By virtue of the latter there

fore it must be an energy, and inasmuch as

it relates to the whole moral man, it must

be exerted in each and all of his con

stituents or incidents, faculties and tenden

cies
;

it must be a total, not a partial ;
a

continuous, not a desultory or occasional

energy. And by virtue of the former, that

is, reason, faith must be a light, a form of

knowing, a beholding of truth. In the in

comparable words of the Evangelist, there-

fore -faith must be a light originating in

the Logos, or the substantial reason, which

is coeterttal and one with the Holy Will, and

which light is at the same time the
life of
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men. Now as life is here the sum or col

lective of all moral and spiritual acts, in

suffering, doing, and being, so is faith the

source and the sum, the energy and the

principle of the fidelity of man to God, by
the subordination of his human will, in all

provinces of his nature, to his reason, as

the sum of spiritual truth, representing
and manifesting the will Divine.

FENELON ON CHARITY.*

NOTE
to pages 196, 197. This chap

ter is plausible, shewy, insinuating,
and (as indeed is the character of the whole

work) &quot;makes the amiable.&quot; To many,
to myself formerly,

- - it has appeared a

mere dispute about words : but it is by no

means of so harmless a character, for it

tends to give a false direction to our

thoughts, by diverting the conscience from

the ruined and corrupted state, in which

we are without Christ. Sin is the disease.

* Communicated by Mr. Gillman. Ed.

R
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What is the remedy ? What is the anti

dote ? Charity? Pshaw! Charity in

the large apostolic sense of the term is the

health, the state to be obtained by the use

of the remedy, not the sovereign balm it

self, faith of grace, faith in the God-

manhood, the cross, the mediation, and

perfected righteousness, of Jesus, to the

utter rejection and abjuration of all righte

ousness of our own ! Faith alone is the

restorative. The Romish scheme is pre

posterous ;
it puts the rill before the

spring. Faith is the source, charity, that

is, the whole Christian life, is the stream

from it. It is quite childish to talk of

faith being imperfect without chanty. As

wisely might you say that a fire, however

bright and strong, was imperfect without

heat, or that the sun, however cloudless,

was imperfect without beams. The true

answer would be : it is not faith, but

utter reprobate faithlessness, which may
indeed very possibly co-exist with a mere

acquiescence of the understanding in cer

tain facts recorded by the Evangelists.

But did John, or Paul, or Martin Luther,

ever flatter this barren belief with the
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name of saving faith ? No. Little ones !o
Be not deceived. Wear at your bosoms

that precious amulet against all the spells

of antichrist, the 20th verse of the 2nd

chapter of Paul s Epistle to the Galatians :

/ am crucified with Christ, nevertheless,

I live ; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me :

and the
life,

which I now live in the flesh,

1 live by the faith of the Son of God, who

loved me and gave himselffor me.

Thus we see even our faith is not ours

in its origin : but is the faith of the Son of
C?

God graciously communicated to us. Be

ware, therefore, that you do not frustrate

the grace of God : for if righteousness~ o
come by the Law, then Christ is dead in

vain. If, therefore, we are saved by cha

rity, we are saved by the keeping of the

Law, which doctrine St. Paul declared to

be an apostacy from Christ, and a bewitch

ing of the soul from the truth. But, you
will perhaps say, Can a man be saved with

out charity ? The answer is, a man with

out charity cannot be saved : the faith of

the Son of God is not in him.
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NOTE ON A SERMON

ON THE PREVALENCE OF INFIDELITY AND

ENTHUSIASM, BY WALTER BIRCH, B. D.

IN
the description of enthusiasm, the

author has plainly had in view indi

vidual characters, and those too in a light,

in which they appeared to him
;
not clear

and discriminate ideas. Hence a mixture

of truth and error, of appropriate and in

appropriate terms, which it is scarcely pos

sible to disentangle. Part applies to fana

ticism; part to enthusiasm; and no small

portion of this latter to enthusiasm not

pure, but as it exists in particular men,

modified by their imperfections and bad

because not wholly enthusiasm. I regret

this, because it is evidently the discourse

of a very powerful mind
;

and because I

am convinced that the disease of the age

is want of enthusiasm, and a tending to

fanaticism. You may very naturally ob-
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ject that the senses, in which I use the two

terms, fanaticism and enthusiasm, are pri

vate interpretations equally as, if not more

than, Mr. Birch s. They are so
;
but the

difference between us is, that without re

ference to either term, I have attempted
to ascertain the existence and diversity of

two states of moral being; and then having
found in our language two words of very

fluctuating and indeterminate use, indeed,

but the one word more frequently border

ing on the one state, the other on the other,

I try to fix each to that state exclusively.

And herein I follow the practice of all

scientific men, whether naturalists or me

taphysicians, and the dictate of common

sense, that one word ought to have but

one meaning. Thus by Hobbes and others

of the materialists, compulsion and obliga

tion were used indiscriminately; but the

distinction of the two senses is the condition

of all moral responsibility. Now the effect

of Mr. Birch s use of the words is to con

tinue the confusion. Remember, we could

not reason at all, if our conceptions and

terms were not more single and definiteo
than the things designated. Enthusiasm
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is the absorption of the individual in the

object contemplated from the vividness or

intensity of his conceptions and convic

tions : fanaticism is heat, or accumulation

and direction, of feeling acquired by con

tagion, and relying on the sympathy of

sect or confederacy; intense sensation with

confused or dim conceptions. Hence the

fanatic can exist only in a crowd, from in-
/

ward weakness anxious for outward con

firmation
; and, therefore, an eager prose-

lyter and intolerant. The enthusiast, on

the contrary, is a solitary, who lives in a

world of his own peopling, and for that

cause is disinclined to outward action.

Lastly, enthusiasm is susceptible of many
degrees, (according to the proportionate-

ness of the objects contemplated,) from

the highest grandeur of moral and intel

lectual being, even to madness
;
but fana

ticism is one and the same, and appears

different only from the manners and origi

nal temperament of the individual. There

is a white and a red heat
;
a sullen glow

as well as a crackling flame
;
cold-blooded

as well as hot-blooded fanaticism. En

thusiasts, v9oua-icc&amp;lt;7ral from sv9EO$, ol$ o Qsog lv-
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en, or possibly from kv
6u&amp;lt;riai$,

those who,

in sacrifice to, or at, the altar of truth or

falsehood, are possessed by a spirit or in

fluence mightier than their own individu

ality. Fanatici qui circum fana favorem
mutuo contrahunt et affiant those who in

the same conventicle, or before the same

shrine, relique or image, heat and ferment

by co-acervation.

I am fully aware that the words are

used by the best writers indifferently, but

such must be the case in very many words

in a composite language, such as the Eng
lish, before they are desynonymized. Thus

imagination and fancy ;
chronical and

temporal, and many others.
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NOTES

ON LETTERS FROM SPAIN BY DON
LEUCADIO DOBLADO.

P. 111-112.

I have often heard the question, how could such

men as Bossuet and Fenelon adhere to the Church

of Rome and reject the Protestant Faith ? The answer

appears to me obvious. Because, according to their

fixed principles on this matter, they must have been

either Catholics or Infidels. Laying it down as an

axiom, that Christianity was chiefly intended to re

veal a system of doctrines necessary for salvation, they

naturally and constantly inferred the existence of an

authorized judge upon questions of faith, otherwise

the inevitable doubts arising from private judgment
would defeat the object of revelation.

THE
most striking, certainly, and most

fearful, but far from the only, in

stance of the practical mischiefs resulting

from the confusion of Belief and Faith.

In the German the same word expresses

both, viz. Glaube. A grievous defect !

But even where this is not the case, as in
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the Latin and in our own language, by
how many Divines are they regarded, as

synonimes ! The great Object of Christi

anity is Faith, fealty to the spiritual in our

humanity, to that which indeed contradis

tinguishes us as human, to that Power, in

which the Will, the Reason and the Con

science are three in One, and by which

alone spiritual truths, i. e. the only living

and substantial truths, can be discerned.

To this power, under the name of Faith,

every thought of the understanding, of the

mind of the Flesh, must be brought intoO

subjection. And belief of particular Dog
mata, i. e. the perception of the arguments
for. over those against, their verity, is then

J

only essential, when such belief is implied
in the state of Faith. Hence St. Paul to

lerates many, and those not trifling errors

of belief, even while he exposes them. Be

satisfied, each of you, in his own mind,
and exercise charity towards such of the

Brethren, as profess different persuasions ;

but cling all of you to the bond of love in

the unity of Faith. Yet how early the

dangerous identification of the two words

began, we learn from the Epistle of James,
s
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who, arguing ex ahsurdo on the assump

tion, that Faith means Belief, justly re

marks --The Devils believe, and so tho

roughly too, that they believe and tremble.

Belief, therefore, cannot be the proper and

essential ground of Salvation in the soul.O

But Faith is, and by Christ himself is so

lemnly declared to be so. Therefore, Be

lief cannot be the same as Faith ! though
the Belief of the truths essential to the

Faith in Christ is the necessary accompa
niment and consequent of the Faith. Ex.

gr. I cannot sincerely trust in Christ, and

entirely love the Lord Jesus, without at

the same time believing, first, that he is,

and secondly, that he is most trust- and

love-worthy. But I can love him, trust in

him, and earnestly desire to obey his com

mands, without having even heard of the

immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary,
or having troubled my head respecting

even her aei-partheny.

P. 156-7.

The unresisting nun put the water to her lips, and

stopped. The physician was urging her to proceed,

when to his great amazement he found the contents

of the glass reduced to one lump of ice. &amp;gt;

l &

A
J

J
* \.
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I wonder that I never asked Mr. White

what he really meant by the insertion of

this thumper. Perhaps 1 had passed
over this page and the opposite, the leaves

sticking : for I certainly read the volume,

when first sent to me by the author.

P. 157.

Our visit to the other convent made me acquainted

with one of the most pitiable objects ever produced

by superstition a reluctant nun.

Say rather a diseased.

A sense of decorum, and the utter hopelessness of

relief, keep the bitter regrets of many an imprisoned

female a profound secret to all but their confessor.

In the present case, however, the vehemence of the

sufferer s feelings had laid open to the world the state

of her harassed mind, She was a good-looking wo

man, of little more than thirty : but the contrast be

tween the monastic weeds, and an indescribable air

of wantonness which, in spite of all caution, marked

her every glance and motion, raised a mixed feeling

of disgust and pity, that made us uncomfortable du

ring the whole visit.

And I should fear that in this climate,

cases of nymphomania in the Nunneries

are not rare.
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P. 157. Continued from
&quot;lump

of ice.&quot;

We had the account of this wonder from the cler

gyman who introduced us to the nun. Of his vera

city I can entertain no doubt: (!! S. T. C.) while

he on the other hand was equally confident of Doctor

Carnero s.

Pray, was not Dr. Carnero put to his

oath whether he had ascertained that it

was water and not ice in the glass when

the attendant brought it to him ? But the

more probable solution is, that Dr. Car

nero was humming the clergyman.

P. 167.

In the intervals of the dance we were sometimes

treated with dramatic scenes, of which the dialogue is

composed on the spot by the actors. This amuse

ment is not uncommon in country towns. It is

known by the name ofjuegos a word literally an

swering to plays.

Qy ? The same as the Venetian Fabas,

to which Gozzi s genius has given cele

brity ?

Notes to Doblado s Letters, p. 412.

The dispute on the Immaculate Conception of the

Virgin began between the Dominicans and Francis

cans as early as the thirteenth century.
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It may deserve attention from the zea

lous advocates of the authenticity of the

Evangelism Infantia prefixed to the Gos

pel ofLuke and concorporated with the ca

nonical revision of Matthew s whether

the immaculate conception of the Virgin
is not a legitimate corollary of the mira

culous conception of our Lord, so far at

least that the same reason, that rendered

it incompossible for him to have a macu

late father, is equally cogent for the ne

cessity of an immaculate mother.
tf

But alas ! in subjects of this sort we can

only stave off the difficulty. It is a point

in a circle, on whichever side we remove

from it, we are sure to come round to it

again. So here. Either the Virgin s an

cestors, paternal and maternal, from Adam
and Eve downward, were all sinless; or

her immediate father and mother were

not so, but like the rest of mankind, in

volved in orio-inal sin. But if a sin-stainedO
father and mother could produce an im

maculate offspring in one instance, why
not in the other ? That the union of the

Divine Word with the seed and nature of

man should preclude the contao-ion of sin
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in the Holy Child, is as much to be ex

pected on the one supposition of our Lord s

birth as on the other. So far from being
a greater miracle, it seems so necessarily
involved in the miracle of the Incarnation,
common to both, as scarcely to be worthy
of being called an additional miracle. The
accidental circumstance, that the Unitarian

party, most palpably to their own* disad

vantage, reject or question the chapter in

question, is the chief cause of the horror,

with which our orthodox divines recoil from

every free investigation of the point.

* The conception by the over-shadowing of the

Holy Spirit being the only plausible explanation,

which a Socinian can give to the often repeated an

tithesis Son of God and Son of Man, of one and the

same person. The believer in the Trinity, the In

carnation of the Filial God, and Redemption by the

Blood of the divine Mediator, has an interest there

fore in the remo/al, rather than in the up-propment,
of this strongest, nay, only, buttress of the extreme

Heresy.
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NOTE ON SOUTHEY S OMNIANA.

Gift of Tongues.

Vol. 1. p. 226.

IN
no instance is the love of the marvel

lous more strikingly exhibited than in

the ordinary interpretations of this plain
and simple narration of St. Luke s. On
the inrush of the Spirit the new converts

of Jesus from all parts of the Roman em

pire then met at Jerusalem, rushed out of

the house, and addressed the crowd, each

his own countrymen, and, to the scandal

of some and surprise of all, in the ver

nacular dialects instead of the sacred (Sy-

ro-Chaldaic) language, just as if a man
should pray aloud in a Catholic Church in

any other than Latin prayers. The Apos
tles sate still the while. At length, observ

ing the workings in the minds of the audi

tors, the twelve rose at once, and Peter,
as the Foreman, made the address re

corded, and expressly tells them, that the
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miracle, they had witnessed, was a fulfil

ment ^of Joel s prophecy, viz. that laymen
should preach in the Spirit in the common
tono-ues.*

FORMULA FIDEI DE SANCTIS-

SIMA TRINITATE. 1830.

THE IDENTITY.

THE
absolute subjectivity, whose only

attribute is the Good
;
whose only

definition is that which is essentially

causative of all possible true being- the

ground ;
the absolute will

;
the adorable

TTpoTTpurov, which, whatever is assumed as

the first, must be presumed as its antece

dent
; 6so$, without an article, and yet not

as an adjective. See John i. 18. OEOV

OJTTOTE, as differenced from ib.

t\- o Aoyo.

But that which is essentially causative

of all being must be causative of its own,
causa suij auTOTranup. Thence

* See a note at the end of the volume.
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THE IPSEITY.

The eternally self-affirmant self-affirmed;

the &quot;

I Am in that I Am,&quot; or the &quot;

I shall

be that I will to be
;

the Father; the re

latively subjective, whose attribute is, the

Holy One
;
whose definition is, the essen

tial finific in the form of the infinite; dat

sibi fines.

But the absolute will, the absolute good,
in the eternal act of self-affirmation, the

Good as the Holy One, co-eternally begets

THE ALTERITY.

The supreme being ;
o ovrug uv the su

preme reason
;
the Jehovah

;
the Son

;
the

Word
;
whose attribute is the True (the

truth, the light, thejfurf); and \vhose defi

nition is, the pleroma of being, whose es

sential poles are unity and distinctity; or

the essential infinite in the form of the fi

nite
; lastly, the relatively objective, deltas

ohjectiva in relation to the I Am as the

deltas subjectiva ; the divine objectivity.

N.B. The distinctities in the pleroma are

T
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the eternal ideas, the subsistential truths
;

each considered in itself, an infinite in the

form of the finite
;
but all considered as

one with the unity, the eternal Son, they
are the energies of the fmific

;
Trccvra bt av-

TOU Eysvsro Hal ex. TOU TTfalfHUfMTOs ai/rou y/AE~i$

Travis k\a.$o^tv. John i. 3 and 16.

But with the relatively subjective and

the relatively objective, the great idea needs

only for its completion a co-eternal which

is both, that is, relatively objective to the

subjective, relatively subjective to the ob

jective. Hence

THE COMMUNITY.

The eternal life, which is love
;
the Spi

rit
; relatively to the Father, the Spirit

of Holiness, the Holy Spirit ; relatively

to the Son, the Spirit of truth, whose attri

bute is Wisdom
;
sancta sophia; the Good

in the reality of the True, in the form of

actual Life.

Holy ! Holy ! Holy ! ixau
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NOTES

ON THE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS OF ROBERT

ROBINSON, IN FOUR VOLUMES.

Vol. III. p. 42.

A PLEA for the divinity of our Lord

Jesus Christ.

Let us take a single passage of the Old Testament,

and let us see what the application of it to Jesus

Christ proves. John the Baptist sends two of his

disciples to Jesus Christ to ask him whether he were

the expected Messiah, &cc.

I scarcely miss any desiderand in this

fine treatise, but an occasional reply to,

or rather anticipation of, natural and un

avoidable objections, not from the Socini-

ans but from the sincere searchers after

truth. A case is very imperfectly stated

by giving the arguments on one side. Audi
alterant partem. Now I confess, that all

the arguments ostensibly in favour of So-

cinianism would, if proved and real, be to

me proofs of Deism or rejection of Revela-
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tion. Therefore those not grounded ono
verbal criticisms and trifles of that sort,

but on plain common sense, ought to be

met or anticipated. Such is the present in

stance. John had baptized Christ, his own

cousin, of whom such miracles must have

been told him both by his aunt Mary and

his mother Elizabeth. At the baptism he

recognised him as the Messiah from Hea
ven

; yet now he sends to inquire as of one

unknown.

P. 69.

We will illustrate this remark by two

passages from the worthy and reverend

Mr. Lindsey. These are his words :

Rev. V. 13. Blessing and honour be unto him,

that ritteth on the throne, and to the Lamb for ever

and ever. The blessing and honour is tendered to

the object PRESENT and VISIBLE. But we have

observed in St. Stephen s case, that idolatry doth not

consist in worshipping an invisible object. The vi

sibility and the invisibility of the object have nothing
to do with the nature of the act.

In this paragraph, as likewise in pages

27, 28, Robinson has fallen into an unin

tentional sophism ;
first in making &quot;wor

ship a specific, whereas it is a general
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term to be specified by its object.
&quot; The

people fell on their faces, and worshipped
God and the

King.&quot; (David). Chroni

cles. Secondly, (herein perhaps misled by

Lindsey s lax phraseology) in confining

the words &quot;

seen&quot; and &quot; unseen to the

sight, whereas the word was meant to im

ply the knowledge of actual, yet contin

gent, presence, however obtained. Surely

a blind man (see p. 27) may discover that

such a one is in the room as certainly as

one with eyes. Expressed philosophically,

Lindsey s argument would run thus : Wor

ship is either of God or of a creature
;
but

the former is distinguished from the latter

by always implying the acknowledgment
of necessary presence (i. e. omni- presence;)
while in the latter an accidental presence

(ergo absence elsewhere) only is attributed.

The people worshipped, i. e. adored reli

giously, the omnipresent Jehovah, and they
likewise worshipped, i. e. honoured and did

homage to, King David, who happened then

to be present. Now the essence of idolatry

consists in destroying the essence of all

religion, viz. the sense of necessary pre

sence, by attributing it to a creature, or vice
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versa, by attributing accidental and crea-

turely, presence to the creator. I agree

therefore with Lindsey, that the divine

worship of Christ cannot be certainly de

clared from this text, which may be ex

plained as xpurrodouteta and not xpicrToKa-

rpEia; though the words &quot;

for ever and

ever&quot; would incline me to the latter. But

that Christ was visually present to St. Ste

phen at the moment of his death is a mere

presumption of the Unitarians. Besides,

are we not commanded to pray to God

through Jesus Christ, our Lord and Me
diator. Now it is impossible for me to

pray to A. through B. without implying
that B. hears my prayer either first, or at

the same time as A. Whatever presence is

attributed to A. is equally applied to B. In

the present instance this is omnipresence.
Therefore the Unitarian, who obeys the

Scripture, adores Christ as God.

P. 75.

The Lord Jesus encouraged his followers to believe,

that the Spirit of truth should abide with them for

ever : yet it appears by the event, Jesus Christ did

not include in the promise that first great truth of

Christianity, on which all the rest are founded, the

doctrine of his person, &c.
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Though there is doubtless a certain de-o

gree of weight in this argument, yet, 1

think, Robinson rests too much upon it,

and repeats it too often
;

for it is a fact

not less certain than melancholy, that an

immense majority of Christians (ex. g?\ all

the Russias, all the Christians of Asia, and

of Africa, and of S. America, the larger

and more populous portions of Poland and

of Germany, nine tenths of France, and

all Spain, Portugal, Italy, Sicily, &c. &c.)

have been given up to the most despicable

and idolatrous superstitions. When Christ

comes shall he find faith on the earth ? I

say unto you, Nay.

P. 84.

Thus far, my brethren, revelation conducts the plain

Christian traveller; here it stops; and, as he who

goes forward must travel either without a guide or

with one who is ignorant of the road, we ought not

to be astonished if he lose his way. Happy for

Christians had they rested here without philosophical

explications. Were this a proper place, (but I am
not writing on the doctrine of the Trinity,) I believe it

would be very easy to prov6, that the primitive Chris

tians received this simple testimony just as revelation

gave it; and that when, about 200 years after Christ,

they began to practise the art of explaining what they
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did not understand, they produced a novel notion

called a Trinity, arid with it disputes, creeds, sub

scriptions, proscriptions, persecutions, wars, and other

calamitous consequences, which have disgraced Chris

tianity and Christians from that day to this.

A Scripture Trinity undoubtedly there is: but

our present concern is with our Lord s divinity.

Is this not strange ? If not writing onO c3

the Trinity, how could he justify this harsh

gratis dictum
(&quot;

a novel notion called a

Trinity&quot;)
to plain unlearned people? If

there be &quot;

undoubtedly a Scripture Tri

nity
&quot;

there must be a Scripture Triunity :

and what other there can be than that of

the Nicene Creed, or wherein this differs

from Scripture, I am at a loss even to ima

gine. All Scripture from Genesis to the

Apocalypse declares, there is but one God.

In the New Testament three distinct

Agents are spoken of, the Father, the Son,

and the Paiaclete or Holy Ghost. (My
Father and 1 will come and we will dwell

with you. Sins against the Father and

against the Son may be expiated ;
but not

against the Holy Ghost, &c. &c.) to each

of these the name, names, and incommuni

cable attributes of the Supreme Being are
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given. Ergo, there are three, and these

Three are One. This is the Scripture Tri

nity ;
and what other is contained in the

Nicene Creed ? Ofthe unauthorized creed

of the fierce individual, whom from io-no-O

ranee of his real name we may call Pseudo-

Athanasius, I agree with many learned

and orthodox Fathers of the English Church

in wishing that we were well rid.O

Q. Does not the Christian faith discard reason ?

A. God forbid ! Reason asks and obtains evidence

that God speaks, and Faith believes what He says.

Is it irrational to believe him who cannot lie?
( Titus

i. 2.) A believer admits the evidence of things NOT
SEEN. By faith Noah, being warned of God OF
THINGS NOT SEEN AS YET, prepared an Ark.

By faith Abraham, when he was called, obeyed, and

went out, NOT KNOWING WHITHER HE
WENT. All the Patriarchs died in the belief of a

proposition, of which they had but obscure and im

perfect ideas, (Heb. xi.) A philosopher speculates

objects with his own eyes; a believer beholds them,
as it were, with the eyes of God himself. A Christian

neither hides his reason in a napkin, nor drives an il

licit trade with it
;

he puts it into the hands of the

best exchanger, and receives his own with usury.

Here is the gap in the evidence : and

unless this be filled up, all the rest can but

u
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perplex the mind. Reason cannot obtain

evidence, that it is God who hath spoken,
unless what is spoken is compatible with

the co-existence, (or, if I dared coin such

a phrase, with the sub-existence at least) of

Reason. As the ground-work therefore of

all positive proof, the negative condition

must be pre-monstrated, that the doctrine

does not contradict, though it may and

must transcend, the Reason
;
that it is in

comprehensible but not absurd.

P. 89.

Men mistake by not distinguishing objects of pure

revelation from objects of natural reason, and there

fore they confound believing with reasoning. I am not

required to believe anything about the moon
; it is a

sensible object, and I am to look at it, and to reason

about it. God requires me to believe the deity of Je

sus Christ. Deity is an invisible object. I never

saw nor ever conceived an object analogous to it.

I cannot reason about it; I believe it.

This is strange ! We cannot believe

without knowing what it is we believe,

and this we cannot know but by distin

guishing; it from all other notions, at leastO O

by negatives and what is this but reason

ing ? A cannot be at once one and three,^j ?
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reasons the Socinian. Not in the same

sense, reasons the Trinitarian; but A.,

which in one sense is three, in another sense

may be one. Both alike reason ; or they
could not believe. Were I to work a mi

racle and then say to an illiterate English

man, elg oiwrof agio-Tog, afj,vv76x,i 7Tgi sraTpijf,

is a divine truth, men might have good
reason to believe my veracity, and that

something, (what, I knew, though he did

not) was
(
true

;
but that truth he could

not believe. I dwell the more on this, be

cause I am convinced by experience, that

this mode of arguing is, and has been, the

main occasion of Sociriianism in liberal

minds. It is one thing to apprehend, and

another to comprehend. Reason appre
hends the existence of the Supreme Being,

though that Being alone can comprehend
it.

P. 98.

There are many passages in the New Testament,

which express the inferiority of Jesus Christ to the

Father. My Father is GREATER than 1,ALL
power is GIVEN unto me, Of that day knoweth no

man, no not the angels, NEITHER THE SON;
but the Father. If I embrace the doctrine of Christ s
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mere humanity, I meet with no difficulty in two of

these texts, and but a few in the middle one.

I believe that the sense of this text,

(which, in its ordinary interpretation seems

equally hostile to the Socinian and the Tri

nitarian, and therefore naturally the pet
text of the Arians) is

&quot; no not the Angelso
neither the Son in his character as con

tra-distinguished from the Father, but as

one with the Father or as in the Father.

Were the sense what the Arian^ suppose,
the words should be AA [twos b TlaTyp but

the Father alone. This confirmed by the

corresponding text in St. Mark.

POSTSCRIPT.

Proofs and Illustrations of the Divinity

of Jesus Christ.

P. 120.

There is, (if I may express my meaning so) a real

and a relative infinity. Real infinity belongs to God
alone. Relative infinity may belong to one creature

in regard to another.

The real distinction is infinite improprie,

i. e. prater numerum ; and infinite proprie,
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i. e. contra numerum, quicquid numerum

exrludit. The one (as the material Uni

verse for instance) is the excess of number

and measure the other (pure spirit) is the

opposite, the contradiction, to number and

measure. The immortality of the first

created Angel may, or will hereafter, in

clude the excess of time God s eternity

the absence of time.

P. 124.

Had I been born a Greenlander, I should have

said,
&quot; My kajak did not make itself. More skill is

displayed in the structure of the meanest bird, than

in that of the best kajak, and more still in that of man
than in the composition of either.

Had Robinson been a Greenlander he

would have thought thus : My kajak was

made the bird grew and never have

reasoned from one to the other.

P. 130.

Plato, who travelled into Egypt to improve his

knowledge, learnt the Jewish notion of Memra or

Logos, and, affixing ideas to the term, of which the

ancient Jews had never thought, returned it to the

Jews in his writings, full of dark, pagan, enigmatical

ideas. All things were new except the term. It was

Moses Atticised indeed !

It became fashionable in time for men of science
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to speak and think as Plato spoke and thought; and

Philo the Jew, and after him many Christian divines,

took up the Platonic Logos, and thus brought the

Memru of the old Targumists, and the Logos of St.

John, into obscurity and disguise; although it does

not appear that St. John knew anything about Pla

to s ideas of it.

I suspect that Robinson had not studied

Plato or Philo very profoundly. Horsley
did not hesitate to pronounce the agree
ment of the Platonic with the Christian

Trinity.

VOL. IV. SERMON VII.

The Sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures.

P. 17.

And on this principle we prize the understandings

of those, who give sailors Bibles only, because the

gift implies several just and honourable principles;

principles, I mean, which do honour to the under

standings and hearts of those, who admit them.

First this donation implies, that, in the opinion of

the donor, the Bible is a plain, easy book ; either that

all the truths of revelation are simple, plain, and clear,

or that such truths as are essential to salvation are

so.
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! ! What if I were to call Newton s Prin-

cipia a plain, easy book because certain

detached passages were axiomatic, and be

cause the results were evident to common
sense? What? The Pentateuch? The

Solomon s Song? The Prophets in gene

ral, and Ezekiel in particular? What?
The Ecclesiastes ? The praise of Jael ?

of Ehud? of David? What? St. John s

Gospel and his Revelation ? The apparent
discordances of the Evangelists in the mostO

important narrations, as that of the Resur

rection? What? St. Paul s Epistles, de

clared by a contemporary Apostle, dark

and hard ? are these parts of a plain and

easy book ?

The writer of the preceding note reve

rences the Bible, he trusts, as much, and

believes its contents with a far stricter con

sistency with Protestant orthodoxy (in the

common received meaning of the word, or-~

thodoxy) than the amiable author of this

discourse, as appears by his own letters.

But never, never can he believe, that the

many and various writings of so many va

rious and distant ages, as brought together
form the book

;
that this book, or collec-
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taneum, the interpretation of which has

occupied, and will occupy all the highest

powers of the noblest and best intellects

even to the consummation of all things,

can be called in toto, or even on the ave

rage,
&quot; a plain and easy book.

1

That

what is necessary for each man s salvation,

(in his particular state, he making the best

use of the means in his power, and walking

humbly with his God,) is sufficiently plain

for that his purpose, the writer of this note

cheerfully acknowledges, and with thanks

to the Author of all inspiration and of all

good gifts.

P. 18.

The nature and perfections of God, the superin

tendence of Providence, the folly, the guilt, the mi

sery of sin, the purity and perfection of the law, the

depravity of human nature, the imperfection of unas

sisted knowledge and obedience, the nature and of

fices of Christ, the place and use of Scripture, the

influence of the Holy Spirit, the nature and necessity

of faith and obedience, the promise of eternal life to

the righteous, the threatening of endless punishments
to the wicked, the resurrection of the dead and the

final judgment, how clear and explicit are the oracles

of God on all these important subjects !

And yet on every one of these points
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have long and obstinate controversies been

carried on by learned and by unlearned.

And yet scarce one can be mentioned,
which some one sect does not interpret in

a sense different from, or opposite to, that

of another.

Ib.

Some pretended mysteries are not Scripture propo
sitions at all, but mere creatures of the schools.

Others called mysteries are contained in Scripture,
but are not mysteries ; the Lord s supper never was

accounted a mystery till transubstantiation made it

so.

Whoo!

P. 19.

Secondly : the donation of a Bible only, implies,
that each reader hath a right of private judgment.
This is another just notion, truly Scriptural, and en

tirely Protestant. To give a man a book to read,

and to deny him the right of judging of its meaning,
seems the summit of absurdity. What pity that such

absurdity should not be universally exploded ! A
right founded in nature, attached inalienably by the

God of nature to the very existence of mankind, openly
avowed and confirmed by Scripture, constantly exer

cised by all, even by such as deny it (for who does

not think for himself?) this right, I say, cannot be

evaded without the greatest inconsistency.

Doubtless ! but may there not be folly
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in giving a child (and an ignorant man is a

child in knowledge) a book he cannot un

derstand, without any assistance to enable

him so to do ? To an ignorant man I

would not give Newton at all: for not

only he cannot understand it, but he may
do very well without it. To the same man
I would give the Bible, though a very

large part would be worse than unintelli

gible, for it would be misintelligible yet
as it does concern him, I would give it,

only with &quot;

all the means and appliances
to boot,&quot; that would preclude a dangerous

misinterpretation .

SERMON XI. On Sacramental Tests.

P. 108.

We suppose our Saviour in the text forbade the

exercise of this parental dominion in his favour. It

was to his honour that he did so, for had he directed,

impose my name upon all your descendants with

out their knowledge or consent
;
introduce the unjust

and capricious patrig potcstas of the Romans into my
kingdom, and let the Christian Church be the wise

and the ignorant, the profligate and the pure; he

would have rendered his Gospel suspected. It would

have seemed what it ought not to seem, as if it shrunk

from a fair investigation.

This dominion which hath been exercised for many
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ages, continues to be so. When children first begin

to think, Christianity is not proposed to their exami

nation, but they are informed they are Christians al

ready disposed of by a contract made for them by

proxies whom they are taught to call godfathers and

godmothers, who promised and vowed three things in

their name, that they should renounce Satan and the

pomps of the world, that they should believe all the

articles of the Christian faith, and that they should

keep God s holy commandments all the days of their

lives; and when they are asked whether they hold

themselves bound to perform these engagements of

their proxies, each is taught to answer, yes verily, and

by God s help so I will.

I hope such of you, my brethren, as practise the

baptism of infants, will not imagine I am censuring

you. You baptize infants because you sincerely be

lieve infant baptism is agreeable to Scripture, but you
do not incorporate them into your churches.

Who dare presume himselfsecure against

prejudice, when the Historian of Baptism
could so menre in himself the rational com-O

mon-sense Robert Robinson, as to call

from his pen such Rousseau trash as is

contained in this paragraph!! What?
Do not the Baptists teach their children

to pray to and through Christ long before

they can understand Christianity? Do

they defer teaching them to read and write

till the age of discretion has enabled them
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to have such a conviction of its advan

tages, as inspires the spontaneous wish,

produces a request to be taught ? In the

English Church does not Confirmation

supply the same means as Baptism with

the Baptists ? When the Baptist says,
&quot;

I

attribute no saving importance to Baptism,
no loss of divine power to Infant Baptism ;

but I think myself obliged to obey Christ

scrupulously, and, believing that he did not

command Infant Baptism, but on the con

trary Baptism under conditions incompa
tible with infancy (faith and repentance)
therefore I cannot with innocence, because

I cannot in faith, baptize an infant at all, or

an adult otherwise than by immersion
;

&quot;

I honour the man, and incline to his doc

trine as the more Scriptural. But to de

claim about offering Christianity to a

child s choice and judgment, and to treat

the inculcation of it on his docile arid be

lieving spirit as a truth and a duty, as

being an instance of superstition and ty-

rannidos patria O this should have been

in the Emilius of the sickly Genevan, not

in the sober sermon of Robert Robinson !
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When Constantine entered the Christian Church,

he brought along with him all his imperial titles and

his absolute dominion. Like a true politician he

joined himself to the most numerous and the most

powerful party of Christians, and they being at the

same time the least enlightened and the most de

praved of all other parties of Christians, taught him

to exercise his pagan authority over all his subjects

both Pagan and Christian.

This assertion should have been accom

panied with proofs.

P. 118.

In brief they refused to conform ;
and for non-con

formity they suffered fines and bonds, exile and death.

I own it is not in my power to censure this numerous

host of Christians.

But these very non-conformists were,

nine out of ten, equally eager and pitiless

in imposing their Covenant Oath and the

articles of Westminster and as soon as

they possessed the power in North Ame
rica, began hanging and imprisoning and

burning with more than episcopal glee.

In short, Intolerance was the vice of the

age, not of particular sects, though Tole

ration was the peculiar virtue and glory of

the Quakers and Independents.
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P. 122.

Some complain of a profanation of a sacred insti

tute. Whether we, sinful men, have any religion or

not, surely there are some who have given unsus

pected proofs of piety ;
and they say, we always think

of the Supreme Being with the most profound reve

rence
;
we consider the worship of him with the deepest

veneration as the most serious and important business

of life
;
we adore the Father of mankind for all his

works, and chiefly for sending his Son to enlighten

our minds, and to regulate our actions
;
and when we

behold the holy institutes of a kingdom not of this

world, now imposed upon the wicked, and now refused

to the good diverted from the original end of their

appointment, and prostituted to secular purposes, we

blush and tremble at the sight.

I don t know exactly how it is, but so it

is, that the same phrases which in the New
Testament I read with awe and delight,

yet introduced as they are in this para

graph and a thousand others of like kind

in other writings, shock me with the gross-

ness of the anthropomorphism. In the

New Testament God assumes the Human
Nature (voupevw) In paragraphs like these

the author seems to turn God into man
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P. 123.

But it is not this sort of men, it is not atheists, deists

and profligates, upon whom the test law is intended

to spend its force, but another, a class of virtuous

characters, exposed to scorn for imaginary offences

called schism and heresy. Yet what have states to

do with heresy? They create the crime, and then

punish it ;
but could statesmen be persuaded to let

religion alone, there would remain no such crime to

be punished. Among the brave and virtuous Goths,

there was no such word in all their primitive codes

of law
;
and opinions the most preposterous do no in

jury to the state, as daily experience proves. Where
men s lives are innocent their speculations ought to

be free.

No ! neither do the nits in a child s head

bite him
;
but nits become lice. Adders

before birth have no fangs, but we kill the

young in the mother s womb.

DEFINITION OF MIRACLE.

A PHENOMENON in no connection

JTX with any other phenomenon, as its

immediate cause, is a miracle
;
and what is

believed to have been such, is miraculous
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for the person so believing. When it is

strange and surprising, that is, without

any analogy in our former experience it is

called a miracle. The kind defines the

thing: the circumstances the word.*

To stretch out my arm is a miracle, un

less the materialists should be more cun

ning than they have proved themselves

hitherto. To reanimate a dead man by
an act of the will, no intermediate agency

employed, not only is, but is called, a

miracle. A Scripture miracle, therefore,

must be so denned, as to express, not only
its miraculous essence, but likewise the

condition of its appearing miraculous
;
add

therefore to the preceding, the words pra
ter omnem priorem experientiam.

It might be denned likewise an effect,

not having its cause in any thing conge
nerous. That thought calls up thought is

no more miraculous than that a billiard

* A reader of this definition compared it with the

following saying of Doctor Johnson :

&quot; There is un

doubtedly a sense in which all life is miraculous, as

it is an union of powers of which we can image no

connection, a succession of motions of which the first

cause must be supernatural.&quot; Life of Sir Thomas

Browne. S. C.
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ball moves a billiard ball
;
but that a bil

liard ball should excite a thought, that is,

be perceived, is a miracle, and, were it

strange, would be called such. For takeO
the converse, that a thought should call

up a billiard ball ! Yet where is the diffe

rence, but that the one is a common expe

rience, the other never yet experienced ?

It is not strictly accurate to affirm, that

every thing would appear a miracle, if we

were wholly uninfluenced by custom, and

saw things as they are : for then the very

ground of all miracles would probably va

nish, namely, the heterogeneity of spirit

and matter. For the quid ulterius? of

wonder, we should have the ne plus ultra

of adoration.

Again the word miracle has an objec

tive, a subjective, and a popular meaning ;

as objective, the essence of a miracle con

sists in the heterogeneity of the consequent
and its causative antecedent; as subjec

tive, in the assumption of the heteroge

neity. Add the wonder and surprise ex

cited, when the consequent is out of the

course of experience, and we know the po

pular sense and ordinary use of the word.

Y
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NOTE

ON THEOLOGICAL LECTURES OF BENJAMIN

WHEELER, D. D.

Vol. T. p. 77. A miracle, usually so termed, is

the exertion of a supernatural power in some act, and

contrary to the regular course of nature, &c.

WHERE
is the proof of this as

drawn from Scripture, from fact

recorded, or from doctrine affirmed?

Where the proof of its logical possibility,

that is, that the word has any represen-

table sense ? Contrary to 2x2 = 4 is

2x 2 = 5, or that the same fire acting at

the same moment on the same subject

should burn it and not burn it.

The course of nature is either one with,

or a reverential synonyme of, the ever pre

sent divine agency ;
or it is a self-subsist

ing derivative from, and dependent on, the

divine will. In either case this author s

assertion would amount to a charge of

self-contradiction on the Author of all
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things. Before the spread of Grotianism,

or the Old Bailey nolens volens Christianity,

such language was unexampled. A mi

racle is either super naturam, or it is sim

ply prater experientiam. If nature be a

collective term for the sum total of the me
chanic powers, that is, of the act first ma
nifested to the senses in the conductor A,

arriving at Z by the sensible chain of in

termediate conductors, B, C, D, &c.
;

then every motion of my arm is super na-

turam. If this be not the sense, then na

ture is but a wilful synonyme of experi

ence, and then the first noticed aerolithes,

Sulzer s first observation of the galvanic

arch, &c. must have been miracles.

As erroneous as the author s assertions

are logically, so false are they historically,

in the effect, which the miracles in and by
themselves did produce on those, who,

rejecting the doctrine, were eye-witnesses
of the miracles

;
and psychologically, in

the effect which miracles, as miracles, are

calculated to produce on the human mind.

Is it possible that the author can have at

tentively studied the first two or three

chapters of St. John s gospel ?
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There is but one possible tenable defi

nition of a miracle, namely, an immedi

ate consequent from a heterogeneous an

tecedent. This is its essence. Add the

words, prceter experientiam adhuc, or id

temporis, and you have the full and popu
lar or practical sense of the term miracle.*

DEATH, AND GROUNDS OF BE

LIEF IN A FUTURE STATE.

IT
is an important thought, that death,

judged of by corporeal analogies, cer

tainly implies discerption or dissolution of

parts ;
but pain and pleasure do not

; nay,

they seem inconceivable except under the

idea of concentration. Therefore the in

fluence of the body on the soul will not

prove the common destiny of both. I feel

myself not the slave of nature (nature used

here as the mundus sensibilis) in the sense

* See the Friend, Vol. III. Essay 2. Ed.
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in which animals are. Not only my
thoughts and affections extend to objects

transnatural, as truth, virtue, God
;

not

only do my powers extend vastly beyond
all those, which I could have derived from

the instruments and organs, with which

nature has furnished me
;

but I can do

what nature per se cannot. I ingraft, I

raise heavy bodies above the clouds, and

guide my course over ocean and through
air. I alone am lord of fire and lio-ht;O
other creatures are but their alms-folk, and

of all the so called elements, water, earth,

air, and all their compounds (to speak in

the ever-enduring language of the senses,

to which nothing can be revealed, but as
vj *

compact, or fluid, or aerial), I not merely
subserve myself of them, but I employ
them. Ergo, there is in me, or rather I

am, a praeter-natural, that is, a supersen-
suous thing : but what is not nature, why
should it perish with nature ? why lose the

faculty of vision, because my spectacles

are broken ?

Now to this it will be objected, and very

forcibly too
;

that the soul or self is acted

upon by nature through the body, and
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water or caloric, diffused through or col

lected in the brain, will derange the facul-
C5

ties of the soul by deranging the organiza
tion of the brain

;
the sword cannot touch

the soul
;
but by rending the flesh, it will

rend the feelings. Therefore the violence

of nature may, in destroying the body,

mediately destroy the soul ! It is to this

objection that my first sentence applies ;

and is an important, and, I believe, a new,
and the only satisfactory reply I have ever

heard.

The one great and binding ground of

the belief of God and a hereafter, is the

law of conscience : but as the aptitudes,

and beauty, and grandeur, of the world,

are a sweet and beneficent inducement to

this belief, a constant fuel to our faith, so

here we seek these arguments, not as dis

satisfied with the one main ground, not as

of little faith ,
but because, believing it to

be, it is natural we should expect to find

traces of it, and as a noble way of employ

ing and developing, and enlarging the fa

culties of the soul, and this, not by way of

motive, but of assimilation, producing vir

tue. 2nd April, 1811.
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ASGILL S ARGUMENT.

That according to the covenant of eternal life re

vealed in the Scriptures, man may be translated from

hence into that eternal life, without passing through

death, although the human nature of Christ himself

could not be thus translated till he had passed through

death. Edit. 1715.

IF
I needed an illustrative example of

the distinction between the reason and

the understanding, between spiritual sense

and loo;ic, this treatise of Aso-ill s wouldO O

supply it. Excuse the defect of all idea, or

spiritual intuition of God, and allow your
self to bring Him as plaintiff or defendant

into a common-law court, and then I

cannot conceive a clearer or cleverer piece
of special pleading than Asgill has here

s:iven. The lancmao-e is excellent idio-O O CT

matic, simple, perspicuous, at once signifi

cant and lively, that is, expressive of the

thought, and also of a manly proportion
of feeling appropriate to it. In short, it is

the ablest attempt to exhibit a scheme of
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religion without ideas, that the inherent

contradiction in the thought renders pos
sible.

It is of minor importance how a man

represents to himself his redemption by the

Word Incarnate, within what scheme of

his understanding he concludes it, or by
what supposed analogies (though actually

no better than metaphors) he tries to con

ceive it, provided he has a lively faith in

Christ, the Son of the living God, and his

Redeemer. The faith may and must be

the same in all who are thereby saved
;

but every man, more or less, construes it

into an intelligible belief through the

shaping and colouring optical glass of his

own individual understanding. Mr. Asgill

has given a very ingenious common-law

scheme. Valeat quantum valere potest!

It would make a figure before the Bench

ers of the Middle Temple. For myself, I

prefer the belief that man was made to know

that a finite free a^ent could not stando

but by the coincidence, and independent

harmony, of a separate will with the will

of God. For only by the will of God can

he obey God s will. Man fell as a soul to
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rise a spirit. The first Adam was a living

soul
;
the last a life-making spirit.

In the Word was life, and that life is

the light of men. And as long as the light

abides within its own sphere, that is, ap

pears as reason, so long it is commensurate

with the life, and is its adequate represen

tative. But not so, when this light shines

downward into the understanding ;
for

there it is always, more or less, refracted,

and differently in every different indivi

dual
;
and it must be re-converted into life

to rectify itself, and regain its universality,

or all-commonness, Allgemeinheit, as the

German more expressibly says. Hence in

faith and charity the church is catholic : so

likewise in the fundamental articles of be

lief, which constitute the right reason of

faith. But in the minor dogmata, in modes

of exposition, and the vehicles of faith and

reason to the understandings, imaginations,
and affections of men, the churches may
differ, and in this difference supply one

object for charity to exercise itself on by
mutual forbearance.

O ! there is a deep philosophy in the

proverbial phrase, &quot;his heart sets his head

z
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right ! In our commerce with heaven, we

mus( cas* our local coins and tokens into

the melting pot of love, to pass by weight
and bullion. And where the balance of

trade is so immensely in our favour, we
have little right to complain, though they
should not pass for half the nominal

value they go for in our own market.

P. 46.

And I am so far from thinking this covenant of

eternal life to be an allusion to the forms of title

amongst men, that I rather adore it as the precedent

for them all, from which our imperfect forms are

taken : believing with that great Apostle, that the

things on earth are but the patterns of things in the

heavens, where the originals are kept.

Aye! this, is the pinch of the argument,
which Asgill should have proved, not merely
asserted. Are these human laws, and these

forms of law, absolutely good and wise, or

only conditionally so the limited powers
and intellect, and the corrupt will of men

being considered ?

P. 64.

And hence, though the dead shall not arise with

the same identity of matter with which they died, yet

being in the same form, they will not know them-
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selves from themselves, being the same to all uses,

intents, and purposes.
* * * * But then as God, in

the resurrection, is not bound to use the same mat

ter, neither is he obliged to use a different matter.
t \J

The great objection to this part of As-

gill s scheme, which has had, and still, I am

told, has, many advocates among the chief

dignitaries of our church, is that it eithero *

takes death as the utter extinction ofbeing,

or it supposes a continuance, or at least

a renewal, of consciousness after death.

The former involves all the irrational, and

all the immoral, consequences of material

ism. But if the latter be granted, the pro

portionality, adhesion, and symmetry, of

the whole scheme are gone, and the infi

nite quantity, that is, immortality under

the curse of estrangement from God, is

rendered a mere supplement tacked on to

the finite, and comparatively insignificant,

if not doubtful, evil, namely, the dissolu

tion of the organic body. See what a poor

hand Asgill makes of it, p. 26 :

And therefore to signify the height of this resent

ment, God raises man from the dead to demand fur

ther satisfaction of him.

Death is a commitment to the prison of the grave
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till the judgment of the great day ;
and then the grand

Habeas corpus will issue to the earth and to the sea,

to give up their dead ; to remove the bodies, with

the cause of their commitment : and as these causes

shall appear, they shall either be released, or else sen

tenced to the common gaol of hell, there to remain

until satisfaction.

P. 66.

Thou wilt not leave my soul in the grave.
* * *

And that it is translated soul, is an Anglicism, not

understood in other languages, which have no other

word for soul but the same which is for life.

How so ? Seele, the soul, Leben, life, in

German
; -^uxn and ow, in Greek, and so

on.

P. 67.

Then to this figure God added life, by breathing it

into him from himself, whereby this inanimate body
became a living one.

And what was this life ? Something, or

nothing? And had not, first, the Spirit,

and next the Word, of God infused life

into the earth, of which man as an animal

and all other animals were made, and

then, in addition to this, breathed into

man a living soul, which he did not breathe

into the other animals ?
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p. 75788l.adfinem:
I have a great deal of business yet in this world,

without doing of which heaven itself would be uneasy

to me.

And therefore do depend, that I shall not be taken

hence in the midst of my days, before I have done all

my heart s desire.

But when that is done, I know no business I have

with the dead, and therefore do as much depend that

1 shall not go hence by returning to the dust, which

is the sentence of that law from which I claim a dis

charge : but that I shall make my exit by way of trans

lation, which I claim as a dignity belonging to that de

gree in the science of eternal life, of which I profess

myself a graduate, according to the true intent and

meaning of the covenant of eternal life revealed in the

Scriptures.

A man so XT E%OX,W clear-headed, so re

markable for the perspicuity of his sen

tences, and the luminous orderliness of his

arrangement, in short, so consummate an

artist in the statement of his case, and in

the inferences from his data, as John Asgill7 o
must be allowed by all competent judges
to have been, was he in earnest or in jest

from p. 75 to the end of this treatise ?

My belief is, that he himself did not know.

He was a thorough humorist: and so much
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of will, with a spice of the wilful, goes to

the making Up of a humorist s creed, that

it is no easy matter to determine, how far

such a man might not have a pleasure in

humming his own mind, and believing, in

order to enjoy a dry laugh at himself for

the belief.

But let us look at it in another way.
That Asgill s belief, professed and main

tained in this tract, is unwise and odd,
I can more readily grant, than that it is

altogether irrational and absurd. I am
even strongly inclined to conjecture, that

so early as St. Paul s apostolate there were

persons (whether sufficiently numerous to

form a sect or party, I cannot say), who
held the same tenet as Asgill s, and in

a more intolerant and exclusive sense; and

that it is to such persons that St. Paul

refers in the justly admired fifteenth chap
ter of the first epistle to the Corinthians

;

and that the inadvertence to this has led a

numerous class of divines to a misconcep
tion of the Apostle s reasoning, and a mis

interpretation of his words, in behoof of

the Socinian notion, that the resurrection

of Christ is the only argument of proof for
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the belief of a future state, and that this

was the great end and purpose of this event.

Now this assumption is so destitute of sup

port from the other writers of the New
Testament, and so discordant with the

whole spirit and gist of St. Paul s views

and reasoning every where else, that it is

a priori probable, that the apparent excep
tion in this chapter is only apparent. And
this the hypothesis, I have here advanced,
would enable one to shew, and to exhibit

the true bearing of the texts. Asgill con-o o
tents himself with maintaining that trans

lation without death is one, and the best,

mode of passing to the heavenly state.

Hinc itur ad astra. But his earliest prede
cessors contended that it was the only

mode, and to this St. Paul justly replies :

If in this life only we have hope, we are

of all men the most miserable. 1827.
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INTRODUCTION
TO ASGILL S DEFENCE UPON HIS EXPULSION

FROM THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.

EDIT. 1712.

P. 28.

For as every faith, or credit, that a man hath at

tained to, is the result of some knowledge or other
;

so that whoever hath attained that knowledge, hath

that faith, (for whatever a man knows, he cannot but

believe :)

So this allfaith being the result of all knowledge,

tis easy to conceive that whoever had once attained

to all that knowledge, nothing could be difficult to

him.

THIS
whole discussion on faith is one

of the very few instances, in which

Asgill has got out of his depth. Accord

ing to all usage of words, science and faith

are incompatible in relation to the same

object; while, according to Asgill, faith is

merely the power which science confers on

the will. Asgill says, What we know, we

must believe. I retort, What we only

believe, we do not know. The minor here

is excluded by, not included in, the major.
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Minors by difference of quantity are in

cluded in their majors ;
but minors by dif

ference of quality are excluded by them,
or superseded. Apply this to belief and

science, or certain knowledge. On the

confusion of the second, that is, minors by
difference of quality, with the first, or mi
nors by difference of quantity, rests Asgill s

erroneous exposition of faith.*

An argument proving, that according to the co

venant of eternal life, revealed in the Scriptures, man

may be translatedfrom hence, without passing through

death, although the human nature of Christ himself
could not be thus translated, till he had passed through
death. (Title of Asgill s pamphlet.) Asgill died in

the year 1738, in the King s Bench prison, where he

had been a prisoner for debt thirty years. Ed.

Mr. Coleridge speaks thus of Asgill in the Table

Talk :

July 30, 1831.
&quot;

Asgill was an extraordinary man, and his pam
phlet is invaluable. He undertook to prove that man
is literally immortal ; or, rather, that any given living
man might probably never die. He complains of the

cowardly practice of dying. He was expelled from two
Houses of Commons for blasphemy and atheism, as

was pretended ;
I really suspect because he was a

staunch Hanoverian. I expected to find the ravings
of an enthusiast, or the sullen snarlings of an infidel ;

A A
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A
RELIGION.

M ON GST the great truths are

these :

I. That religion has no speculative dog
mas

;
that all is practical, all appealing to

the will, and therefore all imperative. /

am the Lord thy God: Thou shall: hare

none other gods but me.

II. That, therefore, miracles are not the

proofs, but the necessary results, of reve-

whereas I found the very soul of Swift an intense

half self-deceived humorism. I scarcely remember

elsewhere such uncommon skill in logic, such lawyer-

like acuteness, and yet such a grasp of common sense.

Each of his paragraphs is in itself a whole, and yet a

link between the preceding and following; so that

the entire series forms one argument, and yet each is

a diamond in itself.&quot; Vol. i. p. 245, 1st edit. : p. 127,

2nd edit.

April 30, 1832.

&quot; I know no genuine Saxon English superior to

Asgill s. I think his and Defoe s irony often finer

than Swift s.&quot; Vol. n. p. 48, 1st edit. : p. 164, 2nd

edit. S. C.
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lation. They are not the key of the arch

and roof of evidence, though they may be

a compacting stone in it, which gives while

it receives strength. Hence, to make the
^j *

intellectual faith a fair analoo-on or unisono
of the vital faith, it ought to be stamped
in the mind by all the evidences duly co

ordinated, and not designed by single pen-
strokes, beg-innino; either here or there.~ ~

III. That, according to No. I., Christ is

not described primarily and characteristi

cally as a teacher, but as a doer; a light

indeed, but an effective light, the sun

which causes what it shows, as well as

shows what it first causes.

IV. That a certain degree of morality
is presupposed in the reception of Christi

anity ;
it is the substratum of the moral

interest which substantiates the evidence

of miracles. The instance of a profligate

suddenly converted, if properly sifted, will

be found but an apparent exception.
V. That the being of a God, and the

immortality of man, are every where as

sumed by Christ.

VI. That Socinianism is not a religion,
but a theory, and that, too, a very perni-
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cious, or a very unsatisfactory, theory.

Pernicigus, for it excludes all our deep
and awful ideas of the perfect holiness of

God, his justice and his mercy, and there

by makes the voice of conscience a delu

sion, as having no correspondent in the

character of the legislator ; regarding God
as merely a good-natured pleasure-giver,

so happiness be produced, indifferent as to

the means: Unsatisfactory, for it pro
mises forgiveness without any solution of

the difficulty of the compatibility of this

with the justice of God; in no way ex

plains the fallen condition of man, nor of

fers any means for his regeneration. &quot;If

you will be good, you will be
happy,&quot;

it

says : that may be, but my will is weak
;

I sink in the struggle.~~

VII. That Socinianism never did and

never can subsist as a general religion.

For 1. It neither states the disease, on ac

count of which the human being hungers
for revelation, nor prepares any remedy in

general, nor ministers any hope to the in

dividual. 2. In order to make itself en

durable on scriptural grounds, it must so

weaken the texts and authority of scrip-
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ture, as to leave in scripture no binding

ground of proof of any thing. 3. Take a

pious Jew, one of the Maccabees, and

compare his faith and its grounds with

Priestley s
;
and then, for what did Christ

come?

VIII. That Socinianism involves the

shocking thought that man will not, andO O

ought not to be expected to, do his duty

as man, unless he first makes a bargain

with his Maker, and his Maker with him.

Give me, the individual me, a positive

proof that I shall be in a state of pleasure

after my death, if I do so and so, and then

I will do it, not else ! And the proof asked

is not one dependent on, or flowing from,

his moral nature and moral feelings, but

wholly extra-moral, namely, by his out

ward senses, the subjugation of which to

faith, that is, the passive to the actional

and self-created belief, is the great object

of all religion !O

IX. That Socinianism involves the

dreadful reflection, that it can establish

its probability (its certainty being wholly
out of the question and impossible, Priestley

himself declaring that his own continuance
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as a Christian depended on a contingency,)

only on
%
the destruction of all the argu

ments furnished for our permanent and es

sential distinction from brutes
;

that it

must prove that we have no grounds to

obey, but, on the contrary, that in wisdom

we ought to reject and declare utterly null,

all the commands of conscience, and all

that is implied in those commands, reck

less of the confusion introduced into our

notions of means and ends by the denial

of truth, goodness, justice, mercy, and the

other fundamental ideas in the idea of

God
;
and all this in order to conduct us

to a Mahomet s bridge of a knife s edsre,O O
or the breadth of a spear, to salvation.

And, should we discover any new docu

ments, or should an acuter logician make
* .

~

plain the sophistry of the deductions drawn

from the present documents (and surely a

man who has passed from orthodoxy to

the loosest Arminianism, and thence to

Arianism,and thence to direct Humanism,
has no right from his experience to deny
the probability of this) then to fall off

into the hopeless abyss of atheism. For

the present life, we know, is governed by
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fixed laws, which the atheist acknowledges
as well as the theist; and if there be no

spiritual world, and no spiritual life in a

spiritual world, what possible bearing can

the admission or rejection of this hypothe
sis have on our practice or feelings ?

Lastly, the Mosaic dispensation was a

scheme of national education
;
the Chris

tian is a world-religion ;
and the formerO

was susceptible of evidence and probabili

ties which do not, and cannot, apply to the

latter. A savage people forced, as it were,

into a school of circumstances, and gradu

ally in the course of generations taught
the unity of God, first and for centuries

merely as a practical abstinence from the

worship of any other, how can the prin

ciples of such a system apply to Christi

anity, which goes into all nations and to

all men, the most enlightened, even by

preference ?

Writing several years later than the date

of the preceding paragraphs, I commend

the modern Unitarians for their candour

in giving up the possible worshipability of

Christ, if not very God, a proof that

truth will ultimately prevail. The Arians,
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then existing, against whom Waterland

wrote, were not converted
;
but in the next

generation the arguments made their way.
This is fame versus reputation.

THE APOSTLES CREED.

IS
it not probable from what is found in

the writings of Cyril, Eusebius, Cy
prian, Marcellus of Ancyra and others,

that our present Apostles Creed is not the

very Symbolum Fidei, which was not to

be written,* but was always repeated at

baptism? For this latter certainly con-

* &quot; So either by the Apostles, or at the leastwise out

of their writings, we have the substance of Christian

belief compendiously drawn into few and short ar

ticles, &c.&quot; looker s Eccl. Pol. Vol. n. p. 81.

Keble s edit. B. v. C. 18. 3.

See the passage from Ruffinus quoted at the same

place : Htec non scribi chartulis atque membranis, sed

retineri cordibus tradiderunt, ut cerium esset, neminem

hcEC ex lectione, qua interdum pervenire etiam ad infi-

deles solet, sed ex Apostolorum traditione didicisse.

Ed.
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tained the doctrine of the eternal genera
tion of the Logos ; and, therefore, it seems

likely that the present Apostles creed was

an introductory, and, as it were, alphabe

tical, creed for young catechumens in their

first elementation. Is it to be believed

that the Symbolum Fidei contained no

thing but the mere history of Jesus, with

out any of the peculiar doctrines, or that,

if it did not contain something more, the

great and vehement defenders of the Tri

nity would speak of it so magnificently as

they do, even preferring its authority to

that of the scriptures ? Besides, does not

Austin positively say that our present

Apostles creed was gathered out of the

scriptures ? Whereas the Symbolum Fidei

was elder than the Gospels, and probably
contained only the three doctrines of the

Trinity, the Redemption,.and the Unity of

the Church. May it not have happened,
when baptism was administered so early,

and at last even to infants, that the old

Symbolum Fidei became gradually inusi-

tatum, as being appropriated to adult pro

selytes from Judaism or Paganism ? This

seems to me even more than probable ;

B B
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for in proportion to the majority of born

over converted Christians, must the creed

of instruction have been more frequent

than that of doctrinal profession.

EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY.*

I.

MIRACLES
as precluding the con

trary evidence of no miracles.

II. The material of Christianity, its ex

istence and history.

III. The doctrines of Christianity, and

the correspondence of human nature to

those doctrines, illustrated, 1st, histori

cally as the actual production of the new

world, and the dependence of the fate of

the planet upon it
; 2nd, individually

from its appeal for its truth to an asserted

fact, which, whether it be real or not,

every man possessing reason has an equal

* Dictated to, and communicated by, Dr. Brabant

of Devizes. Ed.
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power of ascertaining within himself;

namely, a will which has more or less lost

its freedom, though not the consciousnessO

that it ought to be and may become free
;

the conviction that this cannot be

achieved without the operation of a prin

ciple connatural with itself; the evident

rationality of an entire confidence in that

principle, being the condition and means

of its operation ;
the experience in his

own nature of the truth of the process de

scribed by Scripture as far as he can place

himself within the process, aided by the

confident assurances of others as to the ef

fects experienced by them, and which he

is striving to arrive at. All these form aO

practical Christian. Add, however, a gra

dual opening out of the intellect to more

and more clear perceptions of the strict co

incidence of the doctrines of Christianity,

with the truths evolved by the mind, from

reflections on its own nature. To such a

man one main test of the objectivity, the

entity, the objective truth of his faith, is its

accompaniment by an increase of insight

into the moral beauty and necessity of the

process which it comprises, and the de-
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pendence of that proof on the causes as

serted. Relieve, and if thy belief be right,

that insight which gradually transmutes

faith into knowledge will be the reward

of that belief. The Christian, to whom,
after a long profession of Christianity, the

mysteries remain as much mysteries as

before, is in the same state as a schoolboy
* /

with regard to his arithmetic to whom&
the facit at the end of the examples in

his cyphering book is the whole ground
for his assuming that such and such figures

amount to so and so.

3rd. In the above I include the increas

ing discoveries in the correspondence of the

history, the doctrines and the promises of

Christianity, with the past, present, and

probable future of human nature
;
and in

this state a fair comparison of the religion

as a divine philosophy, with all other reli

gions which have pretended to revelations

and all other systems of philosophy ;
both

with regard to the totality of its truth and

its identification with the manifest march

of affairs.

I should conclude that, if we suppose a

man to have convinced himself that not
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only the doctrines of Christianity, which

may be conceived independently of history
or time, as the Trinity, spiritual influences,
&c. are coincident with the truths which
his reason, thus strengthened, has evolved

from its own sources, but that the histor

ical dogmas, namely, of the incarnation of

the creative Logos, and his becoming a

personal agent, are themselves founded
in philosophical necessity; then it seems

irrational, that such a man should reject
the belief of the actual appearance of a re

ligion strictly correspondent therewith, at

a given time recorded, even as much as

that he should reject Caesar s account of

his wars in Caul, after he has convinced

himself a priori of their
probability.

As the result of these convictions he
will not scruple to receive the particular
miracles recorded, inasmuch as it would be
miraculous that an incarnate God should

not work what must to mere men appear
as miracles

; inasmuch as it is strictly ac

cordant with the ends and benevolent

nature of such a being, to commence the

elevation of man above his mere senses by
attracting and enforcing attention, first
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through an appeal to those senses. But

with equal reason will he expect that no

other or greater force should be laid on

these miracles as such
;
that they should

not be spoken of as good in themselves,

much less as the adequate and ultimate

proof of that religion ;
and likewise he will

receive additional satisfaction, should he

find these miracles so wrought, and on

such occasions, as to give them a personal

value as symbols of important truths when

their miraculousness was no longer needful

or efficacious.

CONFESSIO FIDEL Nov. 3, 1816.

I. i.

I
BELIEVE that I am a free-agent, in

asmuch as, and so far as, I have a will,

which renders me justly responsible for

my actions, omissive as well as commis-

sive. Likewise that I possess reason, or

a law of right and wrong, which, uniting
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with my sense of moral responsibility, con

stitutes the voice of conscience.

ii. Hence it becomes my absolute duty
to believe, and I do believe, that there is

a God, that is, a Being, in whom supreme
reason and a most holy will are one with

an infinite power ;
and that all holy will

is coincident with the will of God, and

therefore secure in its ultimate conse

quences by His omnipotence; having, if

such similitude be not unlawful, such a

relation to the goodness of the Almighty,
as a perfect time-piece will have to the

sun.

COROLLARY.

The wonderful works of God in the sen

sible world are a perpetual discourse, re

minding me of his existence, and shadow

ing out to me his perfections. But as all

language presupposes in the intelligent

hearer or reader those primary notions,

which it symbolizes ;
as well as the power

of making those combinations of these pri

mary notions, which it represents and ex

cites us to combine, even so I believe,
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that the notion of God is essential to the

human mind
;

that it is called forth into
*

distinct consciousness principally by the

conscience, and auxiliarly by the manifest

adaption of means to ends in the outward

creation. It is, therefore, evident to my
reason, that the existence of God is abso

lutely and necessarily insusceptible of a

scientific demonstration, and that Scripture

has so represented it. For it commands

us to believe in one God. lam the Lord thy

God : thou shalt have none other gods but

me. Now all commandment necessarily

relates to the will
;
whereas all scientific

demonstration is independent of the will,

and is apodictic or demonstrative only as

far as it is compulsory on the mind, volen-

tern, nolentem.

m. My conscience forbids me to pro

pose to myself the pains and pleasures of

this life, as the primary motive, or ultimate

end, of my actions; on the contrary, it

makes me perceive an utter disproportion-

ateness and heterogeneity between the acts

of the spirit, as virtue and vice, and the

things of the sense, such as all earthly re

wards and punishments must be. Its
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hopes and fears, therefore, refer me to a

different and spiritual state of being : and
I believe in the life to come, not through

arguments acquired by my understanding
or discursive faculty, but chiefly and effec

tively, because so to believe is my duty,
and in obedience to the commands of my
conscience.

Here ends the first table of my creed,
which would have been my creed, had I

been born with Adam; and which, there

fore, constitutes what may in this sense be
called natural religion, that is, the religion
of all finite rational beings. The second

table contains the creed of revealed religion.o /

my belief as a Christian.

II.

iv. I BELIEVE, and hold it as the fun

damental article of Christianity, that I am
a fallen creature

;
that I am of myself ca

pable of moral evil, but not of myself ca

pable of moral good, and that an evil

ground existed in my will, previously to

any given act, or assignable moment of

time, in my consciousness. I am born a

c c
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child of wrath. This fearful mystery I

pretend not to understand. I cannot even

conceive the possibility of it, but I know
that it is so. My conscience the sole

fountain of certainty, commands me to be

lieve it, and would itself be a contradiction,

were it not so and what is real must be

possible.

v. I receive with full and grateful faith

the assurance of revelation, that the Word,
which is from all eternity with God, and

is God, assumed our human nature in or

der to redeem me, and all mankind from

this our connate corruption. My reason

convinces me, that no other mode of re

demption is conceivable, and, as did Soc

rates, would have yearned after the Re

deemer, though it would not dare expect

so wonderful an act of divine love, except

only as an effort of my mind to conceive

the utmost of the infinite greatness of that

love.

vi. I believe, that this assumption of

humanity by the Son of God was revealed

and realized to us by the Word made flesh,

and manifested to us in Christ Jesus
;
and

that his miraculous birth, his agony, his
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crucifixion, death, resurrection, and ascen

sion, were all both symbols of our redemp
tion (Qcuvoftsva TOJV VOU/AEVUV} and necessary

parts of the awful process.
vn. I believe in the descent and send

ing of the Holy Spirit, by whose free grace
obtained for me by the merits of my Re

deemer, I can alone be sanctified and re

stored from my natural inheritance of sin

and condemnation, be a child of God, and

an inheritor of the kingdom of God.

COROLLARY.

The Trinity of persons in the Unity of

the God would have been a necessary idea

of my speculative reason, deduced from

the necessary postulate of an intelligent

creator, whose ideas being anterior to the

things, must be more actual than those

things, even as those things are more ac

tual than our images derived from them:O /

and who, as intelligent, must have had

co-eternally an adequate idea of himself,

in and through which he created all thingso o
both in heaven and earth. But this would

only have been a speculative idea, like
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those of circles and other mathematical fi

gures, to which we are not authorized by
the practical reason to attribute reality.

Solely in consequence of our Redemption
does the Trinity become a doctrine, the

belief of which as real is commanded by
our conscience. But to Christians it is

commanded, and it is false candour in a

Christian, believing in original sin and re

demption therefrom, to admit that any man

denying the divinity of Christ can be a

Christian. The true language of a Chris-o o

tian, which reconciles humility with truth

would be; God and not man is the judge
of man : which of the two is the Christian,

he will determine
;
but this is evident, that

if the theanthropist is a Christian, the psi-

lanthropist cannot be so
;
and vice vena.

Suppose, that two tribes used the same

written characters, but attached different

and opposite meanings to them, so that ni-

ger, for instance, was used by one tribe to

convey the notion black, by the other,

white ; could they, without absurdity, be

said to have the same language ? Even so,

in the instance of the crucifixion, the same

image is present to the theanthropist and
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to the psilanthropist or Socinian but to

the latter it represents a mere man, a good
man indeed and divinely inspired, but still

a mere man, even as Moses or Paul, dying
in attestation of the truth of his preaching,
and in order by his resurrection to give a

proof of his mission, and inclusively of the

resurrection of all men : to the former it

represents God incarnate taking upon him
self the sins of the world, and himself

thereby redeeming us, and giving us life

everlasting, not merely teaching it. The
same difference, that exists between God
and man, between giving and the declara

tion of a gift, exists between the Trinita

rian and the Unitarian. This mio-ht be
v^

proved in a few moments, if we would only
conceive a Greek or Roman, to whom two

persons relate their belief, each calling
Christ by a different name. It would be

impossible for the Greek even to guess,
that they both meant the same person, or

referred to the same facts.
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NOTES ON THE BOOK OF

COMMON PRAYER.

A
PRAYER.

MAN may pray night and day, and

yet deceive himself; but no man can

be assured of his sincerity, who does not

pray. Prayer is faith passing into act
;
a

union of the will and the intellect realizing
in an intellectual act. It is the whole man
that prays. Less than this is wishing, or

lip-work; a charm or a mummery. Pray
always, says the Apostle; that is, have

the habit of prayer, turning your thoughts
into acts by connecting them with the idea

of the redeeming God, and even so recon

verting your actions into thoughts.

THE SACRAMENT OF THE EUCHARIST.

The best preparation for taking this sa

crament, better than any or all of the

books or tracts composed for this end, is,

to read over and over again, and often on

your knees at all events, with a kneeling
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and praying heart the Gospel according
to St. John, till your mind is familiarized

to the contemplation of Christ, the Re
deemer and Mediator of mankind, yea,
and of every creature, as the living and

self-subsisting Word, the very truth of all

true being, and the very being of all en

during truth
;
the reality, which is the sub

stance and unity of all reality; the light

which Hyhteth every man, so that what we
call reason, is itself a light from that light,

lumen a luce, as the Latin more distinctly

expresses this fact. But it is not merely

light, but therein is life
;
and it is the life

of Christ, the co-eternal son of God, that

is the only true life-giving light of men.

We are assured, and we believe that Christ

is God
;
God manifested in the flesh. As

God, he must be present entire in every

creature; (for how can God, or indeed

any spirit, exist in parts?) but he is said

to dwell in the regenerate, to come to them
who receive him by faith in his name, that

is, in his power and influence
;
for this is

the meaning of the word &amp;lt; name in Scrip
ture when applied to God or his Christ.

Where true belief exists, Christ is not only
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present with or among us
;

for so he is in

every man, even the most wicked; but

to us and for us. That was the true light,

which lightetfi every man that cometh into

the world. He was in the world, and the

world was made by him, and the world

knew him not. Bat as many as received

him, to them gave he power to become the

sons of God, even to them that believe in

his name; which were born, not of blood,

nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will

of man, but of God. And the Word was

madeflesh, and dwelt among us. John i. 9

14. Again We will come unto him, and

make our abode with him. John xiv. 23.

As truly and as really as your soul resides

constitutively in your living body, so truly,

really, personally, and substantially does

Christ dwell in every regenerate man.

After this course of study, you may then

take up and peruse sentence by sentence

the communion service, the best of all

comments on the Scriptures appertaining
to this mystery. And this is the prepara
tion which will prove, with God s grace,

the surest preventive of, or antidote

against, the freezing poison, the lethargi-
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zing hemlock, of the doctrine of the Sa-

crarnentaries, according to whom the Eu-~

charist is a mere practical metaphor, in

which things are employed instead of ar

ticulated sounds for the exclusive purpose
of recalling to our minds the historical fact

of our Lord s crucifixion; in short (the

profaneness is with them, not with me)

just the same as when Protestants drink

a glass of wine to the glorious memory of

William III ! True it is, that the remem
brance is one end of the sacrament; but

it is, Do this in remembrance of me, of

all that Christ was and is, hath done and

is still doing for fallen mankind, and of

course of his crucifixion inclusively, but
j

not of his crucifixion alone. 14 Decem

ber, 1827.

COMPANION TO THE ALTAR.

First then, that we may come to this heavenly feast

holy, and adorned with the wedding garment, Matt.

xxii. 11, we must search our hearts, and examine our

consciences, not only till we see our sins, but until

we hate them.

But what if a man, seeing his sin, ear

nestly desire to hate it ? Shall he not at

D D
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the altar offer up at once his desire, and

the yet lingering sin, and seek for strength ?

Is not this sacrament medicine as well as

food ? Is it an end only, and not likewise

the means ? Is it merely the triumphal
feast

;
or is it not even more truly a blessed

refreshment for and during the conflict?O

This confession of sins must not be in general terms

only, that we are sinners with the rest of mankind,

but it must be a special declaration to God of all our

most heinous sins in thought, word, and deed.

Luther was of a different judgment.
He would have us feel and groan under

our sinfulness and utter incapability of re

deeming ourselves from the bondage, ra

ther than hazard the pollution of our ima

ginations by a recapitulation and renewing
of sins and their images in detail. Do

not, he says, stand picking the flaws out

one by one, but plunge into the river, and

drown them !- I venture to be of Luther s

doctrine.

COMMUNION SERVICE.

Ill the first Exhortation, before the

words meritorious Cross and Passion, I
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should propose to insert his assumption

of humanity, his incarnation, and. Like

wise a little lower down, after the word

sustenance, I would insert as. For

not in that sacrament exclusively, but in

all the acts of assimilative faith, of which

the Eucharist is a solemn, eminent, and

representative instance, an instance and

the symbol, Christ is our spiritual food

and sustenance.

MARRIAGE SERVICE.

Marriage, simply as marriage, is not the

means for the procreation of children/

but for the humanization of the offspring

procreated. Therefore in the Declaration

at the beginning, after the words, procre

ation of children, I would insert, and as

the means for securing to the children pro

created enduring care, and that they may
be &c.

COMMUNION OF THE SICK.

Third rubric at the end.

But if a man, either by reason of extremity of sick

ness, &c.
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I think this rubric, in what I conceive

to be its true meaning, a precious docu

ment, as fully acquitting our church of all

Romish superstition, respecting the nature

of the Eucharist, in relation to the whole

scheme of man s redemption. But the

latter part of it he doth eat and drink

the Body and Blood of our Saviour Christ

profitably to his soul s health, although he

do not receive the Sacrament with his

mouth seems to me very incautiously

expressed, and scarcely to be reconciled

with the Church s own definition of a sa

crament in general. For in such a case,

where is the outward and visible sign of

the inward and spiritual grace given ? *

* * Should it occur lo any one that the doctrine

blamed in the text, is but in accordance with that of

the Church of England, in her rubric concerning

spiritual communion, annexed to the Office for Com
munion of the Sick : he may consider, whether that

rubric, explained (as if possible it must be) in consis

tency with the definition of a sacrament in the Cate

chism, can be meant for any but rare and extraordi

nary cases : cases as strong in regard of the Euchar

ist, as that of martyrdom, or the premature death of

a well-disposed catechumen, in regard of Baptism.

Keble s Pref. to Hooker, p. 85, n. 70. Ed.
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XI. SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.

Epistle. 1 Cor. xv. 1.

Brethren, I declare unto you the Gospel which I

preached unto you.

Why should the obsolete, though faith

ful, Saxon translation of tvayys^iov be re

tained? Why not good tidings? Why
thus change a most appropriate and intel

ligible designation of the matter into a

mere conventional name of a particular

book ?

Ib.

how that Christ diedfor our sins.

But the meaning of vnlq ruv aftaqnuv

YI^UV is, that Christ died through the sins,

and for the sinners. He died through our

sins, and we live through his righteous
ness.

Gospel, Luke xviii. 14.

This man went down to his house justified rather

than the other.

Not simply justified, observe
;
but justi

fied rather than the other, &amp;gt;j EXEIVO$, that

is, less remote from salvation.
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XXV. SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.

Collect.

that they, plenteously bringing forth the fruit of

good works, may of thee be plenteously rewarded.

Rather &quot; that with that enlarged ca

pacity, which without thee we cannot ac

quire, there may likewise be an increase of

the gift, which from thee alone we can

wholly receive.&quot;

PS. VIII.

V. 2. Out of the mouth ofvery babes and sucklings

hast thou ordained strength, because of thine enemies ;

that thou mightest still the enemy and the avenger.

To the dispensations of the twilight

dawn, to the first messengers of the re-
v_-

deeming word, the yet lisping utterers of

light and life, a strength and a power were

given because of t/ie enemies, greater and

of more immediate influence, than to the

seers and proclaimers of a clearer day:
even as the first re-appearing crescent of

the eclipsed moon shines for men with a

keener brilliance, than the following larger

segments, previously to its total emersion.
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Ib. V. 5.

Thou madest him lower than the angels, to crown

him with glory and worship.

Power + idea = angel.

Idea power = man, or Prometheus.

PS. LXVIII.

V. 34. Ascribe ye the power to God over Israel:

his worship and strength is in the clouds.

The clouds in the symbolical language
of the Scriptures mean the events and

course of things, seemingly effects of hu

man will or chance, but overruled by Pro

vidence.

PS. LXXII.

This Psalm admits no other interpreta
tion but of Christ, as the Jehovah incar

nate. In any other sense, it would be a

specimen of more than Persian or Moghul
hyperbole and bombast, of which there is

no other instance in Scripture, and which
no Christian would dare to attribute to an

inspired writer. We know, too, that the
elder Jewish Church ranked it among the
Messianic Psalms. N.B. The Word in
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St. John, and the Name of the Most High
in the Psalms, are equivalent terms.

V. 1. Give the Jang thyjudgments, () God; and

thy righteousness unto the king s son.

God of God, Light of Light, very God
of very God, the only begotten, the Son

of God and God, King of Kings, and the

Son of the King of Kings !

PS. LXXIV.

V. 2. think upon thy congregation, whom thou

hast purchased and redeemed of old.

The Lamb sacrificed from the beginning
of the world, the God-Man, the Judge, the

self-promised Redeemer to Adam in the

garden !

V. 15. Thou smotest the heads of Leviathan in

pieces ; and gavest him to be meatfor the people in the

wilderness.

Does this pllude to any real tradition ? *

The Psalm appears to have been composed

shortly before the captivity of Judah.

*
According to Bishop Home, the allusion is to

the destruction of Pharaoh and his host in the Red

Sea. Ed.
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PS. LXXXII. VV. 6 7.

The reference which our Lord made to

these mysterious verses, gives them an es

pecial interest. The first apostasy, the

fall of the angels, is, perhaps, intimated.
T

PS. LXXXVII.

I would fain understand this Psalm
;

but first I must collate it word by word

with the original Hebrew. It seems clearly

Messianic.

PS. LXXXVIII.

VV. 10 12. Dost t/wu shew wonders among the

dead, or shall the dead rise up again and praise thee ?

Ip.

Compare Ezekiel xxxvii.

PS. civ.

I think the Bible version might with

advantage be substituted for this, which

in some parts is scarcely intelligible.

V. 6. the waters stand in the hills.

No; stood above the mountains. The

reference is to the Deluge.
E E
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PS. CV.

V. 3. Let the heart of them rejoice that seek the

Lord.

If even to seek the Lord be joy, what

will it be to find him ? Seek me, O Lord,

that I may be found by thee !

PS. CX.

V. 2. The Lord shall send the rod of thy power
out of Sion ; (saying) Rule, &c.

v. 3. Understand Thy people shall

offer themselves willingly in the day of

conflict in holy clothing, in their best ar

ray, in their best arms and accoutrements.

As the dew from the womb of the morn

ing, in number and brightness like dew-

drops ;
so shall be thy youth, or the youth

of thee, the young volunteer warriors/

v. 5. He shall shake, concuss, con-

cutiet reges die ir& su&.

v. 6. For smite in sunder, or wound,
the heads

;
some wrord answering to the

Latin conquassare.
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v. 7. For therefore/ translate then

shall he lift up his head again ;
that is, as

a man languid and sinking from thirst andO O

fatigue after refreshment.~

N.B. I see no poetic discrepancy be

tween vv. 1 and 5.

PS. CXVIII.

To be interpreted of Christ s church.

PS. cxxvi.

V. 5. As the rivers in the south.

Does this allude to the periodical rains ?*

As a transparency on some night of

public rejoicing, seen by common day,
with the lamps from within removed

even such would the Psalms be to me un-

interpreted by the Gospel. O honoured

Mr. Hurwitz ! Could I but make you feel

what grandeur, what magnificence, what

an everlasting significance and import

Christianity gives to every fact of your
national history to every page of your
sacred records !

* See Home in loc. note. Ed.
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ARTICLES OF RELIGION.

xx. It is mournful to think how many
recent writers have criminated our Church

in consequence of their own ignorance and

inadvertence in not knowing, or not no

ticing, the contra-distinction here meant

between power and authority. Rites and

ceremonies the Church may ordain jure

proprio : on matters of faith her judgment
is to be received with reverence, and not

gainsaid but after repeated inquiries, and

on weighty grounds.

xxxvu. It is lawful for Christian men, at the

commandment of the magistrate, to wear weapons,

and to serve in the wars.

This is a very good instance of an un

seemly matter neatly wrapped up. The

good men recoiled from the plain words
6
It is lawful for Christian men at the com

mand of a king to slaughter as many
Christians as they can I*

Well ! I could most sincerely subscribe

to all these articles. September, 1831.
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A NIGHTLY PRAYER. 1831.

A LMIGHTY God, by thy eternal

jL\_ Word, my Creator, Redeemer and

Preserver ! who hast in thy free communica

tive goodness glorified me with the capa

bility of knowing thee, the one only abso

lute Good, the eternal I Am, as the author

of my being, and of desiring and seeking
thee as its ultimate end

; who, when I

fell from thee into the mystery of the false

and evil will, didst not abandon me, poor
self-lost creature, but in thy condescending

mercy didst provide an access and a return

to thyself, even to thee the Holy One, in

thine only begotten Son, the way and the

truth from everlasting, and who took on

himself humanity, yea, became flesh, even

the man Christ Jesus, that for man he

mio;ht be the life and the resurrection !O
O Giver of all good gifts, who art thyself

the one only absolute Good, from whom I

have received whatever good I have, what

ever capability of good there is in me, and

from thee good alone, from myself and
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my own corrupted will all evil and the con

sequents Nof evil, with inward prostration

of will, mind, and affections I adore thy
infinite majesty ;

I aspire to love thy
transcendant goodness ! In a deep sense

of my unworthiness, and my unfitness to

present myself before thee, of eyes too

pure to behold iniquity, and whose light,

the beatitude of spirits conformed to thy

will, is a consuming fire to all vanity and

corruption ;
but in the name of the Lord

Jesus, of the dear Son of thy love, in whose

perfect obedience thou deignest to behold

as many as have received the seed of Christ

into the body of this death
;

I offer this

my bounden nightly sacrifice of praise and

thanksgiving, in humble trust, that the

fragrance of my Saviour s righteousness

may remove from it the taint of my mor

tal corruption. Thy mercies have followed

me through ill the hours and moments

of my life
;
and now I lift up my heart in

awe and thankfulness for the preservation

of my life through the past day, for the

alleviation of my bodily sufferings and lan

guors, for the manifold comforts which

thou hast reserved for me, yea, in thy

fatherly compassion hast rescued from the
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wreck of my own sins or sinful infirmities
;

for the kind and affectionate friends

thou hast raised up for me, especially for

those of this household, for the mother and

mistress of this family, whose love to me
hath been great and faithful, and for the

dear friend, the supporter and sharer of

my studies and researches
;
but above all,

for the heavenly Friend, the crucified Sa

viour, the glorified Mediator, Christ Jesus,

and for the heavenly Comforter, source of

all abiding comforts, thy Holy Spirit ! O
grant me the aid of thy Spirit, that I may
with a deeper faith, a more enkindled love,

bless thee, who through thy Son hast pri

vileged me to call thee Abba, Father ! O,
thou who hast revealed thyself in thy holy
word as a God that hearest prayer ;

before

whose infinitude all differences cease of

great and small; who like a tender pa
rent foreknowest all our wants, yet listen-

est well-pleased to the humble petitions
of thy children

;
who hast not alone per

mitted, but taught us, to call on thee in

all our needs, earnestly I implore the

continuance of thy free mercy, of thy pro

tecting providence, through the coming
night. Thou hearest every prayer offered
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to thee believingly with a penitent and sin

cere heart. For thou in withholding orant-~ o

est, healest in inflicting the wound, yea,
turnest all to good for as many as truly seek

thee through Christ, the Mediator ! Thy
will be done ! But if it be according to thy
wise and righteous ordinances, shield

rne this night from the assaults of disease,

grant me refreshment of sleep unvexed by
evil and distempered dreams ;

and ifthe pur

pose and aspiration of my heart be upright
before thee who alone knowest the heart

of man, O in thy mercy vouchsafe me yet

in this my decay of life an interval of ease

and strength ;
if so (thy grace disposing

and assisting) I may make compensation
to thy church for the unused talents thou

hast entrusted to me, for the neglected

opportunities, which thy loving-kindness
had provided. O let me be found a la

bourer in the vineyard, though of the late

hour, when the Lord and Heir of the vin

tage, Christ Jesus, calleth for his servant.

Our Father &c.

To thee, great omnipresent Spirit, whose

mercy is over all thy works, who now be-
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boldest me, who hearest me, who hast

framed my heart to seek and to trust in

thee, in the name of my Lord and Saviour

Christ Jesus, I humbly commit and com
mend my body, soul, and spirit.

Glory be to thee, O God !

TO ADAM STEINMETZ K-

MY DEAR GODCHILD,

I
OFFER up the same fervent prayer
for you now, as I did kneeling before

the altar, when you were baptized into

Christ, and solemnly received as a living
member of His spiritual body, the Church.

Years must pass before you will be able

to read with an understanding heart what I

now write; but I trust that the all-gracious

God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,

the Father of mercies, who, by his only

begotten Son, (all mercies in one sove

reign mercy !) has redeemed you from the

evil ground, and willed you to be born out

F F
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of darkness, but into light out of death,
but into life out of sin, but into righte

ousness, even into the Lord oar Highteous-o
ness ; I trust that He will graciously hear

the prayers of your dear parents, and be

with you as the spirit of health and growth
in body and mind.

My dear Godchild ! You received from

Christ s minister at the baptismal font, as

your Christian name, the name of a most

dear friend of your father s, and who was

to me even as a son, the late Adam Stein-

metz, whose fervent aspiration and ever-

paramount aim, even from early youth,
was to be a Christian in thought, word,
and deed, in will, mind, and affections.

I too, your Godfather, have known what

the enjoyments and advantages of this life

are, and what the more refined pleasures
which learning and intellectual power can

bestow
;
and with all the experience which

more than three-score years can give, I

now, on the eve of my departure, declare

to you (and earnestly pray that you may
hereafter live and act on the conviction)

that health is a great blessing, compe
tence obtained by honourable industry a
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great blessing, and a great blessing it is

to have kind, faithful, and loving friends

and relatives
;

but that the greatest of

blessings, as it is the most ennobling of all

privileges, is to be indeed a Christian.

But I have been likewise, through a large

portion of my later life, a sufferer, sorely

afflicted with bodily pains, languors, and

bodily infirmities
; and, for the last three

or four years, have, with few and brief in

tervals, been confined to a sick room, and

at this moment, in great weakness and

heaviness, write from a sick-bed, hopeless
of a recovery, yet without prospect of a

speedy release; and I, thus on the very
brink of the grave, solemnly bear witness

to you that the Almighty Redeemer, most

gracious in His promises to them that truly
seek Him, is faithful to perform what He
hath promised, and has preserved, under

all my pains and infirmities, the inward

peace that passeth all understanding, with

the supporting assurance of a reconciled

God, who will not withdraw His Spirit
from me in the conflict, and in His own
time will deliver me from the Evil One !

O, my dear Godchild ! eminently blessed
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are those who begin early to seek, fear,

and love their God, trusting wholly in the

righteousness and mediation of their Lord,

Redeemer, Saviour, and everlasting High

Priest, Jesus Christ !

O, preserve this as a legacy and bequest

from your unseen Godfather and friend,

S. T. COLERIDGE.

July 13, 1834.*
*

* He died on the 25th day of the same month.
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NOTE

ON MR. COLERIDGE S OBSERVATION UPON

THE GIFT OF TONGUES.

ACCORDING
to the old and still general way

of understanding the supernatural event at Pen

tecost, recorded in the second chapter of Acts, the

twelve Apostles, on the descent of the Holy Ghost,

began to speak languages before unknown to them,
the miracle consisting in the impartation of a power
to discourse fluently in tongues, the knowledge of

which had not been acquired by the ordinary means,
a power not merely pro tempore but retained ever

after. It is commonly supposed that &quot; the women
and Mary, the mother of Jesus,&quot; with

&quot; His brethren,&quot;

who, in the preceding chapter (Acts i. 14), are said

to have remained in company of the Apostles, shared

the gift with them
; and many, perhaps most, divines

are of opinion, that it was extended to the twelve

disciples also mentioned in chap. i. ; that the word

they in the first verse of chapter ii. refers to all the

Christian converts. The object or purpose of the

miracle is understood to have been this, that the re

cipients of the heavenly effusion might thereby be

enabled to convert and instruct the various Gentile

nations, exempt from the delay and hindrance, which

the necessity of acquiring foreign tongues and ex

pressing religious mysteries in unfamiliar words and
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idioms, must needs impose. Against this interpreta

tion and explanation the following arguments have

been us&quot;ed :

1 . It seems hardly to be doubted that all the con

verts assembled at Pentecost, and not the Apostles

alone, spake in other tongues : the same thing after

wards came to pass in the case of Cornelius and his

company (Acts x. 46) ;
and of the disciples of John

(Acts xix. 6) : and yet there is no reason to suppose,

that all these were designed for foreign teachers.

2. The Corinthians exercised the faculty of speak

ing in strange tongues in the Church of Corinth it

self, where there was no need of foreign languages

for instructing men who knew Greek.

3. Neither the Apostles nor such teachers as might
be added to them required any other language for

the work of discipling throughout the civilized world,

(where the tongues enumerated in the text were in

use,) than the vernacular dialect of Palestine, i. e.

the Syro-chaldaic, or the Greek, both of which they

knew quite sufficiently for teaching and preaching.

Greek was understood throughout the known world

in that age. St. Paul, who undertook so many jour-

nies for the sake of spreading the Christian religion

among the Geniiles, does not appear to have known

all languages, (Acts xiv. 11.) As for the old legends,

according to which certain of the Apostles went into

India and Scythia to convert the people of those re

gions, supposing them true, some reference would

probably have been made to the languages spoken

there in the account of the Pentecost miracle, if the

popular view of it were just.
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4. Jesus had indeed foretold to his disciples, that

they should speak with new tongues, (Mark xvi. 17.)

But by new tongues in that passage was signified a

new style of speaking; unusual eloquence, which

belonged not to the Apostles before.*

5. It is not affirmed in St. Luke s narrative, that

the speakers used tongues before unknown to them,

nor does it appear that the auditors supposed so. Is

it not improbable that none of the foreign Jews, who
were at this time in such numbers at Jerusalem (Acts
ii. 5.), should have been among the hearers of the

Apostles and converts to their doctrine? And how
should the auditors have known all at once for certain,

that the languages they heard were previously un
known to the utterers ; when any native of Galilee

might have learned divers tongues from the people
settled amongst them, Egyptians, Phoenicians, Ara

bians, and Syrians ?

6. The devout Jews, (out of every nation under

heaven,} strict persons, who scrupulously observed

whatsoever belonged to the outward service and ce

remonial of divine worship, and entertained especial
reverence for the divine law and ordinances, were
amazed to hear the Christians celebrating the won
derful works of God in profane tongues; others,

mocking, pronounced the speakers drunk with new
nine. Why should the devout Jews have been thus

astounded or others have spoken scornfully, to hear

men talk in languages unknown to them before ? In-

See an answer to this argument at the end of the

abstract.
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stead of emotions of angry surprise of grave scandal

in the serious and contempt in the light minded

would ot breathless awe have reigned in the spirits

of the former, curiosity mixed with admiration in

those of the latter, on the perception of such a por
tent? The sentiments, which St. Luke seems to as

cribe to the auditors, are just such as would be ex

cited by an innovation a new and, to the rninds of

the observers, irreverent procedure: and, granting

that there would have been an innovation in either

case, yet surely feelings of offence would have been

suspended by the wonder of the miracle, had it been

of that obvious kind commonly supposed.

7. Again, in the speech of Peter to the multitude,

what was now seen and heard was declared to be a

fulfilment of Joel s prophecy, in which prophecy no

mention is made of any knowledge of foreign lan

guages wherewith the Spirit should endue men \nthe

last days.
&quot; I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh,

and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and

your young men shall see visions, and your old men

shall dream dreams.&quot; (Acts ii. 17-18.) Allflesh

cannot refer to the Apostles and the women alone,

or to them and the hundred and twenty disciples ex

clusively : the prophetic annunciation relates riot to

iheform and manner of conveying divine knowledge,
but to a supernatural influence exciting in the sub

jects of it the substance of new thoughts and impres

sions. Why did not St. Peter declare plainly that

the power of speaking strange tongues had been con

veyed to the speakers by an infusion from above, had

this really taken place ?
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8. If the power above-mentioned came to the

Apostles by miracle, why did they not divine from

this very circumstance, without further instruction,

that they were destined to deliver the doctrine of

Christ to the Gentiles? This they seem never to have

suspected till Peter was informed by a vision, that

Gentiles, as well as Jews, were to be received into

the fold of Christ
; and, when reproved by Jewish

Christians (Acts xi.) for eating and conversing with

uncircumcised persons, he never, in his apology, re

fers to a gift of foreign tongues conferred on himself

and his fellow teachers, nor connects the* miracle of

Pentecost in any way with his mission to the Gen
tiles.

9. Among the Corinthians were many who spake
with tongues, a phrase probably equivalent to speak

ing with other tongues. The disciples of John, when

they joined the standard of Christ, as well as Corne

lius and his family, are recorded to have spoken with

tongues. (Acts x. 44, 46. xix. 6.) Is it not improba
ble that one species of miracle should be so often re

peated, and the gift imparted to so many of the con

verts ?
*

10. St. Paul, when he recounts the xapitrftara, (I

Cor. xii. 28.) or graces accorded to believers, puts
the gift of tongues in the last place (1 Cor. xii. 31.

xiv. 1
.) and declares that no advantages redound from

it to the Church, unless the things the speaker utters

are explained. Many of the Corinthians displayed
the gift out of vanity and ostentation, (1 Cor. xiv.

* See the answer at the end.

G G
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28, 33.) and is it to be thought of, that God would

have bestowed an admirable faculty only to be

abused, whether the gift were supposed perpetual or

temporary?* It is more reasonable to believe that

they used foreign tongues in the sacred assemblies in

imitation of the affair at Pentecost, independently of

divine actuation, not at the impulse of a pious enthu

siasm, but from love of novelty and the vanity of pa

rading a striking accomplishment--^

After all, it may be said, that the wording of the

passage plainly implies the sense commonly imputed
to it.

&quot; Are not these Galileans, and how hear we

every man in our own tongue wherein we were born ?
&quot;

Does not this intimate the astonishment of the hear

ers, that men all of one country, natives of the con

fined region of Galilee, should on a sudden magnify

the Lord in the various languages of the known

world? To this objection it has been replied, that by

Galileans was meant followers of Christ, that being

the earliest name given to the faithful
;

the marvel

being this, that a Jewish sect should depart so far

from the rule and constant practice of the Jewish

worship as to discourse upon divine things in profane

Gentile languages. Some suggest, that they who

prayed and sang hymns in Greek, Latin, Arabic, and

perhaps in Persic, though really foreign Jews, may
have been mistaken by the hearers for natives of Ga-

* See as above.

f-
These arguments are for the most part taken

substantially from KuinoeFs Latin Commentary on

Acts, chap. ii.
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lilee; but this view does not cohere with some of the

arguments above recited. It is plain that the words

of the narrative cannot be taken close to the letter,

because, in some of the countries which it mentions,

the same languages we^e in use as in some of the

others, as the Greek in Phrygia and Pamphylia, the

Syro-chaldaic in Judea and Mesopotamia, the Per

sian in Parthia, Media, and Elymais : though it ap

pears that different dialects were spoken in different

districts of Asia Minor.

Again it will doubtless be objected to some of the

positions, which have been brought forward in the

argument against the common view, that in the xiith

chapter of Corinthians, speaking divers kinds of

tongues is mentioned as one of the gifts of the Spirit,

verses 10, 30 ; that such a gift though in itself diviner

the Corinthians might abuse, diverting it from the

purposes for which it was bestowed, as is plainly in

timated in the xiiith chapter of the same Epistle.

And some perhaps might reply to the second branch

of objection 3, that, as the account in the text is not

to be taken
literally, all languages, as they were

needed, and not merely those specified in the sacred

record, were doubtless at the command of the con

verts.

To number 4 it may fairly be objected that till

proof of such a use of the term new tongues as it sup

poses, has been given, we ought to take it in the li

teral sense, and further that the literal sense seems

more accordant than any other with the general scope
of the passage, (Murk xvi. 16, 17.) in which most of

the powers promised to believers are of an outward
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and sensuous character, as taking up serpents, drink

ing poison unharmed, restoring those that were sick

in the body. Indeed this passage in St. Mark s

Gospel forms, to my mind, the strongest argument
that can be alleged for the old interpretation of the

event at Pentecost.

With regard to the general question it may be ob

served, that the nature and object of the gift of tongues
has never yet been satisfactorily explained, and that

while this obscurity and uncertainty continues, the

miracle at Pentecost cannot be thoroughly under

stood. For immediate spiritual edification it is quite

enough to know, that there was an out-pouring of the

Spirit, which both fulfilled a divinely inspired pro

phecy and served to the propagation of the Gospel.

I have stated the arguments used against the ordinary

view, not as holding them conclusive, but in the be

lief that they at least merit consideration, if only that

they exhibit the difficulties of the question and show

how far, in common with much else relating to the

Church in those times, it is from being clearly un

derstood. It is always desirable to shew in what

shades any important subject is involved, in order

that delusive spectres of darkness may not be mis

taken for objects discerned by light of day in their

true colours and lineaments.

The miracle for such it is as fully on one view

as on the other, since to fulfil prophecy by speaking

with eloquence and power divinely inspired, is as

miraculous as to discourse in tongues unknown before,

is indeed a far greater work of the Holy Ghost,

appears to be of a similar nature and import with that
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vision, whereby Peter was instructed, that God is

no respecter of persons; that no man is to be called

common or unclean by reason of his birth ;
that in

every nation whoso feareth God and worketh righte

ousness is accepted of Him. This magnifying of the

divine works in the common speech of the Gentiles,

and setting aside the formally sacred languages was

a fit preliminary to the annunciation, that the Gen

tiles were to be included in the spiritual covenant;

that the promise was to all that were afar off, even as

many as the Lord should call, not confined to the one

chosen nation. Certainly the event, thus understood,

has vastly more both of rational significance and of

spiritual and symbolical grandeur, than when inter

preted merely of a power to speak foreign tongues,

or as if that were the sole cause of the emotions dis

played ; since this latter faculty may be acquired by
human endeavours, sufficiently for all missionary pur

poses, if not with such suddenness as is here sup

posed ; whereas to believe in the Saviour redeem ingly,

and to express that faith in words of force to convert

others, is such a work as could only be brought about

by a special influence of the Spirit. For no man can

saj/, that Jesus is the Lord but by the Holy Ghost.

(1 Cor. xii. 3.) The ordinary view tends to merge
the deeper miracle in one of a far lower character.

The misrepresentation of the subject by Popish

painters is a striking sign of the propensity of the

Church of Rome to corrupt the Gospel record, and

reduce the heavenly and purely spiritual to the earthly,

though preternatural. They exhibit the effusion of

the Spirit, which was to be upon allflesh, as confined
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to the Apostles and to the Virgin, whom, indeed,

without a shadow of Scriptural authority, they set up
as the rtead of the assembly. The grand Mosaic in

the dome of St. Mark s at Venice is a notable in

stance of this way of presenting the miracle.* It

may be alleged that this is a symbolical rather than

an historical representation : but there can be little

doubt that it both originated in a wrong notion of the

nature of the event, and must have produced unscrip-

tural views of it among the people. Painting in her

palmary period was the vassal of Popery, a servant,

and yet in some sort a teacher and mistress.

* See Mr. Jameson s
&quot; Sacred and Legendary

Art,&quot;
vol. i. pp. 153-4.
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NOTE

ON THE &quot; CONFESSIONS OF AN INQUIRING

SPIRIT.&quot;

&quot; THE main error of which&quot; (ordinary doctrine of

plenary Inspiration)
&quot; consists in the confounding of

two distinct conceptions, revelation by the Eternal

Word, and actuation of the Holy Spirit. Between

the first sense, that is, inspired revelation, and the

highest degree of that grace and communion with

the Spirit, which the Church under all circum

stances, and every regenerate member of the Church

of Christ, is permitted to hope, and instructed to

pray, for there is a positive difference of kind, a

charm, the pretended overleaping of which constitutes

imposture, or betrays insanity. Of thejirst kind are

the Law and the Prophets, no jot or tittle of which

can pass unfulfilled, and the substance and last inter

pretation of which passes not away ; for they wrote of

Christ, and shadoived out the everlasting Gospel. But

with regard to the second, neither the holy writers

themselves, nor any fair interpretations of Scripture,

assert any such absolute diversity, or enjoin the be

lief of any greater difference of degree than the expe
rience of the Christian world, grounded on, and

growing with, the comparison of these Scriptures

with other works liolden in honour by the Churches,

has established.&quot;
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&quot; Bat alas! this is not sufficient : this cannot but be

vague and unsufficing to those whose Christianity, as

matter (ff belief, is wholly external, and, like the objects

of sense, common to all alike ; altogether historical, an

opus operatum.
&quot; Does not the universally admitted canon that

each part of Scripture must be interpreted by the

spirit of the whole lead to the same practical conclu

sion as that for which I am now contending; namely
that it is the spirit of the Bible, and not the detached

words and sentences, that is infallible and absolute 1

&quot; We assuredly believe that the Bible contains all

truths necessary to salvation, and that therein is pre
served the undoubted Word of God.&quot;

&quot; Malice scorn d, puts out

Itself, but argued, gives a kind of credit

To a false accusation.&quot;

A KIND of credit may for a time accrue to false

hood from the very contest which it has seemed

worthy to occasion
; but, on the other hand, the pro

secution of it that is to say, its exposure by close

and careful argument, may serve to the positive ad

vancement of truth
;
more especially when the ca

lumny relates to religious opinion, and has been

prompted by the odium theologicum ; since in such a

case, the debate turns less upon personal matters, and

more upon points by the consideration of which

general principles and abstract rules of right and

wrong are elucidated, than when facts of life and

conduct, rather than opinions, are in question. All

falsehood is mortal and perishable in its nature ; yet

mortal as it is, a sort of dying immortality or per-
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petuity of revivescence belongs to some particular
delusions and forms of untruth. Lies so ancient that

they date almost from the beginning, and were pierced
with the arrows of Reasoning when the world was yet
in its infancy, rise up from their graves, clad in new

mail, like the dragons teeth of Theban story, and

come forth again to battle. Swarms of deceptions,
which of old had been encountered by such sweeping
blasts of contradiction, that they might be supposed
as utterly extinct as the frogs and locusts that opened
the doors of the House of Bondage, fly forth again
to plague the world, shewing their decease to have

been but a stupefaction or winter sleep, like that of

bats and swallows. Still, although falsehood perishes
even when unassailed by those against whom it is

directed ; and comes to life again, after being put

violently to death, it is not advisable always to leave

it to the course of nature,, or to refrain from pursuing
it on account of its powers of resuscitation : Let us

all in our day endeavour to combat untruth in every
form in which it can appear r and leave the final event

to the Father of Lights, from whom cometh every

good and perfect gift of being and of knowing.
To apply these remarks. I have never doubted

for a moment, that the accusations brought against
the little work which stands foremost in this volume,

namely, that it denies the Inspiration of Holy Scrip
ture and undermines the faith in the Bible as the

Word of God, must put out itselfm proportion as the

book is read with ordinary attention and intelligence;
that it is even now dead for all who have read the

book, and lives only for those, who place implicit
faith in the parly organs whence it has proceeded,

H H
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considering it a part of Christian zeal and prudence
to keep on ons side of all questions; to note and re

peat ev*ery condemnatory sentence of their oracle,

while they carefully refrain from communication with

the condemned the work pronounced heretical lest

it should perplex their minds by saying somewhat in

its own behalf and exhibiting some contrariety to the

vague and violent censure, which they have made up
their minds to regard as an utterance of true piety
and wisdom. The book is its own vindication

; but

the book cannot examine the strain of the accusatory

discourse, detect the pernicious principle which it

involves, or expose the unworthy means resorted to

for the sake of accrediting it. There is the more in

ducement to this in the present instance, that so

strong an example of superficial, deceptive, and at

the same time for many minds, in a low condition of

thought and feeling, persuasive argument as that to

which I refer, so perfect a specimen of morbid

mental anatomy as it illustrates is of rare occur

rence; and as men are more vividly impressed by an

exhibition of what has presented itself within the

precincts of the actual, than by hypotheses and ab

stractions, however legitimate, and by strongly marked

characters than by such as are faint and partial, I

think that the mere display of the case will be suffi

ciently useful to justify the time and trouble it may cost

to writer and reader.

The article in the English Review for December

1848, entitled &quot;Tendencies toward the Subversion of

Faith,&quot;
has indeed been already subjected to a severe

and searching analysis by Archdeacon Hare and Mr.

Maurice, in order to the refutation of its many inju-
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rious mis-statements relative to themselves. To shew

how it has dealt with my Father, especially in re

gard to the Confessions of cm Inquiring Spirit, will

be but to complete that darkly faithful picture by

filling up the background, which they have but slightly

indicated, with its full measure of shadow. But let

me present a general view of its design. The follow

ing method of crimination is adopted by the reviewer
;

a considerable number of writers, English and Ger

man, are brought into one most heterogeneous com

pany, and on the alleged ground, that they all agree

on a certain principle, or in certain sentiments con

cerning religious inquiry, although it is confessed,

because to conceal the fact would convict the writer of

gross injustice even with the pliant and passive readers

on whose sympathy he appears to calculate, that on

the most momentous questions which can agitate the

mind of man they differ one among another toto carlo,

by the whole space of heaven and if of heaven

we may well be allowed to &quot;

couple hell,&quot;
whatever

infidel tendency can be discovered or imagined in the

teaching of any one of the set is boldly attributed to

all in common as if the whole body of their opinions

were one mass which must needs be leavened through

out with whatever poison is contained in any one indi

vidual s portion. It seems to be assumed by the re

viewer, that the mostdangerous opinions which belong
to any of this arbitrarily formed band are the neces

sary results of the principle they all hold in common

(that they all hold in common any such principle as

that which he imputes to them is by no means to

be allowed) and on this plea the tendencies of those

opinions and their consequences are coolly attributed
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to them all. By a similar process of reasoning we

might discover Mahometan tendencies in all the

great fathers of the Church. St. Jerome, St. Austin,

and St. Thomas Aquinas agreed with the author of

the Koran, in condemning polytheism and idolatry

ergo, the opinions of Jerome, Augustine, and

Aquinas tend the same way as those of Mahomet,

namely, to the subversion of the doctrine of the cross

and the divinity of Christ. Disbelief in a plurality

of Gods may serve quite as well for a common indi

cator of religious tendencies as the principle which

maintains the fitness of free inquiry in matters of

faith. It might quite as rationally, and even more

plausibly, be urged, that the Unity of the Godhead

is a most dangerous tenet to insist upon, and must

tend to the denial of the Incarnation, as that a man must

be in the way to deny Revealed religion because he

would have all men search the Scriptures for himself,

search heaven and earth and his own heart and mind,

the world without and the world within, by means of

the faculties which God has given him, in order to

the formation of his religious faith, and denies that

submission to authority is the only principle on which

he is to proceed in settling his religion. Socinus and

the first Reformers, held in common, that Scripture

binds the conscience only as interpreted by reason
;

that each individual must ultimately judge for him

self, not only who and where are the true teachers

of religion, but whether and how far their teaching is

true. And the same notion is implied in the argu

ments of many of the ancient Fathers ; ergo, the Re

formers and the ancient Fathers sought to undermine

the Catholic belief in the divinity of Christ ! A Pa-
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pist indeed will readily adopt this inference, but can

an English Reviewer afford to allow it? His own

root principle, that it is unsafe not to rest the whole

edifice of the faith on outward evidence, if common

principles have the associative power ascribed to them

in his argument, would bind him in close connection

with the vilest and most degraded religions on the

face of the earth
;

for the lower men are in the scale

of intellect and feeling the more they rest on the sen

suous and external, the more they look to see signs

and wonders, and to hear the voice of multitudes

giving testimony, in order to believe. Where can

men look for proof and witness except in the sphere

they know and are familiar with ? They who cannot

realize the spiritual to their apprehension, nor behold

the invisible, cannot be expected to find evidences in

the world of the spiritual and invisible.

To revert to the Anglican Inquisitor and his mode

of discovering heresy and unbelief. Coleridge agreed

with Blanco White or Blanco White assented to the

opinion of Coleridge, held by great divines before

either of them saw the light, that &quot; the main end of

religion being the improvement of our nature and

faculties, every part of religion is to be judged by its

relation to this end;&quot; or that the great test of the

truth of a religion is its capability of evolving the

highest faculties, and satisfying the highest require

ments of the human mind
;

that reason, considered

as a speculative power, not in its highest sense, as

the fountain of ideas moral and spiritual, is to be
&quot; allowed the office in theology of determining on

the negative truth of whatever we are required to

believe
;&quot;

therefore Coleridge s teaching tends the
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same way as that of Blanco White, namely to scep
ticism concerning the survival of personal conscious

ness aftec. the dissolution of the body and a future

state of weal or woe for the human soul! Now it

must be admitted that Blanco White was not guarded
from lapsing into a state of cheerless doubt or disbe

lief, and letting go from his &quot;slack hand&quot; the pre
cious hopes of the Gospel, by the adoption of that

maxim concerning the true test of religion, which has

just been stated; but till the Reviewer has pointed

out any religious principle, an intellectual assent to

which will keep a man in the right way for evermore,

he has certainly no right to assume that any which

Blanco White held in common with Coleridge tends

to the infidelity into which he fell toward the end of

his life, in my belief from latent partial insanity; since

bodily unsoundness is notunfrequently manifested in

the form of mental disorder of pride, perversencss,

causeless gloom, and impotence of religious faith arid

hope and joy in the Spirit. I mention the maxim

above stated, although the Reviewer has not specified

it, as being the most important on the theory of faith

upon which they were of one mind. It is however

specified in the article, that Blanco White &quot; about

1825 formed a personal acquaintance with Coleridge,

and on one occpsion, paid a visit at his house six

hours in length ! (at a time, let the reader observe,

when he was by profession an orthodox Anglican) ;

nay more, that he and Mr. Coleridge afterwards wrote

to each other! ! and these facts are adduced as proofs

of a general affinity in their opinions, a oneness of

tendency between them
; although Coleridge con

tinued, to the end of his life, a zealous defender of
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the Trinity, which he held to be &quot;the foundation of all

rational theology ;&quot;

&quot; the one substantive truth, which

is the form, manner and involvent of all truths;&quot; and

thought there was &quot; no medium between the Catholic

Faith of Trinal Unity and Atheism disguised in the

self-contradictory term, Pantheism
;

&quot;

while poor
Blanco White was discovering that he had never

really believed in the Trinity at all, and finally sink

ing from Socinianism into regular self-avowed dis

belief of the Christian Revelation, or rather, finding

that Socinianism is, logically developed, disbelief in

a spiritual Revelation, even though it accepts the

Scriptures as records of historic truth! Had the Re
viewer looked for aught in the Memoir of Blanco

White but weapons for his own illicit warfare, he

must have seen that his latter correspondence contains

no allusion to Coleridge or his views except one, and

that in the form of a sneer intimating a peevish and

unfounded suspicion a suspicion evidently engen
dered by the dispathy produced in his mind by my
father s increasingly firm grasp of doctrines with re

spect to which his own mind was in a state of collapse

which, in this condition of feeble irritability, he had

begun to regard with anger and a forced contempt.*

* The article speaks thus at p. 423. &quot; To those

who have perused Blanco White s life, the sympathy
between Coleridge and him will not seem in the

least surprising. They differed in details doubtless,

because B. White rejected almost all the doctrines of

Christianity in
particular,&quot; (such minor and subor

dinate points, for instance, as the Trinity, the Incar-
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It would hardly be credited, I think, that because

my father was disposed to give German philosophy
and theology a fair hearing, to winnow the sheaves of

Teutonic thought before tying it in bundles to be

burnt, or because he adopted the mental philosophy
of Kant ( and who has ever yet out-argued that

analysis of the pure reason, or the mind considered

as the intelligential faculty apart from what it gains

by experience which he approved? ) because he

even allowed some part of his reasonings in relation

to theism, though only as hints and helps toward the

detection of paralogisms in theology, for the trial

of untempered weapons which must bend or break

in actual conflict therefore he should be accused of

sympathy with &quot;such men as Strauss,&quot; whose book

he never saw, and of whose hypothesis for solving the

problem of Christianity, he was, by anticipation, a

most zealous, I think I may add a very successful

opponent! Or that because he had at one time in

tercourse with B. White, and strove to infuse into him

nation, the spiritual effect of Sacraments, the Divinity

of the Bible
!)

&quot; But they were agreed in doubting
or denying the Inspiration of the Word of God&quot;

(What the truth of this assertion is in respect to

Coleridge, let the reader judge)
&quot; and their studies

were directed to the same sources. The Ger

man philosophers and writers on religious subjects,

(we cannot bear to call them theologians), such as

Kant, Fichte, Schleiermacher, Strauss, Nitsch, Ne-

ander, Paulus, &c, were especial objects of admira

tion to B. White, just as they were to Coleridge and

to his disciples^ Mr. Hare and Mr. Sterling/
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truly philosophical and Catholic views, he should be

set forth as a kindred spirit with that &quot; most unhappy
man of men,&quot; unhappy in the constitution of his

mind and in its circumstances, who, however, spite

of the blindness that came upon him respecting the

divinity of Christ and a personal resurrection, pre
served a faith in the One Supreme Being a sense

of fealty and unconditional submission to Him, as

the Creator and Moral Governor of the world, I doubt

not vastly more sincere and sustaining than that of

numbers who think they do God service by trans

forming his doctrine into Atheism, and conforming
his life and morals to their view of his opinions.*
There are many thoughtful men who declare that

they were diverted from such notions as those of

Strauss, from Deism more or less masked and dis-

*TO JOSEPH BLANCO WHITE.

Could st thou so calmly, tried one, yield thy breath

Void of the Christian s sure and certain hope ?

Didst thou to earth confine our being s scope,

Yet, fix d on One Supreme with fervent faith,

As though intent t escape eternal scath,

Shun the smooth worldly ways that hell-ward slope ?

O thou light-searching spirit that didst grope
In such bleak shadows here, twixt life and death,

For thee have I borne witness, though in ruth,

Like thee by blame unmoved dare hope and pray
That thou, released from that ill frame of clay,

Thine earth-born clog, renew d in heavenly youth,

Mayst find that bliss untold, mid endless day,
Awaits each earnest soul that lived for Truth.

I I
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guised, by the teaching of Coleridge, when the divinity

of the Reviewer s school of thought,
&quot;

dry as the de

sert sanojs,&quot; or of Church Methodists,
&quot; unstable as

water/ might have driven them in that direction, or

any direction opposite to the plainly irrational and

utterly heartless.

The Reviewer himself would hardly fail to perceive

the iniquity of his mode of inferring and concluding,

if he found it applied to any but objects, the sight of

whom excites his party feelings, so as to cover him

with clouding mists of passion. Let us suppose
that some distinguished writer, who joins, hand and

heart with him against Wesleyanism on the one hand,

and &quot;Germanism&quot; on the other, were accused of

treachery to the Church in whose bosom he had been

nurtured and is still nourished, simply because zealots

of Ultra-Montanism in France mentioned him with

high respect, or Italian Ecclesiastics condescended to

admit that he wrote like a Catholic. Were such an

inference drawn, even respecting one who walked

somewhat nearer to Rome than the English Reviewer

himself considered wise or safe, would he not indig

nantly reply, that the books of this writer were before

the world, and so long as it is impossible, out ofthem,

to convict him of teaching in a spirit contrary to his

engagements and position in a Reformed Church, so

long we ought to suppose his conscience void of re

proach, and his conduct in religion conformed to those

same rules of honesty and of honour which every good
man observes in his general walk ? Wr

ould he not

think it shameful to breathe suspicion against such a

man on the ground of a partial sympathy, or by rea

son of what other men think or pretend to have
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discovered in his writings ? Which of my father s

assailants, who strive to fasten on him a character

of infidelity, and to set up a beacon of warning

against his books, ever dared to lay hold of him in

the Temple of his own Christian philosophy? Which
of them has examined his system at large, or even

fairly stated with due regard to what came before and

followed after, any one of the particular passages,

which have been cited as evidence of tendencies

to subvert the faith? Who that has once fair

ly entered his structure of thought and opinion, so

grand in its ground plan, so exquisitely finished in

parts, would accuse him of any disposition to under

mine the Faith in a Spiritual Religion? He exa

mined what are commonly called, among orthodox

writers, the walls and foundations of the Faith in

Christ, thought portions of them unsound, and most

of them put to an important purpose to which, of

themselves, they are unequal. His procedure is open
and manifest he threw out no suspicions against any
doctrine without an explicit statement of the grounds
of his doubts, he never sought to convey an opinion
into the minds of readers by addresses to the sensuous

fancy, false analogies and visible images, the mockery
of ideas; as showmen paint fancy monsters on the

outside of their booths to prepossess beholders with

the exciting character of what is within
; and it is a

question, whether any man, who really evoked the

powers of thought and addressed the higher and

purer faculties of man s nature, ever led a studious

and attentive reader finally away from truth, which

he might otherwise have embraced sincerely and

effectively.
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He would, indeed, have denied, what the Reviewer

asserts, that a belief in the plenary inspiration of Holy

Writ, understood in the ordinary sense, is the only

&quot;rational foundation of his own belief&quot; in Christi

anity. He would have maintained first, that such

never has been, and, by the nature of the human
mind and of the truths in question, never can be, the

ground of any vital saving belief in Redemption by

Christ, the Incarnation of a Saviour truly God, the

Aids of the Spirit, and a personal Resurrection of the

entire man. That if these spiritual verities were not

apprehensible by the human, though actuated and in

spired, minds of the first teachers of the Gospel,
neither could they be fitted to regenerate the minds

of disciples, to raise, to purify, to justify through

faith the true beatific vision upon earth. That if

they were not
&quot;adapted

to the needs and capabilities&quot;

of our &quot; human nature,&quot; consequently proved divine

by their divine fruits, the moral and spiritual effects

visible to the moral and spiritual eye throughout the

domains of the Gospel, no other species of proof
would accredit them as the religion of a race gra

dually increasing in power of thought, the heirs of an

estate and property of knowledge and intelligence

accumulating from age to age. That if they were not

attested by the voice of Christendom, echoed from

generation to generation, no other kind of testimony

would avail to make men Christians in faith and

practice, though it might serve to make dull and

obstinate men bigots and even persecutors in behalf

of an hereditary creed. All this evidence is entirely

independent of belief in plenary inspiration of Holy

Writ, understood in the sense against which my fa-
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ther contended ; all this is indispensable, and where

this is, a belief that all the Sacred Writers, in all they

wrote, were guarded absolutely from error, may well

be dispensed with.

Why did not the Reviewer state his inquisition

principle boldly and plainly at once, and place it, so

stated, in the front of his article ? Why did he not

plainly say (what his reasoning, if it have any cohe

rency, implies), neither more nor less than this :

Every man, who maintains that saving faith cannot

be determined by one man for another, or that a man
must see with the eyes of his own mind every spiritual

reality which is to bless him here and bring him

finally to a higher state of blessedness than can be

enjoyed in the tabernacle of the flesh every man
who declares the Bible to be its own evidence, and

that the perception (whether it ever becomes the

object of abstract contemplation and reflection or no,

but at least the perception ) of this evidence is in

dispensable to its efficacy in educating the soul, or

in other words, that the great substantiative Revela

tion without which the outward one is a cold and

empty outline, is that of the heart and spirit every
man who maintains that although the individual can

be benefited by religious inquiry only as it is pro

portioned to his native powers, his means and oppor

tunities, yet that speculation at large must be free,

not restrained by a certain official body, who are to

say to the ocean of human thought, So far shalt

thou go and no farther, and here shall thy proud
waves be stayed ; that, whatever may be the in

terests of an ecclesiastico-political despotism, true

religion can never be served by popish interdictions
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and suppressions, but the more widely the realm of

thought is extended, the wider and hence the firmer

may the foundations of faith be laid is a traitor to

the cause of God, and must, however spiritual his

doctrines may appear, in all he teaches be tending
to undermine a sure belief in Christianity ? But no !

such an enunciation from the first such a display in

full daylight of his argumentative machinery, would

have been superfluous for the readers he reckoned on,

and would but have tended, if it had any effect at all,

to defeat the object of the article. For it would have

awakened reflection. Far better was his purpose
served by playing before the eyes of readers little

images of falsified facts, apart from their causes and

occasions appearances of links and connections be

tween the various writers whom it was desired to

bring into one common condemnation links and

connections between one and another, at a particular

time and for a particular object, being exhibited, apart

from their conditions and circumstances, as uniting
the religious mind of some party at one end of the

row with the blank infidelity of another party at the

extreme opposite end the Christian philosophy of

the former with the Anti- Christian philosophy of the

latter, the qualification of Christian and Anti-Chris

tian being quietly suppressed as unimportant to the

examination !

&quot; Veramente piu volte appajon cose,

Che danno a dubitar falsa matera

Per le vere cagion, che son nascose.&quot;

Letters pass an interview takes place influence is

exercised intercourse is carried on by some of the
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parties some give their suffrages the same way in

support of an obnoxious writer, who never appeared
on the arena of controversy till one who, as the oldest,

bears the chief weight of the general accusation, was

dead all these items of outward action and common

places of gossip are paraded before the eye of the

reader like so many shreds from the Rag-fair of Lack-

reason and Poverty of Thought. Thus the careless

and ill-disposed are amused and confirmed in their

prejudices, and hold themselves fully authorized to

speak of all the writers named in the Review, doubt

less with the omission of even the Reviewer s admis

sions in favour of some of them, as propagators of

Infidelity and covert Atheism. There is no attempt

throughout the article to examine any part of the

teaching of the accused parties, unless the citation of

a passage quite sure to mislead an uninformed reader

as to the main drift of the work in which it occurs,

if presented without its context and with the Re
viewer s commentary, can be called such. The

whole process consists in the collocation of extrinsic

marks and symptoms inferences at second hand to

warrant conclusions the most comprehensive and

stringent that one human being can draw against

another in respect of his frame of religious thought
and opinion. A more undisguised appeal to igno

rant zealotry and unreflecting prejudice, or as Mr.

Maurice expresses it, &quot;to all the bitterness, hardness,

and cruelty which are in the English religious mind,
above all to the sense which there is in that mind of

the necessity of cleaving to some sect or system of opi

nions, because it has so feeble a hold on the eternal

truths which the Bible and the Creeds set forth,&quot;
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although, from particular circumstances, my attention

has been a good deal drawn to the Base Arts of Peri

odical Literature it was never my lot to examine.

In reality the only thing common to the writers

whom the Reviewer packs together, is, that they all,

though with positive views of their own the most

various and diverse, agree in negativing such views

of faith as he and his school rely upon in holding
them to be in a religious sense already nothing. This

is the true unity amongst them, and he would have

done himself more justice, in respect of coherency of

thought, if he could have afforded to state his real

ground of disapproval and apprehension, instead of

confounding oppugnancy to his religious opinions
with hostility and resistance to the Divine Light.
He has indeed some reason to dislike and dread the

author of the Aids to Reflection ; his system is in

danger from that and every other work which leads

men to think on what they are required to be

lieve. The writers he assails are unanimous in

counteracting him, or at least such opinions as those

he strives to uphold ; he therefore would represent

them as equally one in co-operating with the Prince

of Darkness with the Spirit of Infidelity and Re
bellion against God. He should have reflected, be

fore he published so many fearful charges, as Arch

deacon Hare says of those against himself, and as I

can say of those against my father,
&quot; without a tittle

of evidence,&quot; and capable, as has been shewn, of

direct disproof, whether he has any good right to place

himself in such direct antithesis to him who was an

injurious falsifier from the beginning; whether in his

eager desire to maintain what, in his positiveness
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rather than certainty, (for Certainty brings proper

proof, while Positiveness, like the article, only as

sumes and asserts,) he identifies with the cause of the

Gospel, he is not joining hands with those who are

ready to cheat and deceive in furtherance of their own

opinion, and to vent half truths which are in effect

whole falsehoods of the grossest kind. Lucifer from

the highest Angel passed mysteriously into a Devil,

and in this ambiguous transitional stage of his exist

ence perhaps it was that he begat the subtle fiend

Lying for God the most specious and bright-seem

ing emissary of the Pit,who conceals a dark distorted

body beneath robes of light and &quot;

wings of sky-tinc

tured
grain.&quot;

The Reviewer s general charge may, however, be

translated into truth into what is really and wholly

true.
&quot; Tendencies toward the subversion of Faith.&quot;&quot;

Let Faith be defined in accordance with the notions im

plied in the review, and we may readily admit the just

ness of the allegation. It is distinctive of the Writer s

school to speak as if faith consisted in the admission

of religious credenda, without any reference to their

internal credibility for the mind that admits them, on

authority and alleged proof from without. Historical

testimony, or rather what passes for such with an in

fluential majority, is, in their system, not merely a

bulwark or buttress of religion, but the rock upon
which it rests. Faith with them is not a spiritual intui

tion the substance of things hoped for and evidence

of things unseen with the bodily eye but an assent to

some truth which is, or may be, utterly unperceived

by the eye of the mind, on a system of evidences of

which the logical understanding alone is to judge. Is

K K
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this that spiritual principle to which Scripture ascribes

the power of saving the soul by purifying the heart ?

Can such blind submission be by any essential mark

plainly distinguished from that abject credulity and

obstinate adherence of spirit to articles obtruded by
a self-asserting authority,* which may be found in

* The grand argument for the Papal Infallibility

with some eminent and experienced Romish contro

versialists is simply this, that such Infallibility is pre

tended to. The principal reason they allege for

maintaining the Church of Rome to be the true

Church, out of which there is no salvation, to which

alone the promises of Christ belong, is merely that

she claims to be the true Church, declares herself in

exclusive possession of the Spirit of Truth, and the

power of working miracles. This is a bold way of

illustrating the Scriptural precept, ask and ye shall

receive knock and it shall lie opened unto you. Rome
has but to ask belief in her signs and wonders, to set

forth pitiable and revolting forms of disease in some

of her members as images of our Lord s awful wounds,
or to set up the ancient dust of a cemetery as a sacred

receptacle of the Saviour s overflowing virtue, accre

dited by a couple of dreamers, and straightway crowds

celebrate the miserable miracle and bestow their offer

ings at the shrine of the manufactured martyr and

saint. The Pope has but to sit as God shewing him

self that he is God, to make the high altar his foot

stool, and receive the adoration of his Cardinals ! to

exalt the Blessed Mary, (doubtless to her own grief

and horror, were she now susceptible of aught but
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union with the most debased and abominable super

stitions, the lowest and most impure code of morals?

blessedness,) into a new Bruiser of the Serpent s Head,
a secondary and as it were vicegerent Redeemer, the

Intercessor betwixt Christ and His Church, that is

to say between God and Man, to make a new Door

of the Sheepfold open out a new fountain ofall hope,

grace and salvation, to claim to be himself a dele

gated Saviour, the Head of the Church upon earth !

Such arrogations are quite sufficient to subdue the

mind of multitudes and indeed the maintainers of

implicit faith and uninquiring submission to autho

rity seem to be quite in a false position when they

set at nought those of the Papacy. If any reader is

startled, and inclined to doubt what I have repeated

concerning the Virgin Mary, I refer him to the Pope s

last Encyclical Letter; for confirmation of what I

have said about the Pope s setting his feet on the

Altar, let him read Dr. Wordsworth s exposure of

the Church of Rome in his admirable Letters to

Gondon, and consult the authorities to which he there

refers. His account of the inauguration of a Pope
must make any but the slaves of Rome or her tho

rough-paced admirers shudder ; but, shocking as such

practical blasphemy must appear to all else, I believe

it to be excellent policy, supreme wisdom in reference

to this world and its generations. The loftier are the

pretensions of ecclesiastical usurpers, even if they out-

soar those which the plain of Shinar witnessed of old,

the greater will be their success. In this fearful sense

is the kingdom of heaven daily taken by violence in

the modern Babylon.
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It is not to be denied that the writers in question,

those to whom the Reviewer allows most orthodoxy,
more distinctly and earnestly perhaps than those

whom he places at the bottom of the list in point of

right belief, have laboured toward the subversion of

such a, faith as this, or rather such a theory concerning

the faith that is to save the soul. I fully believe that

they and others following in their steps will succeed

in overthrowing that confidence in the sole sufficiency

of what has commonly been received as outward

evidence, and in the danger and folly of applying
other deeper tests of the truth, and will thereby

strengthen the faith in Christ, by bringing into pro
minence the only ground which is strong enough and

wide enough to bear a structure intended for immor

tality. So long as men fancy, without examination,

that there is an array of evidences amply sufficient

per se to secure the whole body of the faith, they will

feel little inducement to examine what security is

contained in the articles themselves, or to hold them

in that truth which alone can endure. Their very

dread of argument and investigation is a plain proof

that the school in question has no such insight, and

therefore no such ground of confidence. They who

feel the divinity of the Bible as a whole, to be a truth

no more to be gainsaid by a spiritually sane mind

than the blue face of the heavens can be discoloured

and lose its azure for the sound and healthful eye,

however the patient afflicted with acyanoblepsia may
report of it,

will entertain no dread of criticism or

metaphysical investigations imported from Germany
or elsewhere, however they may dissent from the con

clusions of particular investigators. The Idea of a
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divine Redeemer cannot be argued away ; upon the

degree of power with which this is evolved from

within and realized by the submission of the practical

life to its influence, depends the faith in Holy Scrip

ture. To those who behold this Idea vividly, and

are possessed by it, the New Testament will ever ap

pear true history the Old will be received in such a

spirit as deep belief in the Gospel necessitates. Kant

speaks in his Preface to the Kritik der reinen Vernunft,

of the &quot; ridiculous despotism of the schools&quot; how

they
&quot; raise a loud cry about public danger when their

spiders webs are pulled to pieces, of which webs the

public had never taken notice and the loss of which

it can never feel.&quot; That theory of belief or of theo

logical profession, which the Reviewer so zealously

guards, identifying any danger in which free inquiry

may place it with jeopardy of the Faith, is a human
tissue that may be rent, I trust, without peril to

Christianity, which never has been sustained on any
other foundation than that of its intrinsic worth and

credibility, attested by its visible spiritual fruits.

A belief, however true and pure, which is held

without being spiritually apprehended is but a talent

of gold wrapped in a napkin. If it be spiritually

apprehended, this proof of its truth must be far before,

even if it do not supersede, every other. I saytptri-

tually apprehended, for doubtless a distinction must

be made betwixt the power to exhibit a doctrine in

an exact philosophical formula, or to show its accor

dance with speculative reason, and that of beholding,
or beneficially possessing, the idea which forms its life

and substance. For the Church at large a consistent

dogmatic system distinctly drawn out is necessary ;
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but this wall of fortification need not surround every

private dwelling, every one of the many mansions in

the great House of the Spirit.

But let me give the very words in which the Re
viewer states the principle that unites, according to

his judgment, so many dissimilar and mutually op

posed thinkers in the common service of infidelity.
&quot; What is the common characteristic of that school ?

We believe it to consist simply in the striving after

intellectual
liberty,&quot; (to desire the bondage of the in

tellect therefore, is in his opinion, the only religious

attitude of mind;) &quot;a tendency to reject all which

does not commend itself to the individual reason as

right and true a tendency to resist authority, of

whatever nature it may be, which interposes any re

straint on the freedom of speculation. It is not so

much any objective truth, which thinkers of this class

contend for, as liberty of thought in general. Their

objection is not to individual doctrines, but to any

supposed obligation on individuals to receive those

doctrines.&quot; This vague but sweeping charge may
receive two precise interpretations, the one totally

different from the other the one involving princi

ples that must overturn all settled belief in revealed

religion, while the other is the exponent of such as

are absolutely necessary to the holding of religious

belief truthfully, intelligently, therefore effectively

and securely. Will the author dare to construe it

thus? the writers in question, one and all of them,

deny that there is any objective reality independent

of the human mind, of supreme interest to the in

dividual, which does not at all times appear such to

his individual mind, whatever be his means and op-
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portunities of coming to the knowledge of the truth,

whatever, from the use of his will, the use he may
make of them ; they hold it right to disregard all

outward testimony that maybe alleged, all the impres

sions, convictions, reasonings of other minds that can

serve to guide and to modify the results of religious

meditation
;

to set aside all consideration of the con

sentient feelings and belief of the lights of the world

from age to age ? Will he dare, I say, to construe

the charge thus, and to bring it thus construed to

bear upon the author of the Aids to Reflection, the

Lay Sermons, The Friend, and the Letters on Inspi

ration ? My Father, from the time that he rose out

of the suspense and uncertainty as to his theological

system, which caused him to seek, for a while, a recess

with the Unitarians, (whom he found, however, quite

as dogmatic in their narrow creed as the Church in

her wider one,) when the elements of Faith were

for his mind in a sort of chaos that was yet to be

shaped by Reason, divinely illumined, into a spiri

tual world, from this time forth was a defender of

historical Christianity, and as such of course of ap

propriate historical testimony and proof, although, for

reasons which neither the Reviewer nor any other

assailant has ever attempted to rebut, he considered

this secondary and subordinate in the system of evi

dence, and dependent, in a great degree, for its co

gency and persuasiveness on the intrinsic character of

the great vital spiritualities which the religious history

represents as objectively realized. He doubtless

sometimes sought to demonstrate the weakness of

alleged authority and testimony in particular instances ;

but on the subject of authority and testimony at large,
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his principles are in accordance with those of the

great Christian Doctors and Fathers and Philosophers
from the beginning of the Christian sera to the pre
sent day.

But the accusation may be reduced to truth under

the following form : the accused are guilty of holding
that no man receives spiritual benefit from any doc

trine which he does not apprehend by the spirit

within him
;
that a belief so held, however pure and

true in itself, is but as the talent of gold folded in a

napkin, and instead of purifying the heart, may lie

side by side in the treasury of the mind with the

most abject superstitions and lowest moral percep
tions

;
that a theological formula, like that of con or

rans-substantiation, which cannot be proved consistent

with itself and with the laws of thought, is a nullity

and can be no proper exponent of a spiritual truth,

although a spiritual truth may be arbitrarily united

with it; that the formal statement of a doctrine being

its body, without which it cannot be organized so as

to become a living moving reality, it must be injured

in its internal being, and impeded in its free motions,

by such imprisonment, and be in constant danger of

extinction.

Mr. Coleridge rejects no belief, which has pre

vailed in the Church, without considering all that is

alleged on its b ,half of every kind of testimony. But

if a doctrine appears to be self-contradictory and de

void of spiritual significancy, if the maintainers of

the tenet cannot themselves disprove the charge that

it obtrudes upon the mind a visual image to which

no spiritual idea corresponds, which cannot be ex

changed for aught of value in the world of super-
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sensual reality, that image being a mere fabric of the

brain, like the visions of poets or romancers, (more

truly indeed than they, as the visions of good poets

always represent a truth,) are we bound to acquiesce
in it by force of any outward proof or testimony that

has ever yet been alleged in support of particular

views in theology?
The Romanist, in accordance with the policy of

his Church system, demands of course that every
doctrine should be implicitly received, without re

gard to its internal character. Yet a voice which

even his system cannot stifle, with a whisper clearly-

audible in the lull of theological dogmatizing, urges
him to justify his belief, if possible, in the Court of

Reason and the Spiritual Sense; to shew that it is

not self-contradictory that it does represent a spi

ritual reality. He alleges that, in the Lord s Supper,
there is a change of substance, the accidents of bread

and wine remaining unchanged. This reasoning he

puts forth, requiring you however not to exercise

your reasoning faculty upon it; which is as rea

sonable a procedure as if one should offer to cheer

the heart of the sinking way-farer, by pouring wine

into his cup, at the same time forbidding him to

drink, lest he should discover, in the process of

swallowing, that it is not wine but water dyed red

with some deleterious ingredient, that has been cha

ritably bestowed upon him
; or as if one should give

a starving beggar counters for coin, enjoining him

not to deal with them, lest he should find that

they are not good money, and have no currency.
To enjoy a religious truth is indeed something more
than to subject it to intellectual analysis; but I think

L L
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it may be affirmed, that a tenet, which will not en

dure this process, is no vehicle of a spiritual truth and

substance by which the simple may be nourished to

eternal life. Believing thus, we who have not de

livered ourselves up blindfold to any self-asserted

church upon earth, assured that the Divine Light,
even Christ Jesus, who ever referred man to his in

nate powers of receiving and perceiving heavenly

truth, owns no church that demands, and is satisfied

with, implicit faith, will venture to examine the

pretended wine the so-called coin of value. We
will venture to ask what is the sense or signification

of the saying, that the accidents of bread are to be

found apart from the substance of bread, and that

the substance of flesh, apart from the accidents of

flesh, supports the accidents of bread ? The acci

dents of bread, taken together with whatsoever it is

that constitutes their unity or makes them to be one

thing, are what we mean by the word bread, neither

more nor less; and to affirm that bread can be ab

sent where its accidents are present, and that flesh

can be where the accidents or sensuous phenomena
of flesh are not, what is it but to affirm and deny in

one and the same proposition ? All that we mean by
bread is present in the elements after consecration as

before, and aH that we mean by flesh is absent. The

substance of bread is neither more nor less than what

soever stands under sub stat the accidents, or sen

suous appearances, of bread. If it be asked, how is

this proved ? I reply, it has been demonstrated by
a metaphysical deduction, which has never yet been

invalidated, that the term (substance) is a mere form
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of the intellect which expresses the unity of any par
ticular external object. We can become cognizant

only of that which is presented to us by our faculties

of sense, or which the mind perceives within itself.

What reason can we have to believe that there is any

thing in this or that object beyond what meets our

senses and the connection of it into one thing by a

mental act? If there were anything beyond this, we
have no power of ascertaining it. To say therefore

that the substance of one thing can be under the ac

cidents of another thing, as if substance, instead of

being a mere relative term, expressing the unity of

any congeries of ph&noniena, were a self-subsisting

independent reality, which could be abstracted from

that to which it relates, that the substance of a

material object can exist apart from all accidents,

determinations, or modes of being, and can be trans

ferred from one set of modes or determinations to

another; just as a pedestal may be removed from

under that which it supports, and placed under ano

ther object, is really as absurd as to imply that a

subject can exist without a predicate, and a predicate

without a subject or that we might conceive North

apart from South, or
; extinguishing the West, might

yet retain the East, as an intelligible term, in the

description of the realms of Space.
Our Saviour in his miracles appealed to the senses

of beholders for the proof of the sensuous transforma

tion; but these dealers in signs and wonders, the

priests of Rome, proclaim a supernatural, sensuous,

or at least material, change to which our senses can

bear no witness. They who maintain the real prc-
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fence to be the substance or substrate of the flesh and

blood of our Lord s body under the material acci

dents of bread and wine, plainly hold the dogma in

that &quot;

gross corporeal sense&quot; which Mr. Newman,
when he wrote Tract ninety, abjured. Your thorough
Romanist is dissatisfied unless it be confessed that

the flesh of our Lord s body which was seen and

handled eighteen hundred years ago, is present un

der the phenomena of bread. A real presence of the

whole undivided Christ, divine and human, soul and

supersensuous body, to the entire man of every devout

receiver, this sublime and substantial belief seems

to them, in their grovelling fanaticism, a thin im

palpable shade, a mockery, a rationalistic subterfuge.

The gross and sensible is alone, to their minds, the

substantial. They are unable to breathe the thin air

at the mountain summit of a philosophical and spi

ritual faith. But it is vain to argue against a reason

less and irrational creed with those who make it

their boast that they neither deny, nor even suspend
their assent to, articles, however in themselves inde

fensible, if they be but commended to them by what

their reasoning and concluding faculty has decided

to be sufficient authority. It is natural enough, in

the sphere they inhabit, wherein &quot;

imposture, orga

nized into a comprehensive and self-consistent whole,

forms a world of its own, in which inversion is the

order of nature&quot; it is natural enough in such a

sphere, wherein &quot; all forms of sophistry are
native,&quot;

that the most unnatural creed should appear the most

worthy of belief; and that the saying of Tertullian

should be taken, not in Tertullian s excellent sense,
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but in its literal senselessness : Prorsus credibile est

quia ineptum est ; certum est quia impossibile.*

I believe, however, it may be shown that consub-

stantiation, as taught by some of our Anglican di

vines, is as empty a doctrine as the dogma insisted

on by the Council of Trent : that what this tenet

asserts beyond, and in distinction from, the doctrine

of the Real Presence as taught by Hooker, namely
that Christ Himself is present to the spirit of the

faithful receiver of the sacrament duly administered,

is equally devoid of spiritual content. What is the

meaning of the word presence when applied to a thing

of spirit? A material object is present to man when
it is near enough in space to his material organism
to be apprehended by his outward senses. A spi

ritual object cannot be present in this way. Con

sidered in itself it has no relations of space. Spirit

is present either to spirit or to matter by acting or

operating upon it, by producing certain effects. A
spiritual power is present to material things by caus

ing certain material results : it is thus we understand

the presence of God in the Material Universe. The

Divine Spirit maintains in life the whole frame of

visible things, and is, in this sense, the Anima Mun-
dl. Jehovah was said to be present in the burning

bush, and in the Shechinah within the Holy of Holies.

What does this mean, but that the Lord caused vi

sible tokens to appear in particular places in order

to assure the hearts of believers, to signify to them

that they were under an extraordinary Providence

or that their prayers should be answered. But this

* De Carne Christi, cap. v.
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proves nothing with respect to the Being of God
Himself. God Himself is not in the Temple made
with hands, or nigh the altar, or on the table of di

vine communion, except as He is everywhere. But
man in his human frame is present in particular

places ;
and God in his converse with man addresses

him in his own language, conforms Himself to his

faculties. It will hardly be affirmed that the words

This is my body, must needs be taken in a literal

sense; that the expression may not be figurative,

while the import is real and substantial; namely,
this is that whereby the power of my humanity shall

be operative in your spirits, nourishing your souls and

bodies to eternal life; this is my body in power and

operation ; the effect being put for the cause by a

common form of rhetoric.

So again to affirm that, in the moment of baptism,
the soul of an infant is spiritually changed, without

any intuition of divine truth by the eye of the spirit

within him, or submission of his will to the will of

God, and that this is that regeneration of which our

Lord spake to Nicodemus, which His Apostle John

describes in his first Epistle General, is not this

to say and unsay in a breath ? What means spiritual

regeneration but a general change in the spirit wrought

by the Spirit of Holiness ? What is the spirit of man
but his rational will, or moral and intelligential

being ? And how can this change, represented by our

Lord and his Apostle as the ground of conversion,

and consequently of eternal life and salvation, be

predicated of an infant, whose reason and will are

yet latent and inactive, who, after the sacrament, not

only remains liable to sin mortally, but who may,
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as soon as his moral being is developed, discover

none but evil propensities, and neglect all opportu
nities of grace and salvation ? In the vegetable world,

a vigorous germ may be prevented from due growth
and expansion by circumstances of soil and season,

or it may be destroyed mechanically by impact from

without, by the crushing foot, the falling stone, or

gnawing insect. But this oft alleged analogy has no

real application here. The spiritual power, a recep
tion whereof constitutes the new birth, is essentially

a power to resist temptation, or, in Scripture phrase,
to overcome the world. A regenerate person cannot

be corrupted by ill education ; he is well educated by
the Spirit already, in that he is regenerate.

Holy Scripture describes the new birth as a moral

and religious general renovation, constituting the

subject of it a new creature. Maintainers of the

mystic momentary dogma affirm that this is regene
ration viewed in its results, regeneration with all the

effects it produces when the soul has been enlightened

by Light from above and the will has submitted to

the leading of the Spirit. But what authorizes us to

say, that such a moral and spiritual condition, as is

identified in the New Testament with regeneration,

is the result of a supposed mystical change, which

may be totally inoperative? It is the immediate

operation of the Holy Spirit upon man s spirit which

produces holiness and fitness for Heaven ; and if,

after baptism, the heart and mind and moral being

may remain unsanctified, unaffected for good by
the supposed change, how can we reasonably ascribe

to this imaginary font-renewal this visionary cloth

ing of the soul in spirit-robes of perfect whiteness
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all that actualized faith and positive evil-overcoming
holiness on which the Blessed Evangelist expatiates?

Obviously this font-renewal by itself does not affect

the moral being at all. How then can it be the

source and parent of a blessed trans-naturation of

the whole heart and mind, enduing the subject of it

with eternal life ?

Once more, what is the sense of daemoniac pos

session, as commonly understood ? Can one per
sonal identity or distinct self-subsisting spirit enter

into, or become commingled with, another distinct

personal being, as Jonah entered into the body of

the whale, or as leaven can diffuse itself through a

measure of meal? If the supposition is that the

daemon does but enter the body or outward pheno
menal organism of the afflicted person, so that pro

tempore there are two souls to one body, how can it

be said that, in such a case, the man is possessed, or

how does this answer to the notion of the subject

commonly entertained, which is, undoubtedly, that

the soul of the dsemoniac is the seat of the daemon ?

Inspiration of Satan, or his agents and underlings,

is as obviously a different conception from the po

pular one, which imports not merely that an Evil

Spirit acts upon the soul, then ceases to act upon

it, but that a personal Evil Being occupies the soul

and afterwards is literally cast out of it. But then our

Lord spoke as if the matter were as it is popularly

represented. I answer, why must our Lord have

combated vulgar errors in psychology and nosology

and physics, or explained scientifically the nature

of madness to unprepared minds, any more than an

ticipated the teaching of Bacon and of Newton ? Not
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only was this unnecessary it would directly and

positively have interfered with the great spiritual

objects of his mission. We may well believe that,

in transferring the disorder of a maniac to a herd of

swine, unlawfully bred and retained, He may have

adopted the prevailing notions, made use of the ordi

nary language of the time and country in which He

appeared, without derogating from his divine per

fections, or affecting in the least degree his transcen-

dant character as the Way and the Truth, the Light
as well as the Life of Men. There are some other

such empty husks in the basket of popular theology ;

but to return to our Conservative, and his accu

sation against certain modern Reformers of theolo

gical thought :

&quot; It is not so much any objective truth which

thinkers of this class contend for as liberty of thought
in general. Their objection is not to individual doc

trines, but to any supposed obligation on individuals

to receive those doctrines.&quot; An attentive perusal of

the Aids to Reflection would convince any reasonable

person that the author contended for a whole body of

objective truth, and most carefully distinguished the

mere subjective forms of religious thought, which are

not binding on the conscience because they are merely

subjective, however legitimate and self consistent,
from those verities which the outward Revelation, in

its accordance with that of the heart and spirit, en

lightened from above, has realized : that if he con
tended for liberty of thought he duly guarded against
licence or licentiousness, and demanded that specu
lation might be free in order that it might be full

powerful to the reception of spiritual riches, as they

M M
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alone whose hands are unfettered can gather in the

harvest. Where has he ever denied, directly or by

implication, that it is not obligatory on man to receive

objective truth when presented to him ? To deny
this indeed would be to cast confusion on the face of

the Bible, in which faith is represented as duty, while

at the same time it is declared that faith comes by

hearing and knowledge of the truth, which proves it

to be no vague impulse distinct from any exercise of

reason. They who rely on outward evidence alone,

and decry as rationalism the belief that a perception

of the reasonableness of what we are required to be

lieve is the deepest ground of faith, place the proof
of religion out of the sphere of the will, the heart and

moral being, confining it within the precincts of the

understanding, which alone judges of the outward

proof. Such reasoners cannot consistently describe

faith as duty : in my Father s system faith is at once

a light, a beholding of truth, and &quot; the source and

sum, the energy and principle of the fidelity of Man
to God.&quot; How gross is the misrepresentation that

describes such a writer as denying the obligation of

individuals to receive doctrines according to their

light ! Nor did he deny, but on the contrary affirm

ed, that in religion as well as in merely intellectual

education men may with advantage receive the mere

enunciations of divine truth before they have an

intelligent and vital faith in the truths themselves;

that the mere vehicle or formula may make way for

reception of the content
; that the sort of acquiescence

which a young child gives to the deep doctrines of

the Christian Faith prepares the mind to receive what

is thus taken on trust ; or rather that the spiritual
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truth is imperceptibly insinuated by reception of the

dogmatic formula, just as in the silent teaching of

nature ideas of reason and the moral being are awa

kened by sounds and sights, by sensuous objects and

the sensuous frame of language. He well knew that

every man s vital religion is as light comprehended

by darkness; that it is surrounded on all sides with

the indefinite, the hidden continuation of his mental

horizon : but he ever protested that this introductory

implicit belief is not salvation itself, but one of the

ways and means of it
; that the substance of saving

faith is a beholding of divine truth ; that the darkness

and mystery would have no hallowing and exalting

influence, if it were not the accompaniment of
spiri

tual perceptions as positive and sure as the pomp of

groves and garniture of fields is to the bodily eye.

Mr. Coleridge s real opinions on these subjects are at

equi-distance from those which the Reviewer imputes
to him and those which he (the Reviewer) himself

holds.
&quot; For a Christianity founded on philosophical argu

ment, we have not a particle of respect or value. It

is a mere rope of sand, which has no principle of co

hesion.&quot; A belief worthy of a reasonable man must

be capable of a philosophical defence
;

&quot;

for no gift of

God does or can contradict any other gift, except by
misuse or contradiction.&quot; But Christianity must be

founded on the testimony of the heart and spirit coin

ciding with the outward Revelation, not on argument
and discourse of reason, metaphysical or logical. The

foundation of a spiritual Religion is the same as its

matter, and as a feast is founded on meat and drink

not on a deal table, so is Christianity based on its
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own spiritual truths and the receptivity of them in

our spirit. It is the proper office of Philosophical

argumen^ to show the reasonableness of a belief so

founded ; to shew that &quot; the Christian religion has

its objective or historic and ecclesiastical pole, and its

subjective or spiritual pole : that in the miracles and

miraculous parts of religion both in the first com-

ition of divine truths, and in the promulgation
of the truths thus communicated, we have the union

of the two that is, the subjective and supernatural

displayed objectively outwardly and phenomenally
at subjective and supernatural.&quot; I ne difference

betwixt Mr. Coleridge and his assailants, who seem

to me like men striking passionately in the dark and

hitting each other, or perhaps a dead wall, instead of

die object of their enmity, is not that be founded

tigion on mere speculative philosophy, they on faith.

They bring a philosophy to the defence of their sys

tem, as well as he to his, but be complained of this

philosophy that it would not stand examination, was

incompatible with philosophy at large, as taught

among pkUotophert, and was only maintained in

tain schools of divinity. He referred to faith as surely

as they ; but he maintained faith to be an act of will

in the presence of reason, or a willing submission of

soul to truths beheld by the Light that lighteth every

man ; while they seem to regard it as a blind acqui

escence in the truth of something unknown. \\&amp;lt;-.

ipafafliamtA that true faith cannot be without the per

ception of the troth believed by the individual mind

of the believer : which has been construed most un

fairly as if it meant, that there it no truth except

that which the individual mind perceives that is to
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say, no objective independent truth at all. TVy teach

that faith is the bare assent to what a man is assured

by authority to be true.* How can it benefit a man

* ** Faith is the reasoning of a religious mind,&quot;

-

js Mr. Newman, ** or of what Scripture calls a

right or renewed heart, which acts upon presumptions
rather than evidence, which speculates and venture?

when it cannot make sure of it.&quot; Faith is indeed

the reasoning of a religious mind, but are not those

reasonings sure in their way ? Is it not CTMfaur, MM

generis, upon which it acts, and does it not bring a full

...v . . .: . . ::.::.- . :: v -. &amp;gt;. -&amp;gt;:;: -;&amp;gt;;..&quot;.

the strttfance of things hoped for 1 Mr. Newman in-

BCi &amp;gt;:. Paul preaching at Athens : and alleges

that the evidence he gave of his message, was but

slight. If it had really been $ . _ .be men who
received it as certainly true, must have been deluded,

for they could have had no spiritual insight into the

truths to which they gave their assent. The savins:

e evidence that anv preposition is

true lying only in the proofs a man has of it, what &amp;gt;

-

- .;t be aiibrds it beyond the degrees
of that evidence, it is plain all that surplusage of as

surance is owing to some other affection, and not to

the love of truth,&quot; seems incontrovertible. But there

is a species of evidence, the evider - ihe spirit

within to itself, which entered not into I ocke s phi

losophy. St. Paul, the closest of reasoners, who
maintains the faith of Christ in all its pans by ap

pealing for its truth to the higher mind of those whom
he ado would never have expected the Athe
nians to believe beyond reason, or to accept aught as
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to believe that the Bible is true, without perceiving
its truth ? In proportion as he perceives the truth

and divinity of what the Bible contains he will be

lieve the Bible to be divine, and a faith which outgoes
this perception can be of no direct spiritual advantage
to the soul. It is true that the same individual, who
at one time is unable to perceive the divine character

of a certain portion of Scripture will at another time

behold it as the Word of God. By use of the light

that already shines within us we gain more light.

But to urge this as a consideration against the argu

ment of the &quot; Confessions
&quot;

is to mistake its drift and

the author s position. The question with him turns

not at all upon individual opinion respecting the in

ternal character of passages in the Bible, but upon
the value of evidence derived from this internal cha

racter in comparison with that of extrinsic proof and

authority. The question with him is, whether a

passage that cannot be vindicated, as to its moral

bearing, by ordinary rules, founded on that law

true of which they might not find appropriate and

proportionate proof in their own hearts. Have not

we good reason to believe the resurrection of Christ?

And if we have reason to believe it, why must we

suppose that diey took for certain that of which

they had only presumptive evidence? I have just

perused Mr. Newman s section on the Supremacy of

Faith in his Essay on Development. It seems to me

that his general meaning in this disquisition would

have been admitted by my Father as just, but that

some of his terms and metaphysical distinctions would

have been objected to.
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of right and wrong, which God himself has in

scribed on the heart of man, is to be received as

undoubtedly divine by reason of any mere external

evidence that ever has been, or ever can be ad

duced. He never assumes that his particular view

and interpretation of any portion of Scripture must

be correct. He wrote on the Inspiration of the sa

cred writings in the same spirit as on other debated

questions in history, politics, physics or criticism ;

wrote in the sense that his judgment was fallible,

his heart liable to self deception, his moral being

imperfect in the eye of God ; yet considered it rght,

after endeavouring by all means to strengthen and

purify his faculties of judgment, to state his sincere

opinion. When he put forth his views on Shake

speare he wrote in the same sense of his liability to

error, well aware that his opinions must fall, if they

were merely individual and isolated, such as never

would obtain a Catholic consent. He gave them as

contributions to the discovery of truth, and on the

same principle he put forth his views on divinity.

But they who maintain against him, that such passages

were given by inspiration of God, refuse to put the

question on this issue. They will have it tried and

decided in a different court, on different evidence,

which court and witnesses he held incompetent to

determine the matter ultimately and without appeal.
His opponents do not themselves affect to say that

Jael s act, for instance, must not in itself appear
to the common moral sense of mankind, a base,

treacherous, cruel murder. But they say,
t( It is in

the Bible. Deborah, an inspired personage, extols

it. Therefore we must suppose it done by divine
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command.&quot; Yet if we compare this bloody action

of the Hebrew heroine with Abraham s deed of truly

blessed memory, how great do we find the contrast !

The story of the Patriarch s intended sacrifice is evi

dently moral throughout. It is at once symbol and

history a striking and most affecting symbol of ab

solute submission to the Governor of the Universe, of

perfect confidence in his goodness, as of one who

orders all things for the best, and of unhesitating

postponement of the transitory and perishable to the

permanent invisible. The act of Jael, on the other

hand, is as evidently of the earth, earthy ; it is the

act of a hard-hearted and deceitful woman, taking

advantage of an open enemy by a violation of com

pact and of the laws of hospitality, and thus winning
the gratitude of her country in the face of wicked

ness. It is the triumph of evil; the wisdom of

this world and its generation which seems here a

higher wisdom than belongs to the children of light.

But what meant the Reviewer by affirming that

Christianity, founded as he supposes Mr. Coleridge s

to have been, is a mere rope of sand ? Can there be

no such thing as Catholic consent on internal evi

dence ? Do men agree more absolutely on the na

ture and value of the outward evidences of religion,

than they do Q\ the internal consistency of the Chris

tian scheme, on its intrinsic excellence, on its capa

bility of fulfilling the high instincts and satisfying the

needs of human nature ? So far is this inward evi

dence from being a mere rope of sand, that it is the

strong cable, bound about the faith, which has ever

kept it together, and prevented the weaker bands of
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outward evidence from having to sustain a weight

which, if it bore upon them alone, would surely break

them asunder. But when writers of the Reviewer s

school talk thus are they in reality thinking of evi

dence or mental assuredness at all? Have they any

thing in their minds but the disposition and deter

mination of certain parties to maintain whatever they

have received as the truth, unaltered, whether they

are able to defend it by strict argument or no? Doubt

less if a set of men enter into a compact to preserve

whatever they find established, without examination,

there will be a wonderful concord of thought and

unity of action among them. They accept a system
with their eyes shut, and therefore will never be led to

loosen their hold upon it from any perception of its

deficiencies
;
for they are resolved to see nothing. The

only objection to this theory of faith is, that it seems

at war with the very nature of faith itself. To be

determined to uphold a system is not the same thing
as to feel assured that it is true and represents what

is real though invisible.*

* I must here say, for those readers who have not

yet become acquainted with the Aids to Reflection,

(what should have been said a few pages back,) that

Mr. Coleridge s doctrine of baptismal grace agrees

with, and is, the Catholic doctrine, only not as popu
larly explained, or as described in the Tracts for the

Times and the theological writings of Mr. Newman.
His scheme establishes a more perfect analogy be

tween the two sacraments than the other, for, accord

ing to it, Baptism gives new life to the soul, the Eu
charist sustains and extends it, but both on condition

N N
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The doctrine which condemns private judgment
labours under this difficulty, that every man must and

of actual faith and through its operation. Both sa

craments confer grace, which is to be appropriated

by the will; why may there not be an interval of

time between the consignation and the appropriation ?

In the holy communion as truly as in baptism, the

office of the rite is only to consign the Holy Spirit ;

that the appropriation by the will should follow im

mediately is not essential to the doctrine; and indeed

St. Augustine and other theorists on baptism have

laid down, that in certain cases, the grant does not

come into operation till after an interval. But, accord

ing to the commonly received explanation of this sub

ject, grace enters the soul in an essentially differentway
and with wholly different conditions in one sacrament

and the other : the spirit of man is supposed to have

been born again, the will even after the new birth, re

maining spiritually inoperative in the infant subject;

and yet it is held that, in the communion, it receives

benefit from the sacrament only in and with move

ments of life and acts of co-operation !

I have lately examined the various expressions of

St. Augustine on the effect of baptism, scattered up
and down his works, with especial care, and am quite

satisfied that he had no such thought in his mind as

that of an internal spiritual renewal or change of na

ture in the infant soul at the font: and that his lan

guage is inconsistent with such a conception. He

says, indeed, that God is with baptized little ones ;

but this is an ambiguous phrase, and capable of dif

ferent metaphysical interpretations.
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does act on the decision of his own mind in deter

mining whom to receive as teachers and depositories

of religious truth; and since it is not possible to

determine that question without judging of the truth

itself, it seems a direct contradiction to say that a man

may and must resolve either to embrace the system

which was presented to him first by others, or to

adopt another, in which he was not educated ; yet

that he may not reasonably judge of the system thus

received. Men decide by private judgment, that the

pretensions of Rome are just, and thereupon throw

themselves into a communion, which denies the ri^ht* o

of private judgment to all within its pale. For truly,

so it is argued, a man may use a lantern to guide his

steps through the darkness of night, and wear a heavy
coat to shelter him from the inclemency of the skies

out of doors; but the same man will, of course, lay

down his horn luminary, and cast aside the cumber

some frieze, when he enters a room brightly lighted

by a multitude of wax candles, warmed by a brightly

blazing fire, and enlivened by a gay and goodly com

pany. And of a truth, if the faculty by which a man

guides himself into a religion were analogous to the

traveller s lantern if it could be taken up and laid

down again at will, and exchanged for a better means
of light as soon as it had served its purpose, this sup

posed parallel would be very much to the point. As
it is, we may fairly reply, that as it was one pair of

eyes which guided the traveller to the goodly com

pany and which enabled him to address thera on his

arrival; in like manner one mental organ of vision

enables a man to decide respecting the Church, and

to examine the doctrines which are said to be taught
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by the Church. It is urged against this view that

men choose their own physicians and lawyers without

pretending to judge of the prescriptions of the former,

or to criticise the legal opinions of the latter. But

neither case is really in point. In the practical matters

that concern the present life a man is obliged to act

upon uncertainties; he acts for the best, but with the

consciousness that he may fail. He is obliged to choose

his physician or lawyer by common report, and he

often chooses wrong. Still if he happens to choose

rightly, he derives full benefit from his choice though
he neither understands physic nor law. Religion is

not like material medicine or the business of the

lawyer, a thing by which a man may be benefited

irrespectively of any personal knowledge or under

standing of it in its internal character. To choose a

religion is to feel sure that it is true, and to secure

its blessings is to embrace with our whole heart and

mind and spirit its saving truths and enlightening,

purifying revelations. I believe that my Father had

as high a respect for a real catholic consent or an un

interrupted tradition as most men ; but he was too

independent and brave, too reflective and clear-

minded to bow down before the idol of Public Opi
nion ;

to adopt vulgar conservative maxims, and

yield to the despotism of a mere existing majority.

To this Exisiing Majority the English Reviewer

appeals in mean-minded triumph : one of the many

proofs his disquisition affords, that he can have no

confidence in the intrinsic merits of his cause.

&quot; These men fear public opinion,&quot; says he :
&quot;

They
know that the national mind of England is strongly

adverse to their views. They know the principles
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of the clergy as a body, and they are fearful of pro

voking a strong re-action.&quot; This is an appeal to the

violent and unthinking Many against the Few, whose

opinions are too refined to be popular on their first

promulgation. They who dwell in the dark are ever

ready to behold objects of terror, fiends and goblins

on all sides round, as soon as their imaginations are

excited by fearful picturings and cries of alarm : on

this propensity the Reviewer seems to calculate in

his procedure. He would make the writers whom
he assails objects of apprehension ; and as

&quot; Fear and Rage are one disease

And both alike the
ague,&quot;

this was well devised to bring upon them the anger

of that numerous class whose zeal is not according to

knowledge; but in ascribing fear of public opinion

to them, and accusing them of &quot; miserable party spi

rit,&quot;
he is as wide of the mark of truth as in all his

other arrow shots. The temper of fearlessness and

moral courage is the natural companion of free in

quiry, and it is a fact that most of the men of whom
the writer speaks thus are eminently bold and in

cautious. The timid and self-preservative are ever

desirous of belonging to a party in whose ranks

they may be hidden ; by whose many weapons they

may be protected. Where there is a tacit compact

amongst any set of men, that they shall act as one

even while they think diversely, each sacrificing

something that is dear to him, like the triumvirs of

old, in order to secure the help of the rest towards

acquiring or preserving something still dearer and

more important, there is party spirit. Party coalitions
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in this corrupt and evil sense cannot be for those

who hold it the duty of each individual to follow the

light which presents itself, or seems to present itself

to his individual mind, and who permit no bond of

union except the common perception of truth.

Achilles pursued one whom he took to be a mere

man beside the deep-eddying Scamander, and ever

and anon he thought to overtake him with his swift

feet and overpower him with his potent arm. But

after a while the supposed Agenor turned about and

confronted him, and began to remonstrate seriously

with the pride-blinded hero on the vanity of his en

deavours
; and behold it was no mere man, weak,

mortal, vanquishable ;
but a god, even the god

Apollo, strong, deathless, unconquerable, full of

light and full of might.* So in the strength of

vaunted systems of outward evidence, unqualified

submission to authority, passive acquiescence and

logic apart from metaphysic insight, many a vain

boaster will pursue beside the loud stream of Pub
lic Opinion, that Christian Philosophy, whereof

there are now so many vigorous youthful champions,
and of which Coleridge, were he alive at this day,

would be a veteran defender. But methinks they
will find, when they fancy themselves about to seize

and overthrow the object of their hostility, that it is

no mere shadowy, baseless Germanism, has nothing
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in common with that shallow Rationalism of the old

unspiritual Unitarian system, which, now superannu
ated and in the last stage of decay, receives a sort of

contemptuous protection, in consideration that it is

not long for this world, from a bold-faced, hollow-

hearted son and heir, called Esoteric or Idealized

Christianity, who describes the Gospel as a well-

feigned tale devised for the edification of the people
a mortal Minerva, sprung not from Jove, but from

the head of mere humanity. Methinks they will find

it strong and imperishable, divine on both sides, as

embracing an outward revelation, that has come down
from heaven, and an inward revelation of the Spirit

bearing witness to our spirit, which is the work of

God in the soul of man.

That these Letters on Inspiration fully and unob-

jectionably solve the whole difficult problem of the

Bible, in what sense as to particulars, as well as con

sidered at large, it is the Word of God, I cannot

pretend to say. But of this I feel assured, that the

work is a step in the right direction, and tends to

reflection upon the insufficiency, the indefiriiteness,

or self-contradictoriness of the popular scheme, if

scheme that can be called, which certain settled form

has none ; and indicates, as far as it goes, the true

principles, on which the subject ought to be exa

mined. Of this also I feel assured, that many of the

objections hitherto brought against it, are made in

ignorance or prejudice, misapprehension of the

main drift of the work, with inversion of some of its

arguments, and peremptory assertions concerning the

sense of passages in Holy Writ, supposed, as thus
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understood, to overthrow the doctrine of the treatise.

Some defenders of Plenary Inspiration insist that

in the &quot; Confessions
&quot;

my father fights with a shadow,

an imaginary combatant of his own devising. I do

not speak confidently on this deep and arduous theme:

but I own it is a question with me whether they who

talk thus have ever subjected their own notions to

metaphysical analysis, or have beheld them in that

clear keen light of mental science, in which Mr. Cole

ridge was accustomed to contemplate all theological

propositions and schemes of doctrine addressed to the

speculative faculty. I cannot help inferring from

the remarks of these objectors both in negativing my
father s statements, and positively asserting the view

they substitute, that their scheme is, in substance and

real value, tantamount to that which, as exhibited in

these pages, appears to them a mere shadow ; that it

does, in fact, involve that mere mechanical dictation,

which they mean to reject : that it is either this or no

thing;. Of such schemes my father plainly confessed

&quot; I cannot understand them.&quot; For do not all the

maintainers of theopneusty,a.s maintainers of ple

nary inspiration now call themselves, though the term

certainly does not etymologically exclude my father s

view, do not all the adversaries of the scheme which

my father proposed as really better, safer, more truly

satisfying to the heart and higher mind than any
other which has yet been formally stated, eagerly

contend, that both in regard to doctrine and moral

sentiment, and in regard to facts of history, the

Sacred Writers were infallibly guided so that they

could not err ? Is it conceivable that any human mind

should be free to use its own powers, express its own
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feelings, record its own experience, while it is so di

vinely controlled as to be kept from all possibility of

error? Is infallibility possible except in the case of

divine information superseding all the native powers
and acquired abilities of the mortal penman, all his

personal emotions, reflections, and imaginations?

The faithful have light from heaven shining in upon
their human mind through reason the power of divine

light in the soul. In so far as any Christian is rege

nerate his human will is strengthened and sustained

by the Holy Spirit. But in this case there is no in

fallibility, no exemption from the possibility of error

in thought, of faultiness in act and deed. By the

reasoners to whom I allude not only are the sacred

historians pronounced infallible the personageswhom

they describe as carrying forward the designs of God

are declared sacred too, even where no comment is

made upon their actions in the holy record. Ehud,

Jael, David, for all his acts except those which are ex

pressly blamed, are held up to honour or sheltered from

blame. To such a scheme we may well apply the de

scription of my father
;
we may well say of it what he

said of the supposed imaginary doctrine, that it
&quot;petri

fies at once the whole body of Holy Writ with all its

harmonies and symmetrical gradations&quot;
&quot; evacuates

of all sense and efficacy the sure and constant tradi

tion, that all the several books bound up together in

our precious family Bibles were composed in diffe

rent and widely distant ages, &c.&quot; Thus at least I

think we must regard it, if we attempt to place it

before us in any definite consistent form. If it be

not a scheme of divine information, superseding the

individual mind, how is it to be understood ?

O O
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My Father s objections to the doctrine of Plenary

Inspiration as applied to the book of Job have been

treated as evincing an ignorance of the manner in

which it is held by competent defenders. Who has

the folly, they say, to suppose, that in an inspired
narrative the speeches of every speaker must be divine

truth ? They do not seem to ask themselves the ques

tion, Are the speeches of Job s friends true and faith

ful expressions of human thoughts and feelings, or are

they not ? If they are such, why must we ascribe them

to the infinite and eternal Being as their author? If

my father imagined that the speeches of Bildad, Eli-

phaz, and Zophar were conceived by all maintainers

of plenary inspiration to convey religious truth, I

should believe him wrong. But this does not af

fect his argument in its main drift. Is it not unde

niable that his opponents represent them as having
flowed from no human heart, but from the Spirit of

Truth, informing the sacred writer what to record ?

Of this view he said that it took away all sympathy,
and all example.

In the same spirit objectors have said :

&quot; Mr. Cole

ridge is carried away by imagination and spends
his eloquence in declaiming against absurdities of

his own inventing. He knows neither what he means

himself, nor what they mean whom he opposes. Who
ever supposed

fhat David was an automaton poet,

mourner and supplicant? Of course he recorded his

own experiences, his own feelings ; but the record

was so over-ruled that it became a full, perfect, and

particular prophecy of the Messiah.&quot; I confess this

mode of defending Plenary Inspiration looks to me

very like Charles Stuart s defence of his trusty ser

vant Stratford, &quot;faithful friend&quot; that he was!
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that is to say an abandonment of it to its fate. If

David expressed his own feelings, related his own

troubles, hopes and fears, joys and sorrows, perils

and deliverances, how can it be affirmed that his

mind was infallibly guided or that the record in all

its parts was the work of inspiration? Can it be

thought that the Holy Ghost did that which the man
David was able by human means to do himself?

And is it maintained that any record of human

thoughts and feelings will be free from the leaven of

human infirmity ? How can a reasoner, who ad

mits that David wrote as a man might write, mourned

as a man might mourn, and uttered such strains of

poetry as man might compose, maintain the plenary

inspiration of Holy Writ in the sense objected to by

my father? That the events of David s life, his com

position of the Psalms included, were so ordered by
Providence that the whole was typical and prophetic
of our Lord and Saviour, this is just what my father

would have insisted on, and is a way of viewing the

subject perfectly consonant with his whole concep
tion of the divine dealings with man, of the Inspira
tion of Scripture, and of the grand plan of divine go
vernment from the beginning of the world. If there

are others who are disposed to join in this charge that

the author of the Confessions fights against a shadow,
let them read Dr. Whitby s General Preface on In-

spiration of Scripture, and I think they will find the

shadow to be a very substantial body no dead body
as yet, though perhaps in the way to become so.

Let them remember too that he anticipates this very

objection at the beginning of Letter IV. &quot; Let no

things count for nothing, and the dead bury the dead !

Who but such ever understood the Tenet in this
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sense?&quot; In what sense then do others understand

it? What other sense is conceivable that does not

destroy the doctrine which it proposes to interpret ?
&quot;

But my father s view is decried as unsafe. What

security have we for any part of the faith in Christ, if

any part of what is contained in the Canon may be

human error rather than divine truth? We may ask

in reply, what security can we have that faith is a

genuine insight, a saving assuredness of divine truth

if such an external, superficial security as this is in

dispensable? Such a security as this my father held

most dangerous to the interests of true religion : it is

a security like that of mandragora, which allays the

heat of fever by making the patient sleep to death.

I could not of course enter here into a general de

fence of the treatise, even if I were prepared and

competent to the task
; but I will notice two instances

in which it has been charged with obvious error, on

the mere assumption that certain interpretations of

Scripture, by no means universally adopted amongst
noted divines, are unquestionably right. At page
49 the author cites, among other passages which he

conceives it not necessary to accept as the very word

of God, Acts v. 53. Gal. iii. 19. (Heb. ii. 2. may
refer to the same thing or it may not.) This ordina

tion or delivery of the Law by Angels, which my
father looked r.pon as a piece of human tradition,

like that of Michael s dispute with the Devil about

the body of Moses, mentioned by St. Jude,is solemnly

declared to have been pre-announced in Psalm Ixviii.

14 that is to say, a mere conjecture of some com

mentators is relied on as if it were the sentence of a

sovereign inappellable authority, or were supported

by a true Catholic consent. The Psalmist only tells
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us that the Lord rode upon Cherubim as in a trium

phal chariot, and that in this sublime equipage he

descended on Mount Sinai. The ordination of the

Law by Angels is something quite different from the

attendance of Angels upon the Lord, or their serving

him as a chariot. To identify the one with the other

is most arbitrary a sample of the violent proceedings

of Bible critics, who must furnish some sort of expla

nation of every difficult passage in Scripture in ac

cordance with the dogmatism of their school. To

convey the Lord to Sinai is to ordain the law at

Sinai or implies it!

So again, the Angel of the Lord, who called upon
the Israelites to curse bitterly the inhabitants of Me-

roz, as we read in the Song of Deborah, is declared

in the same undoubting way to be none other than

our blessed Lord Himself: and on the strength of

this identification the curse is reckoned among those

parts of Holy Scripture, specified at p. 27, which

are referred by the sacred penman to a direct com

munication from God ! Surely it is far safer, more

consonant with the tenor of the passage and with a

reasonable view of the whole subject, if we take this

Angel of the Lord, as some learned divines have done,

for Barak, the executor of divine wrath
;
and it will

hardly be maintained by any considerate person, that

the Almighty always executes his wrath by divine

or even by holy instruments. The vengeance of the

Lord may come, yet wrath be upon those by whom it

comes.*

I have lately perused an interesting manuscript

commenting on the Confessions of an Inquiring Spi-
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Can the raaintainers of such views as those here

objected to, be sure that they are really honourable to

the Father of Lights really fitted to inspire and con

firm thai abiding sense and untheorizing perception
of the supreme goodness and wisdom of God, which

is the deepest ground of belief in Him and fealty to

ward Him, as our personal Liege Lord, and the Mo
ral Governor of the world ? Can they be sure that

the horror with which they receive any suggestion to

the contrary does not proceed from attachment to a

particular theory concerning the Bible, which they
have been taught to identify with religion, an at

tachment that has its seat in the fancy and under

standing, rather than from genuine zeal for the sta

bility of faith in the Holy Spirit, and pious jealousy
lest any belief, conducive to the shining forth of his

rit, written by a decided dissentient from the views of

the author, but a fair and straight-forward one, who

sometimes, I think, mistakes the true import of those

views, but never wilfully misrepresents them. This

critique is written in so good a spirit, shews so much

acuteness and knowledge of Scripture, and enters

upon the examination of my father s little work in so

elaborate and legitimate a manner, that I cannot help

wishing the author would revise and publish it. I

have no stronger desire with regard to the Letters on

Inspiration than that they should be subjected to close

and searching honest criticism. A trial not fairly con

ducted can but throw darkness on the face of the

subject. Truth was never yet advanced by untruth

ful methods, except indirectly in the discussion which

those Popish practices may lead to.
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glory in the hearts and minds of his rational crea

tures, should be undermined?

I shall cite in conclusion Adam Clarke s observa

tion on the event recorded in the vth chapter of

Judges. This will serve to show that intelligent per

sons who believe, or think they believe, the popular

doctrine of plenary inspiration have been unable to

carry out such a belief consistently, or to accept in

good earnest the servile bibliolatry, which maintains

the moral blessedness of Jael, and insists on exalting

her as a heroine-saint, actuated by the Spirit of holi

ness, a type of the meek mother of our merciful Re

deemer.

After reciting the circumstances of the assassination

under ten heads, he proceeds to say.
&quot; Now do we

not find in all this bad faith, deceit, deep hypocrisy,

lying, breach of treaty, contempt of religious rites,

breach of the laws of hospitality, deliberate and un

provoked murder? But what can be said in her jus

tification ? All that can be said, and all that has been

said is simply this:
&quot; She might have been sincere at

first, but was afterwards divinely directed to do what

she did. If this was so, she is sufficiently vindicated

by the fact ; for God has a right to dispose of the

lives of his creatures as he pleases : and probably the

cup of Sisera s iniquity was full, and his life already

forfeited to the justice of God. But does it appear
that she received any such direction from God ?

There is no sufficient evidence of it: it is true that

Deborah, a prophetess, declares her blessed above wo

men; and this seems to intimate that her conduct

was pleasing to God. If Deborah was inspired on

this occasion, her words are a presumptive proof that
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the act was right; unless we are to understand it as

a simple declaration of the reputation she should be

held in among her own sex.* But we do not find

one word from Jael herself, slating how she was led

to do an act repugnant to her feelings as a woman,

contrary to good faith, and a breach of the rules of

hospitality. Nor does the sacred penman say one

word to explain the case; as in the case of Ehud, he

states the fact, and leaves his readers to form their

own
opinion.&quot;

&quot; To say as has been said in the case of Eglon, that

* Sisera was a public enemy, and any of the people

whom he oppressed might be justified in taking away
his life,

1

is a very dangerous position, as it refers one

of the most solemn acts of judgment and justice to

the caprice, or prejudice, or enthusiastic feeling of

every individual who may persuade himself, that he

is not only concerned in the business, but authorized

by God to take vengeance by his own hand. While

justice and law are in the world, God never will, as

he never did, abandon cases of this kind to the ca

price, prejudice, or party feeling of any man. The

conduct of Ehud and Jael are before the tribunal of

* On verse 24 of the following chapter (Judges

chap, v.) A. Clarke has the following note :

&quot; Blessed

above women shall Jael be. She shall be highly

celebrated as a most heroic woman ;
all the Israelitish

women shall glory in her. I do not understand these

words as expressive of the divine approbation towards

jael. The word bless, both in Hebrew and Greek,

often signifies to praise, to speak well of, to celebrate,

This is most probably the sense here.&quot;
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God : I will not justify, I dare not absolutely con

demn
; there I leave them, and entreat my readers to

do the like.&quot;

Honest Adam, this cannot be : if you wished your
readers to form no judgment on the case, you should

not have gone so far in attempting to direct their

judgment. Upon such a survey the mind involun

tarily passes sentence on the deed, as presented to us

in the Bible narrative. Jael herself is before the tri

bunal of God, and we dare not determine what his

decision has been on any human being rendering the

last account no not even in the instance of Judas;
but the Jael of Judges our heart and our reason can

not but condemn.

N.B. I feel assured that a passage, left without an

explanatory sentence, through the inadvertence of

haste, will be taken by the candid reader in the spi

rit in which it was conceived. It will not be sup

posed that, in that passage, any parallel, however

slight or partial, between a fallible human being and

the sinless Saviour of mankind was insinuated, or that

any thing more was meant than an illustration, such

as might reverently be made, a comparison not of

persons, but remotely of situation and circumstance.

THE END.

C. WHITTINGHAM, CHIbWICK.
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